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in the sky 
Officials can tell whether that's a 
bird bath or a barbecue in your 
yard\NEWS A5 
Seniors get pumped 
Terrace seniors are off to 
compete in the B.C. Senior 
Games\SPORTS B6 
Ready to jam? 
Join other music fans this 
Saturday at Rosswood's 
jamboree\COMMUNITY B:I. 
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Multiplex guarantee gets pricier 
City councillors split ~f that money were spent up front and the 
referendum was defeated, itwould be lost. 
on what to do next The alternative is to have an architect 
conduct some preparatory work and have 
By JEFF NAGEL possibly another fh'm review the numbers 
A STRATEGY to give voters a guaran- to give the city greater comfort hat cost 
teed price and design of a proposed estimates are reasonable. 
$7.5 million multiplex before an April That option would be much cheaper - -  
8th referendum ay prove too costly. 
Teudering the entire project before the 
vote has been seized upon by half the city 
councillors as a way to assure voters there 
won't be a repeat of past city projects that 
came in over budget and then had com- 
ponents chopped out. 
But the cost of hiring an architect, prepar- 
ing detailed rawings and going to tender is 
$100,000 to $130,000 ~ and some council- 
lors claim other options could cost as little 
as $20,000 to determine whether the city 
can depend ou the numbers, 
However, Peele says all those ideas 
would still fall well short of a guarantee 
that the project will come in on budget. 
"The ouly way you're going to get a firm 
price is if you do up the whole package and 
now estinmted at $675,000, according to you tender it," he said. "Anything short of 
Ron Peele, the city's chief administrative that is still a guess." 
officer. All the options are being investigated fur- 
filer and brought back to attother meeting of 
councillors and regional district reps for a 
final decision on what to do on Sept. 8. 
COllSUitauts Johnston Sport Architecture 
also iudicatcd to Peele they've never before 
been asked to prepare complete drawiugs 
ahead of a refereudum. 
The normal procedure, said Peele, is to 
hold the vote and deal with any overruus by 
either cutting componeuts or fund-raising 
more nlouey. Taxpayers would not face a 
higher bill, he noted, because the city 
would be limited to the amount of the bor- 
rowing bylaw approved in the refereudum. 
Peele also said it's uncertain contractors 
will spend thousands of dollars to bid on a 
project not yet approved by voters. 
Councillor David Hull still wants a full 
investigation of the pre-tendering idea, ad- 
ding it may take some inuovative thinking. 
! 
THREE NEW SIGNS have gone up with messages in the region's 
aboriginal languages welcoming motorists to Terrace and urging 
them to drive carefully. That's Benita Chapdelaine, of a local 
volunteer group that combats drug and alcohol abuse, with the 
sign on Kalum Lake Drive. It says "We welcome you" and "Drive 
slowly" in Nisga'a. New signs with similar messages of friendship 
Welcome and take care 
".Maybe pre-tendering is not realistic," 
Hull said. "Maybe nobody would tender, 
but you don't kuow until you ask." 
Taxpayers deserve to know that they'll 
get what they pay for, he said, not a project 
that has elements removed as happened 
with the I~rary and pool expansions. 
"I won't be lmrt of another one of those 
disasters," Hall said. 
Councillor Linda I-lawes failed to per- 
suade her fellow councillors to change 
direction and return to the idea of a Novem- 
ber referendum. 
But councillor Ron Vandcrlee, who had 
been away on holidays, joined her in seek- 
lug a November date aud opposing spend- 
ing any money' in advance. 
"I don't feel we can put this money into 
Continued Page A2 
and road safety are posted in Haisla south of town near the air- 
port, and in Gitksan just east of town. A Tsimshian sign just west 
of town at Kitsumkalum reserve went up last year. The messages 
were determined by native elders from each tribal group and the 
signs were built by inmates at the correctional centre. Local RCMP 
officers and Nechako Northcoast Road Maintenance helped out, 
Bed cuts force hostel to shut 
SLEEPING BEAUTY Lodge is a hostel that provides a place to 
stay for out.of-town families of patients admitted at the hospital. 
Fallout from 
nurses shortage 
month to operate. For the month of 
July, the lodge only grossed 
$1,400. 
"In the last five months it's just 
gone down, down, down," Baker 
Lodge has helped thousands of 
residents from Stewart, Dense 
Lake, Burns Lake, the Nass Valley, 
Prince Rupert and the Queen Char- 
lottes. 
"It 's made a difference in 
people's lives," she said. 
The lodge, which is owned aud 
leased out by the hospital, was cre- 
ated by the Terrace Elks and Royal 
Purple Hostel Society. 
Director Bill Christy said the 
lodge's lease runs out in April. So 
if the hospital starts admitting more 
patients, the lodge will reopen• 
"We're mothballing it," he said• 
"But unless the hospital does 
something drastic, we'll be 
closed." 
That means the lodge's two em- 
ployees, who live at the lodge, will 
be laid off come September. 
Christy said the hospital's admis- 
sion rates are ridiculous. 
"They've gone from 54 beds to 
15," he said. "They have more 
staff in there than paticnts." 
Mills Memorial has suffered a 
By ALEX RAMILTON 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital's 
patient admission restrictions 
are affecting more than patient 
care - -  they are forcing Sleep- 
ing Beauty Lodge to close. 
As a result of the hospital cutting 
the number of available beds on its 
main nledicai ward to 15 when the 
nursery is open and to 20 when it's 
closed ~ due to a nurses shortage 
: -  Sleeping Beauty Lodge must 
shut down due to a lack of 
cnstomcrs. 
The lodge, which was once used 
as nurses housing, was opened in 
1994 to provide families of out-of- 
town patients a clean, affordable 
place to sleep close by the hospital. 
The complex is located directly 
north of the hospital. 
When Sleeping Beauty Lodge 
opened there were 54 beds avail- 
able for patients at Mills. 
Because Sleeping Beauty's oper- 
ating dollars come from fees gener- 
double room) it can't operate 
without customers. 
"As long as the hospital beds are 
closed, we will not get the much- 
needed customers," said lodge 
director Jean Baker. 
ated from nightly rental rates ($25 Sleeping Beauty Lodge, a not- 
for a single room attd $30 for a for'profit business, needs $5,000 a 
said, " I f  they're not getting the nurses shortage siuce July caused 
patients, we're not getting the by an unavadabihty of casual 
famdies and the money." nurses, sink time and resignation of 
Baker said Sleeping Beauty some fnil4ime staff. 
David Hull 
Charges laid 
for damaging 
historic trees 
By ALEX HAMILTON are archaeological sites that 
A LOCAL MAN is charged demonstrate use of the 
with damaging and rcmov- forest over centuries. 
ing culturally modified trees "It's knowledge of the 
,~om die Kitsumkalum past," she said• "They 
Mouutain area in what in- 
vestigators believe is the 
first case of its kind in B.C. 
George Charles Halpert of 
Terrace faces two charges 
undcr the Heritage Conser- 
vatiou Act with damagiug or 
altering a provincial 
heritage site and removing 
culturally modified trees 
from the site, and for 
damaging or altering a site 
that contaiued physical evi- 
deuce of human habitation 
or use before 1846. 
He is also charged under 
file Forest Practices Code 
with cutting, removing or 
damaging Crown timber. 
A culturally modified tree 
is oue that was altered by 
aboriginal people prior to 
1846 as part of their tradi- 
tional use of the forest. Ex- 
amples include trees with 
bark removed, stumps and 
felled logs, trees tested for 
souudness, trees chopped 
for pitch, trees with scars 
from phmk removal, and 
trees delimbed for wood. 
The I~resence of marks 
made by tools used tradi- 
tioually by uatives is usually 
convincing evidence a tree 
was culturally modified. 
Janice ToIlefsen, research 
director at Kitsumkalum 
treaty office, said such trees 
demonstrate our culture, 
heritage and history." 
She said the trees are evi- 
dence First Nations have 
been used the area for 
centuries - -  important am- 
mutfition for treaty talks. 
Since native history is oral 
and not written, culturally 
modified trees are important 
documentation f history. 
Culturally modified trees 
were used for everythhlg 
from totem poles to baskets. 
The offences are alleged 
to have occurred in the area 
of Kitsumkalum Mountain 
between Feb 7, 1999 and 
April 8, 1999. 
The joint hwestigation 
which led to the arrest was 
led by the Terrace RCMP, 
the Terrace office of the 
Ministry of Forests and the 
Vancouver RCMP Forest 
Crime Investigation Unit• 
Terrace RCMP Inspector 
Doug Wheler said be 
believes the charges are the 
first of their kind under the 
Heritage Conservation Act. 
"It's very rare and new," 
Whelcr said• "We'll proba- 
bly see more in the future." 
Halpert is to appear in 
Terrace court September 10. 
If found guilty, the maxi- 
mum penalty is a $50,000 
aud two years in prison. 
Prime minister 
may pay a visit 
PRIME MINISTER Jean Chretien is expected to pay a 
surprise visit to the Nass valley this weekend. 
Nisga'a Tribal Council officials confirmed turnouts 
that Chretien is tentatively scheduled to come to the 
valley Saturday. 
"He just wants to visit us," said tribal council 
secretary.treasurer Edmond Wright. "We're meeting 
with hhn." 
He said file prime minister may also be visiting the 
Queen Charlotte Islands while in the northwest. 
The goventing Liberals have vowed to pass the 
Nisga 'a treaty when Parliament reconvenes in the fall. 
Besides his commitment toratify the treaty, Chrclien 
has significant historical ties to the Nisga'a. 
Hc was made an honourary Nisga'a in the 1970s after 
he - -  as Indian affairs minister mtagrced to begin 
trcaty negotiations to settle the Nisga'a laud claim. 
That decision followed the Supreme Court of Cana- 
da's landmark 1973 ruling. The high court split evenly 
l on the question of whether the Nisga'a still bold 
I aboriginal title to their land, 
| The ungotiations began ill 1976 but B.C, didn't 
forulally join the talks until 1990. 
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Seniors supportive housing 
project queried about costs 
By JEFF NAGEL ministry guidelines suggest tion is being sent down and " tars, she added. 
PLANS TO build a suppor- 
tive housing complex for 
senior citizens on the bench 
next to Terraceview Lodge 
have come under scrutiny. 
The Real Estate Founda- 
tion of B.C. wrote to the 
ILE.M. Lee Hospital Foun- 
dation, which initiated the 
Terrace Mountain Manor 
supportive housing project, 
on Aug. 3 demanding ans- 
wers to a series of questions. 
The letter also indicates 
the real estate fouudation 
has suspended payment of 
the balance of a $75,000 
grant for the project until 
answers are provided. Near- 
ly $22,000 of the grant had 
already been advanced. 
Foremost among the con- 
ceres is the projected cost of 
the uuits, said real estate 
foundatiou executive direc- 
tor Tim Pringle. 
He said the early estimates 
prepared by architect Royce 
Candle suggested costs 
could be as low as $91 per 
square foot. And housing 
From front 
a standard of $123 per 
square foot, or $140 in the 
case of wheelchair-adapted 
units. 
But the $115,000 selling 
price of the 645 square foot 
one-bedroom units works 
out to more than $175 per 
square foot. 
"The funds of the founda- 
tiozz in addition to the dis- 
count of the land aud the 
fact it was given by the city 
free of charge should pro- 
vide conditions whereby the 
units could be produced at 
well below market rates," 
Pringle said Thursday. 
There may be perfectly 
good reasons, he added. 
"We're uninformed," he 
said. "That's the key prob- 
lem." 
" I  understand his con- 
cerns," responded hospital 
foundation chair Marylin 
Davies on Friday. "He 
seems to be missing some 
information." 
She said she talked to 
Pringle that day. Informa- 
indications are the grant 
suspension will be lifted, 
she added. 
The Terrace Supportive 
Housing Society, which 
formed to take over the pro- 
ject from the hospital foun- 
dation, is also in talks with 
B.C. Housing in an effort to 
qualify for a supportive 
housing rant. 
That could reduce the cost 
of the units, Davies said, al- 
though she noted the maxi- 
mum unit price under B.C 
Housing guidelines is 
$93,000. 
If the agency does join the 
project, she said, they could 
likely build the entire 39- 
unit plan aud offer 22 units 
as low-cost rentals. 
Right now the project 
proposes a first-phase of 22 
wheelchair-accoss~le units. 
As for the per unit cost, 
Davies said the prices are 
high because of the need to 
pay for all the construction 
costs up front. 
There are also other fac- 
Councillor opposes plan 
to spend money up front iONDA¥ MONDAY "TuEsDAY.• 'WEDNESDAY THURSDAY ':",FRIDAY: : SATURDA~ 
it without a mandate from the people," 
Vanderlee said. 
Councillors Hull, Val George and Rich 
McDaniel continue to support he April 8 
date and are willing to consider spending 
money up front to firm the costs. 
"We have to make sure that when we 
take something to the public it's not a poke 
in the dark," McDaniel said. 
Still not heard from on the issue is Olga 
Power, who is on vacation this month. 
Any decision to revert back to a Novem- 
ber referendum would have to be made in 
the next two weeks. That's because the 
regional district would have to initiate 
bylaws in the first week of September. 
Hull said regardless of how the city tries 
to firm up the costs, more time is needed 
than the barely three months to November. 
" I  don't want to see this thing fail again 
because we didn't do our homework," 
added George. 
The multiplex strategy has now been ,, 
debated twice at the committee l vel but 
'has yet to be adopted as a formal resolution 
of council. 
That's because the original recommenda- 
tions from committee that were to be 
adopted by council Aug. 16 were instead 
tabled at Hawes' request. 
Those recenunendations - -  to set April 8 
as the referendum date and to investigate 
options including pre-tendering the project 
- -  will now come back to council Monday 
night for a vote. 
Hawes fears delaying the referendum to 
the spring will mean most of the 2000 con- 
struction season will be losL 
She added other councillors eem to fear 
the political consequences of the issue. 
" It  appears it's a not-in-my-term stalling 
technique," Hawes said of the April vote. 
Project advocate Brian Downie said 
• volunteers can do little until they're sure 
the new council - -  to be elected in Novem- 
ber - -  still supports going to referendum. 
"What this does is put our group on hold 
for three months until after the next elec- 
tion," D0wnie said. 
Hull also argues volunteers hould com- 
mit to raising considerably more money 
than the $500,000 target set so far. 
• " l  think the goal shouldbe more like $2 
million," Hull said. "That could be by 
donations, donations in kind, corporate 
sponsorships ~ we can sell ourselves out 
to McDonalds - -  whatever it takes." 
" I  don't think you can slap the sucker up 
• and just throw it on everyone's taxes." 
The city and regional district have spent 
about $60,000 on conceptual design work. 
"You're talking halls, 
you're talking common 
areas, you're talking man- 
agers' units," she said. "All 
these things have to be paid 
for." 
Other questions are being 
raised about the process by 
which Progressive Ventures 
was chosen to build the 
complex. 
Davies said people who 
put up $1,000 bonds toward 
their units voted in the 
spring to go with the Prog- 
ressive Ventures proposal 
rather than other designs of- 
fered by Royce Candle, who 
had done preliminary work. 
Progressive Ventures' 
Laei McKeown, who is also 
on the hospital foundation's 
board of directors, never 
participated in any votes 
relating to her company, 
Davies added. 
But Don Ritchey, a local 
man who looked into the 
posa~ility of buying a unit 
for his mother, says he can't 
understand why the project 
wasn't put out for bids in an 
effort to get the lowest pos- 
sible price. 
He said the price strikes 
him as high, particularly 
since the land came free. 
" It  should go out for pub- 
lic tender - -  it's only com- 
mon sense," Ritehey said. 
"You should not have a pri- 
vate developer proposing a 
thing like this, getting 
grants, and building it 
without going out for bids." 
Davies said she has con- 
fidenco in Progressive Ven- 
tures and sa~d the decision is 
not unprecedented. 
"There's other public 
housing in Terrace that 
didn't go to tender where 
there were design proposals 
that were accepted," she 
said. "We're certainly com- 
fortable with Progressive 
Ventures." 
Clarification 
AN AUG. 4, 1999 story in- 
dicated the budget for the 
. co,~traction' of'a berm* at 
.... Willow cr~k' i/s' ~'arf6f"~ 
habitat restoration program 
was $80,000. 
In fact, $80,000 is the cost 
for the entire restoration 
program and the berm was 
financed by the highways 
ministry at the request of the 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans. 
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She fears 
for her baby 
Nurse shortage has patients anxious 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
AT EIGHT-and-a.half months 
pregnant, the last thing Rhonda 
Alexander wants to worry about is 
the hospital's nurscs shortage. 
i But she can't help being annoyed 
'.with the lack of nurses in Terrace 
~and Vancouver, because she says 
let's affecting her and her baby's 
:health. 
',Considered a high risk preg- 
:nancy, Alexander was flown down 
:to B.C. Women's Hospital in Van- 
:couver for six weeks for special 
~catment because she suffers from 
;seizures that are intensified by her 
pregnancy. 
For the past month and a half 
she's also suffered from exhausting 
ipre-term labour. 
'. " I 've been in continual pain for 
~six weeks," Alexander said. " I 've 
,'been just a wreck." 
: And the nurses shortage here and 
;in Vancouver have made matters 
worse. 
: She said her nurse.s at B.C. 
:Women's Hospital were over- 
:worked and tired and as a result, 
:they wcrc cranky and rough with 
:her. 
"People can't get better like 
:that," she said. "I 'd feel worse and 
;worse longer•" 
: And now that she's back in Ter- 
:race she said she feels she's been 
:dcalt a double whammy. 
:The  nurses shortage at Mills 
'.Memorial Hospital is stressing her 
~severely. 
"It 's their rudeness," she said. 
',"They're tired and it affects every- 
:thing amend them." 
Last week she said nurses were 
three hours late with her medica- 
tion because they were so busy. 
"They were all blaming each 
other," she said. 
She also said it's often difficult to 
get admitted because the hospital's 
15 beds are full. Due to the 
shortage of nurses, Mills has 
reduced the number of available 
beds to 15 when the nursery is open 
and 20 when it is closed. 
Alexander said nurses often ask 
her whether she really needs to be 
admitted. 
Now she'll wait at home until the 
pain from her contractions arc ex- 
treme before going to the hospital 
for medication. 
She said nurses rarely have the 
time to talk with her or explain 
things to her. 
"They're just plain too busy," 
she said. " It 's frustrating." 
If it wasn't for her husband Mat- 
thew W. Bright, who helps take 
care of her 24-hours a day, 
Alexander said she'd bc in real 
trouble. 
She said it's her husband who 
often does the nurses' jobs. He 
gives her her needles ~ he was 
taught how by medical staff in 
Vanoouvcr ~ and also helps her 
when she's having seizures. 
"They're not taking the time to 
take care of patients," she said. 
"The nurses shortage affects you 
getting better." 
And when she complains about 
their attitudes, Alexander said the 
nurses just get worse. 
" I  pity the patients that come 
RHONDA ALEXANDER worries that a shortage of nurses is af- 
fecting health care and adding risk to her high-risk pregnancy, 
here," she said. 
Nurse and local shop steward 
Penny Henderson admitted nurses 
are stressed out and tired whenever 
there is shortage of staff. 
She said at least once a week they 
are understaffed and have too much 
work. 
"It's hard not to get stressed out 
when you have more work than you 
can handle," Henderson said. 
However, she expect he situation 
to improve in the fall, when nurses 
come back firom holidays and the 
four full-time nursing positions are 
filled. 
She said the nurses hortage is a 
problem across Canada. There 
simply aren't enough nurses any- 
where because there aren't many 
people ntering the profession. 
The nurses shortage at Mills 
Memorial is due to a lack of 
casuals (on-call nurses) to bring in 
when a full-time or part-time nurse 
is sick or on holidays 
To make matters worse, it is 
estimated that 80 per cent of nurses 
in Canada will be retiring within 
the next decade. 
Doctors shun administrative post 
Warbeck said. 
"Relations with adminis~ation 
are so strained and there's uch a 
lack of confidence of doctors in ad- 
ministration that no-one thinks 
there ~vould be any useful function 
of a chief ofstaffat his time." 
Warbeck said a doctor might ake 
the position if the hospital accepts a
list of conditions the physicians 
agement, respomible for reflecting 
and enforcing policies of the hospi- 
tal's governing health council to 
medical staff and to investigate 
complaints made against he doc- 
tors. 
"So you can see it's a position 
that could put a physician in con- 
flict with their colleagues," 
Leisinger added. 
iMILLS MEMORIAL Hospital has 
:been unable to fill its vacant chief 
:of staff position for months since 
,there aren't any doctors who want 
:thejob. 
: Dr. Jim Dunfield, who held the 
'key position for four years, 
:resigned in May stating he couldn't 
:carry out the hospital's mandate to 
,'.cut services in order to balance its 
',budget• 
~iThe administrative p~ition is 
~part time, carrying a salary of 
$30,000 a year. 
In his resignation letter Dunfleld 
wrote: "It is obvious to me that 
[the health council is] concerned 
more with balancing the hospital 
budget han with the provision of 
adequate health care to the com- 
munity and region." 
Mills administrator Michael 
Leisinger said the position has 
never been popular among doctors. 
"Physicians are care givers and 
healers and most people don't want 
to get involved with the administxa- 
tire hide of the hospital and that's 
what the chief of staff is," he said. 
The job is considered senior man- 
One local physician, Dr, Paul have .put forward. One of those 
Warbeck, s~id doctorshave talked demands is for an increase in the  
about rmding someone *willing to $30,000 saiary. 
take the position. To date, the health council has 
"So far the answer is 'no' ,"  refusedto agree totheconditions. 
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News In Brief 
Alcan tours summer-only 
THERE's only two more weeks left for tours of AI- 
ean's Kitimat aluminum smeller now that the company 
has decided to discontinue the fonts in the fall and 
winter. 
The daily tours end Aug. 31 as the latest cost.cutting 
drive within the same rationalization plan that spurred 
the company to decide to permanently dose the 
Kcmano townsite. The off-season tours ran twice a 
week on a reservation basis. 
"The decision to discontinue the reservation-only 
Tuesday and Thursday regular tours in the fall and 
winter season is part of the smelter's wide-ranging 
plans to improve business performance by C$50 mil- 
lion by the end of the year 2001," said Alcan spokes- 
man Allan Hewitson. 
Most other major industries in the northwest don't of- 
fer winter tours, he added. 
We were almost Mars 
NORTHWES'TERN B.C. could have been Mars, but 
believe it or not - -  we were just too far away. 
Location scouts for the new sci-fi thriller Mission to 
Mars pondered using Mount Edziza's volcanic cinder 
cones and craters near Telegraph Creek to double for 
the red planet. 
But in the end they decided it would be too costly to 
shoot up here and opted to build a set in studios in 
Vancouver instead. 
Actors Tim Robbins and Gary Sinise are among the 
cast now f'dming in file Vancouver and Whistler area. 
It's about a NASA Mars mission that turns disastrous 
resulting ill more astronauts being sent there in an at- 
tempt to rescue asurvivor. 
The $100 million space adventure movie is directed 
by Brian DePahna, whose past films include Mission 
.Impossible, The Untouchables and Scarface. 
Named to college board 
CALEDONIA TEACHER Ed Harrison and New 
Aiyansh businesswoman Lorene Plante have been re- 
appointed to the Northwest Community College board. 
New to the board are Claudia Knight, who works at 
the Stewart health cenlre, and M. Margaret Clay, the 
owner of the Sportsman's Lodge in Kispiox. Nine new 
or reappoinUnents were made last week to the board 
which governs college activities from Houston to the 
Queen C'harlottc Islands. 
Principals appointed 
FOUR NEW school principals have been appointed in 
Coast Mountain School District 82. They are: 
• Tom McI.,can formerly the principal of Kitwanga 
Elementary Juuior Secondary School will become the 
new principal of Kite K'Shan Elementary School. 
• Curtis Schriebcr, formerly the principal of Kitimat 
City High in Kitmat will become principal of Hazelton 
Secondary S~ool. 
• Bruce Cookson, formedy from Yellowknife, NWT, 
has b~n appointed principal of New Hazeltoa 
Elementary School. 
• Tim Lee has been appointed principal of Kitwanga 
Elementary/secondary S..chool. 
fPen o(ro on Gom)o u /ers c. 
103-4716 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C 
Ph: (250) 535-3362 Fax: (250) 365-6383 
E'maih merlin@kermode net Web: www pendragoncomputers corn 
All Systems include 17" Monitor and Speakers 
Terrace & District Crei it Urtjo  
Team up again to bring you great systems and loans at Prime Rate (Dec) 
PLUS, buy a Computer through your Terrace & District Credit Union 
Account and receive up to 1500 Canadian Plus Pointsl 
Also you will be entered into a draw for 25000 Canadian Plus Pointsl!! 
PRIME IS BACKI f !  
Canadi)n Plus 
INCENTIVES 
Compaq Presar io  5304 
. i= 
¢OUUl IH I  S l l l l e l l  
• 366MHz MMX Cyrix MII Processor 
64 MB SyncDRAM 
512KB Level2 Cache 
4,0 MB Video Memory 
4,3 GB t Ultra DMA Hard Ddvo 
32X I~ax I CD-Rom Drive 
2X AGP 3D Grophics with Direct 3D 
56K V.90 Modern = 
$ 1299.00  
450 MHz AMD K6-2 uparade vorelor 
$1437.00 
-Uo~Ic~ I r~ S~lke~re noq ix l¢~ n 
Compaq Presar io  571  I 
Clml l l  l l l l l .  = 
466MHz Intel Celecon Proceaxor 
64 MB Sync, DRAM 
2X AOP Graphics with Direct3D 
4.0 MB Video Memory 
12.0 GB' UItre DNIAHard Drive 
32X Max' CO-Rom Drive 
56K V.90 Modenl' 
t0/100 I~bpe NIC 
$ 1899.00  
"Uo ld~ I~ I~llkoCl rd  mk~y i ,  
Compaq Presar io  5360 
Cemmmqn Satetatt 
450MHz AI~D-K6-2 Processor 
with 3DNowlTechnology 
64 MB SyncDRAM 
4.0 MB Video Memory 
10.0 GB Ultra DMA Herd Drive 
32XMax CD-Rom Drive 
2X AGP Graphics with DIrect3D 
56K V.90 Modem = 
$ 1699.00  
*'MONtor lhCI ]~ i kit10 ~ I l l~ '~ I I  
Compaq Presar io  572  I 
¢omlmae IBo~[ ;  
500MHz Intel Ce[oron Processor 
96 MB SyncDRAM 
128KB Level 2 Cache 
4.0 MB Video Memory 
10,0 GB ~ Ultra DMA Hard Drive 
32X Max' CD-Rom Drive 
2X AGP 3D Graphics with Direct 30 
ESS Solo PCl Audio 
1,hMB DSL/56K Modem 
10/100MB RIO 
$ 2249.00  
~ k~r~M ,ml  Spu~lrl  flol OYl~e~ I ,  
[ ~ Ina luded ie f tware : ,  MCtoeoft Windowe 98 2nd Ed. MIcrcsofl Money 99 
[ Microsoft lntemet Explorer MCNeo/~ntlvlrua 
I Quicken BUIc99 MtorOeoflWorkz 4,5 
i vldeogram Creator" Microlofl Word 97' 
Compaq Oulck~Coro 
Ring Contral Fax* l 
LivoPix Collection" l 
, Netsca~Comrnunlcator" l 
Micfoloft Enmtrta 99" j 
'Not ~ mt S~4J 
Im 
/tI/At'TIIE  8 
8AI'IE 
n 
No Interest, No II k.. 
Until June 20001 
. , , . ,  , o .  , . ,  , . , . r  
on all Chiropractic Bed 
Sets in our chiropractic mattress centre 
TOTEM FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
4501 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638,1158.1-800-813-1158 
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Northpolitik 
THE TURBULENT reign of Glen Clark, while 
driving B.C. deeper in debt and setting new na- 
tional benchmarks for mismanagement and 
snake oil salesmanship, may also be remembered 
as one of the rare times a provincial government 
was truly responsive to the needs of the north. 
Victoria's attentiveness to the regions was like- 
ly heightened by the narrowness of the NDP's 
majority, the threat of recall campaigns, and the 
strength and number of cabinet ministers outside 
the lower mainland. 
A more urban-rooted party might have turned a 
blind eye to the recession that bludgeoned the 
sticks-and-stones resource economy of rural B.C. 
Instead the NDP embarked on a series of 
manoeuvres to trim stumpage, ease the Forest 
Practices Code and boost smaller scale forestry. 
The innovative Job Protection Commission had 
a free hand and provincial backing to nurse 
wounded areas through the downturn. 
And the government, through deputy premier 
Dan Miller, chose to take political body blows in 
the south on behalf of the north to save Skeena 
Cellulose and now to float the idea of lifting the 
moratorium on offshore oil and gas exploration. 
Many of the Clark government's initiatives 
the three fictitious aluminum smelters, the now 
laughable Jobs and Timber Accord, not to men- 
tion fast ferries ~ were dismal failures amplified 
by the premier's penchant for hype. 
But it cannot be said that the north was ignored. 
And that's exactly what many fear will happen 
when the B.C. Liberals inevitably take power. 
The party is Vancouver-focused and the growth 
of the lower mainland has reached the point 
where there are now enough seats there to elect a 
majority government without a single member 
from any other part of the province. 
Even ardent unite-the-right proponents fear a 
huge Liberal majority with a strong urban base 
will have little understanding of the north or 
need to support it. 
B.C. Reform members refuse to fold their tent 
and some even look to the Social Credit party as 
a home rather than join the Liberals, who they 
see as being out to simply steamroll over them. 
Liberals up here are keenly aware the party 
must be more north-friendly if there's to be a 
clean unification of the right under their banner. 
Talk of alternatives among the skeptics goes as 
far as fielding independent candidates or starting 
a new party to represent the north. 
All this defies conventional wisdom. Anywhere 
else politicos would be scrambling to get on the 
bandwagon of a sure winner. 
But the north isn't anywhere else. Representa- 
tion is a scarce thing up here getting scarcer with 
each new redrawing of the electoral map. The 
vast distances between centres make the issues 
here seem more about survival than the metro- 
dwellers' obsession with traffic congestion and 
home invasions. Entire communities can live or 
die as a result of govemment decisions. 
The life-and-death stakes, the age-old northern 
suspicion of the south and our contrarian nature 
means northerners will do whatever they think it 
takes to get results. 
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Time to open our hearts 
VICTORIA --- For years 
now, the spacious grounds of 
Victoria General Hospital, situ- 
ated in a beautiful rural setting, 
have been home to scores of 
rabbits. 
Believed to have descended 
from a few abandoned pets, the 
little rascals multiplied like, 
well, rabbits, until the hospital 
recently announced it would 
terminate the entire population, 
of rabbits, that is. The animals, 
the explanation went, posed a 
health hazard. 
The plan sparked immediate 
controversy. A local woman 
began stalking the grounds at 
night, catching rabbits to save 
them from "death row." The 
public has been cheering her 
on, 
The story of the rabbits' 
plight spread quickly, prompt- 
ing the House Rabbit Society of 
Seattle to swing into action. It 
wants to save the rabbits and 
find homes for them. , . ,  
I have, so far, not found any- 
one, aside from the hospital 
officials, who doesn't want to 
help the rabbits, which makes 
the animals a lot more popular 
than the boatload of Chinese 
washed up on the shores of 
Vancouver Island recently. 
Few people have spoken up 
for the refugees. And that's 
what they are, regardless of 
what Canada's immigration 
vocabulary may call them. 
e 
HUBERT BEYER 
When people risk their lives 
to brave a 30-day passage 
aboard a rust bucket hat could 
just as well have sunk a day out, 
live in conditions that can only 
be described as inhuman, they 
are refugees, period. 
I must say that I got consid- 
erably better treatment when I 
decided I wanted to emigrate to 
Canada in 1957. The folks at 
the Canadian consulate in 
Cologne couldn't have been 
nicer. We need people like you, 
they said. Did I have enough 
money for the passage? No 
problem, we will advance you 
the money. All you have to do is 
pay it back within two years. 
Ah yes, I didn't jump the 
queue. Not that there was one, 
at least not for people whose 
skin was white and who could 
speak English. The Canadian 
government placed ads in 
newspapers at the time, 
extolling the virtues of coming 
to Canada. 
Less than a month from the 
day I applied, I was on my way, 
with a little help by way of 
Assisted Passage, courtesy the 
Canadian taxpayer. And yes, I 
paid the money back within a 
year. 
Now, I would dearly like to 
know just where the queues are 
for immigration to Canada in 
China. Perhaps the Chinese 
government, benevolent and 
warm-hearted as it is towards 
its citizens, has some comfort- 
able quarters in Tiananmen 
Square where people wait until 
they can leave their country for 
a better life in Canada. 
The old jumping-the-queue 
excuse can hide a multitude of 
less acceptable feelings, rang- 
ing from "they're taking jobs 
from Canadians" to outright 
bigotry. 
So, instead of welcoming 
people who have endured the 
hardships they did just to come 
to our country as just the kind 
of people we want, we lock 
them up in a compound until 
they can be "processed" by 
immigration officials. 
Most of them are now 
allowed to leave their tempo- 
rary quarters at the Navy base 
in Esquimalt, except for those 
who are believed to have been 
involved in the people-smug- 
gling operation. And maybe 
t that's the way it should be. 
But those who came because-" 
they were told there is a better: 
life in Canada, who probably, 
agreed to indenture themselves; 
for years, should be welcomed: 
m 
with open arms. 
A friend of mine, Victoria. 
Councillor Bob Friedland, tells i
the story of his grandmother: 
who, at the age of 16, set out on: 
a 25,000-kilometre journey: 
from a Minsk ghetto for Amer-' 
ica, where freedom beckoned.: 
She didn't join any queue 
either. She fled oppression. 
Isn't it time we looked at 
human beings with at least the: 
same compassion we appear to': 
have for rabbits? And although: 
the words were written as an. 
inscription for the Statue of: 
Liberty in New York Harbor,! 
the sight that greeted every: 
immigrant seeking a better life; 
in America, they ought o be a; 
reminder for free people very-: 
where when someone knocks'- 
on their door and seeks accep-7 
tance: 
"Give me your tired, your, 
poor, your huddled masses,: 
, i  
yearning to be free. The: 
wretched refuse of your teem-: 
ing shore, the homeless, tern-; 
pest ossed to me. I lift my light; 
beyond the golden door." : 
Contact Hubert: e-mail:: 
hubert@coolcom.com; Fax:' 
(978) 477-5656; web: 
http://www.hubertbeyer.com/ 
They're building a mystery 
ANY HOME worth renovat- 
ing ought o rate a sign out front 
explaining to neighbors what's 
in the offing. 
Major construction contrac- 
tors always advertise their 
goals: Site of the Future Golden 
Years Apartments, or some 
such. I'd get more done if a 
sign told me what my neigh- 
bor's up to. 
But homeowners make a 
point of not tipping off their 
intentions. You have no inkling 
the neighbourhood is about to 
change until you notice a stack 
of new lumber or a cement 
mixer dropped in the driveway. 
Of course, neighbors are 
under no obligation to divulge 
their building plans even to kib- 
itzers next door, but it would 
ease my mind to know before- 
hand. I could estimate by how 
much the refit might notch up 
everyone's a sessment. 
Sometimes the first hint of 
II/I " I  ~ Io l l l e ' l :  [ ] ' !  I [olO,lF;! II,,,-,lm] 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
renovations i an unusual clus- 
tering of trucks, mid-morning 
on a weekend. The volunteer 
crew has arrived, fueled by 
thermal mugs of coffee or 
sweaty cans of cola. 
You can tell they're volun- 
teer; no one rushes to pick up 
tools. The number of crew 
assembled says nothing about 
the size of the project, It says 
more about how many friends 
owe your neighbor in kind. 
Committees are out. 
Nonetheless everyone gathers 
near the stockpiled building 
supplies like mourners at a 
gravesite while they decide 
their plan of attack. 
Watching, it's difficult to tell 
whether the crew is so confi- 
dent they can afford to ease in 
to the Work, or so insecure 
they're skittish about launching 
into it. 
After they've beavered for a 
time, observe them standing 
back gazing at their handiwork. 
Are they admiring a job well 
done so far? Or cussing their 
mistakes? The only clue comes 
from their stance. Satisfied, 
they lean back on their heels, a 
thumb hooked nonchalantly in 
a jeans pocket. Dissatisfied, 
they stand with feet wide 
spread, a belligerent pose 
thought o cow the work into 
shape. 
Some jobs reveal themselves 
quickly. Ladders, saw horses, 
and table saws point to carpen- 
try. but sometimes the job is 
half done before you can be 
sure what they're up to, partic- 
ularly if your line of sight is 
sideways to the field of activity. 
A certain unease exists 
unless I recognize one of the 
Red Greens as a qualified trade- 
person in the line of work that 
seems to swaying the project." 
Still, I feel compelled to lend 
my moral support in the form of 
frequent peeks from a vantage 
window. 
My one construction skill is 
a natural ability to judge when 
something is level or perpen- ' 
dieular. Whether they've* 
braced their rafters adequately' 
or sunk their fence posts suffi-' 
ciently, I wouldn't know. 
Think how anxious I might i
be if I did know. 
w 
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Big Brother 
is watching 
Aerial photos and a new computer database 
are giving city officials a new view of town 
By JEFIF NAGEL 
THE EYE in the sky knows all. 
It can tell whether you've built a shed 
or an addition without getting a build- 
ing permit. 
It can see whether you've chopped 
down a line of trees atop an environ- 
mentally sensitive scarpment. 
And it knows exactly where your 
property line is and where your fence 
should be. 
The newest gadgetry down at the city's 
public works yard is a high-teeh collection 
of hardware and software that marries 
aerial photos with a computer database. 
Every square inch of the city was photog- 
raphed from a plane flying at 6,000 feet in 
May, 1998. (gemember those white eros- 
shairs painted oq skeets all over town about 
a year ago?) 
Those photos have been digitized and fed 
inlo the computers. 
Overlayed on top of the images are lot 
lines, legal descriptiolm of properties, treet 
names and just about any other khtd of in- 
formation the city wants to include. 
Besides replacing old paper and pencil 
drafting with computers, the new com- 
puterized rafting system is proving to be 
useful in numerous ways, says city planner 
David Trawin. 
" I 'm surprised at how much we are using 
it so far," said Trawin. 
It makes the landscape much easier to en- 
vision when dealing with developers, 
homeowners, and city councillors, he said. 
It's also much faster to make changes. 
Instead of having to pay consultants to 
change 42 different maps - -  literally 
whenever a new subdivision is approved, 
just one computerized map is now changed. 
With a few clicks of the mouse you can 
zoom in as close as you want on a property, 
Trawiu says. 
The resolution begins to break down if 
images are blown uo too much. 
But you can clearly see larger objects like 
decks, patios and trampolines, and maybe 
lawn chairs if you squint. 
"You can see objects that are basically 
bigger than eight inches in diameter," 
Trawin says. 
" I f  you've got a birdbath in your back 
yard I can see it,,' he adds. "So with that 
we can spot manholes, catch basins, tele- 
phone poles - -  stuff like that." 
"If you've got a birdbath in  
your backyard, I can see it." 
Each property is also linked to a database 
with B.C. Assessment data, so a click on a 
house call quickly call up itfformation such 
as the property owner, assessed value, and 
zoning. 
The cost of all the equipment was hefty 
$300,000 in all. 
That figure includes computers, oftware, 
the actual aerial photos, mapping and train- 
ing. 
"A lot of municipalities have had com- 
putcrized mapping for the last 25 years," 
Trawin explained. "We basically bought 
everything all at once." 
He said the new system will save thou- 
sands of dollars every year that the city 
would normally have to spend updating its 
maps. 
"It will pay for itself pretty quickly," 
Trawin predicted. 
Guess where it is 
THINK you can figure out where all the 
bird's eye views shown on this page were 
taken? 
Take your best guesses, write them down 
and then see below for the answers. 
Counterclockwlse, from top right: 
1. The old Skeena River Bridge. 
2. Student residence buildings at North- 
west Community College. 
3. Spring Creek Drive area. Ztle house in 
the centre is Mayor Jack Talstra's. 
4. A Letourneau log stacker feeding 
Skeena Celluiose's awmill. 
.5. Howe Creek trail area, Christy Park, 
and Kalura St. 
6. The lagoon on the southern part of 
Ferry lshmd. 
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Hospital 
woes boil 
down to 
priorities 
Dear Sir: 
In response to your recent 
coverage of the staffing problems 
at Mills Memorial l-lospital, the 
current situation cannot be any 
I I 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Where is help? 
surprise, anything to do with water - -  which 
The problem has been building the health officials claim t O protect, 
now for several yearS, as local ad, but do n0L 
ministrators and medical staff have I am convinced, by the actions taken 
complained of inadequate funding, thus far by health officials, the Minis- 
Dear Sir:. 
As a resident of Braun's Island just 
downstream of Terrace's sewage 
treatment plant, I am appalled at the 
lack of responsibility exhibited by our 
envixomnental public health officials 
after the July 5th sewage spill. 
Heaven help us if we should experi- 
ence a major enviromnental concern 
in this town ~ particularly if it has 
try of Environment and city hall, that 
were anything more serious than a 
sewage spill to occur in this town the 
only place we would find assistance is
on our knees. 
My faith in God remains intact 
My  faith in health officials, govern- 
ment bureaucrats and politicians is on 
shaky ground. They pass the buck, are 
slow as molasses, thhlk we are all 
stupid, and refuse to do the jobs we 
hired them for. 
• My apologies to Terrace Regional 
District and P.E.P. These conaments 
are not for you, thanks for your sup- 
port, for trying to get all these agen- 
cies together, for pushing the well- 
testing and for the bottled water. 
Diana Penner 
Terrace B.C. 
Respect our 
right to grieve 
Dear Sir:. 
I have been reading the comments 
on the ornaments and flowers at the 
cemetery. I too would like to express 
a few comments. 
Over the past several years, I too 
have lost many dear friends and they 
are buried in the cemetery. 
As been said in other letters, by 
placing ornaments or flowers on the 
grave is the family's way of express- 
ing their grief. 
A couple of years ago, an elder 
friend and I planted flowers on a dear 
friend's grave and it wasn't long after 
when it was all pulled up. 
I was at the cemetery talking to an 
elderly gentleman one day and he 
goes there every Friday morning to 
take the flowers off his wife's grave 
because the city takes them off and 
throws them in the garbage. He pai d 
$70 for this wreath aild he goes back 
on Monday to put it back on the 
grave. 
This is a senior citizen, who spends 
his pension on flowers for his wife 
and he has to go back and forth like 
this during his grieving.? 
People are becoming lazier as the 
years go by. Many years ago, to walk 
through a cemetery was historic and 
there would be big beautiful head- 
stones and nice little trees planted or a 
nice fence and flowers. 
Today it seems that the city wants to 
have an empty lot with flat stones on 
it. Or a big cement wall with a plaque. 
Look at the old cemetery. There are 
.~vo graves side by side and there is a 
and the government's administra- 
tors in Victoria have said they 
know better. 
People need to understand the 
bottom line of this debate: If you, 
or someone you care about, sud- 
denly need serious medical atten- 
tion, who should decide what ser- 
vices you should receive, and 
where and when you can have 
them? Medical staff who have 
been trained in medicine and live 
in our communities.'? Or  the 
bureaucrats and politicians, who 
know nothing of medicine and 
usually pontificate from Victoria? 
Looking at the current reports, I see 
a goverurnent hat has not been 
prepared to accept that local com- 
munity health councils, or medical 
staff, are up to the task. 
Therefore, they spend the money to 
bring in Mr. Novak, and then a second 
administrative co~sultant, but refuse 
funding for a stable core of full-time 
nurses .  
It is ironic that an NDP governlneut 
is prepared to exploit nurses by trying 
to utilise part-time staff in order to 
avoid having to pay them the benefits 
full time workers are entitled to. 
It is also ironic that an NDP govern- 
ment that preached community con- 
sultation refuses to listen to what our 
communities are saying. 
The deteriorating quality of medical 
services in the northwest is not due to 
lack of commilment by doctors and 
nurses in our area. ~¢/e have some tru- 
ly gifted medical professionals. 
The miracle is that, given the in- 
competence of this government, we 
have been able to retain anyone to 
staff our hospitals. 
Having an effective health care sys- 
tem in the northwest is not a luxury. 
There is not a single citizen, young or 
old, who may not need emergency 
medical services, or ionger-tenn ser- 
vices, if lzagedy or serious illness 
befalls them. 
This government's approach has 
been to whittle away local services 
and suggest hat services be provided 
in the lower mainland, regardless of 
the emotional and financial cost to 
patients and their families. 
But this goverurnent has no dif- 
ficulty finding funding for its political 
priorities. It's too bad that the people 
of the northwest aren't priorities. 
Rev. William Anderson 
Terrace B.C. 
['""'"' 635 TIPSl  ¢i'(HM:MEii!  
James W. Radeht 
RADELET & COMPANY ~r~i~ & soli,itor~ 
Tax Law * Trusts * Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgim Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689.0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
• pipe fence around it. I t  has a beautiful 
story ~ two loggers died several 
years ago and the community put the 
pipe fence around them. 
The people plant flowers, put a spe- 
cial ornament on the grave or a fence. 
It should be up to the people them- 
selves to maintain the grave. I go to 
the cemetery quite a bit and if I see 
the plants need watering, on any 
grave, I will take the time to do that. 
These were human beings at one 
time, special ones and they gave to 
their community, There are many 
people who would not mind going 
around attd watering the flowers. 
I have seen people put beautiful ex- 
pensive vases in a hole in the grave so 
it won't tip over and it is just a matter 
of time and it is chucked in the gar- 
bage. 
Please, don't take people's grief 
away. It's not you who suffers from 
the pain of a lost loved one, you suffer 
from the pain of a bit of labour. Show 
some respect to the deceased and their 
remaining families. Let our cemetery 
look like a cemetery instead of a 
vacant city lot. 
Bonita Chapdelaine 
Terrace, B.C. 
Anti-Catholic 
rant nonsensical 
Dear Sir: 
I 'm not a Catholic but I take um- 
brage with Sarah de Leeuw ill her 
column in which she rants against he 
Roman Catholic Church's influence in 
the world today. Just because a group 
takes moral stands on i~thnic issues 
doesn't make it the bogeyman of the 
New Age World Order. 
In many ways this church has be- 
come as liberalized as so many social 
democrats who practice immoral rela- 
tivism, who make evil their good and 
denounce all good as evil. 
Sarah says 600,000 women around 
the world die each year needlessly 
during childbirth and then condemns 
the Roman Catholic Church for op- 
posing abortion which kills millions 
of others who don't get that far. 
She ignores the thousands of orders 
within the church who bring health 
care to the needy around the world. 
What are the numbers of women who 
don't die needlessly during childbirth 
because of the Church's presence? 
The United~:~at[o!~ is rooted in 
western civilization ~ built upon the 
Judeo-Christian tradition ~ and thus 
Vatican City evolved into a state to 
preserve its freedom against heretics 
like Hitler and Stalin who followed 
the humanist manifesto's party line. 
As a state, Vatican City shares the 
same rights as Canada in the United 
Nations. Now Sarah wants to come 
along and make one rule for Canada 
and one rule for the Holy See for its 
place within global affairs. 
It's the kind of nonsense that gives 
credence to global village idiots who 
claim that behind every silver lining 
there's adark cloud. 
Brian Gregg, 
Terrace B.C. 
~ That Make The Grade 
SEE US FOR 'YOUR 
BACK TO SCt 
ACCESSOR 
• Hair Clips 
Accessorie: 
oBack Pack 
• Mouse Pac 
• Skincare 
Products 
• T-Shirts 
• Socks ,Caps 
• Scarves • Jewel lery 
HAIR GALLERY 
"1, 
Dr. P. A. Okimi 
General Dentistry, Orthodontics, TMJ 
New patients welcome. Visa, Mastercard, laterac cards accepted. 
Office Hours 
Mon - Wed 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
, Thur 12:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
J a  
m 
200-4619 Park Ave 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
{250) 635-7611 
Y-~ 
School of Music & Fine Art. ( ~  ,~." 
v w , ~  
Robin Holler and Jess Dafoe wish to thank all of their valuable clients, and 
a special thank you to the 250 hardworking students enrolled in pro- 
grams this year. 
Rattle and Hum is closing down its Kalum Ave location on June 30. We 
will re-open at our new location in September. 
Sorry no summer programs this year. 
Look for these exciling fall programs: 
• Rattle and Hum Toddler-Preshcool Music Classes (2-4 years) 
• Musicals for Kids (8-10 years) 
• Musicals for Teens (11-13 years) 
• Musicals for Homeschool Students (8-10 years) 
• Musicals for Homeschool Students (11-13 years) 
• Homeschool First Year Band Program 
• Homeschool Second Year Band Program 
For information or to pre-register your child call 
Robin at 635-4261 
Fully Licensed Premises 
Dine in a relaxing atmosphere 
Greek & Italian Dishe  Stea  Seaf00d, 
Ribs&Pastas 
For Pick Up Or Delivery Only 
2 For I Pizza & Pasta 
Any 2 small pizzas 
Any 2 medium pizzas 
Any 2 large pizzas 
2 baked lasagna or spaghetti 
• ..with meatballs 
$1395 +(;ST 
$1795 +(;ST 
$2495 ÷aST 
$1395 +GST 
$1595 ÷(;ST 
Free Delivery With A Minimum Order 
In City Limits From 5.~0pm To Closing 
635-6767 
HOURS: 
4606 Lazelle Ave. Mort-Sat 1 lam-I lpm 
Terrace B.C. Sun 4pm-10pm 
MCEWAN GM 635-4941 
99-  A7 
SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
afeway S ELECT 
oft Drinks 
sorted varieties. 2 Litre. 
~,ST EIGHT - Combined 
rieties. 
ME at least $432 on eight 
V~IT 8 per household 
th Safeway Club 
,tween 8119 and 
21199. fo 
LIMIT 8 per household 
~, /  ' \ . /  , ~'~ i~  I~" with Safeway Club Cdt~ II 
~" . ~ \ ~ between ~n9 ,~d lqJ I I  
II 
:'~"',~- ", ~'~:' : :~ '~"  ," ~-~ ;t ~ ~,~ ~.~ , ",~,~ Sold in a 5 lb. chub for " 
' 0""  "~ '  - '= ; : , , , ,~ ,~ SAVE at  least  $1 .50  
~ ; ~  ~'~,:~S~',  ) LIMIT 2 per householcl 0 k9 ~~'~: :  ~~.~,  ~ ~,i~:~:~. "'~ with Safeway Club 
~ ~  ~,~1~!,~ #::'', between 8/19 and 
,,,! ::~ ~,:. ~ ~ :  .~-%.~~_:  ~o~oen o,,~ anO / lb .  
- - - -  ~ ~  ~.._--~ ,~ .=-.: ~~'~-"  ~ ...... _ ' ' ~ I ' ~ ...... - - ~ _  . . . . . . . .  . l  
I m ~ - - ~ • . . , [  _ ]a aDD t..,1. ] [ 
/8~u".'~,~,~/,,~,.~\ ~ "' 'SnOw Star  
[ ~ : ^ , , . ~ ; ~  /. . \ \  Ice Cream 
I ~ ~ , , ~ \  Assorted varieties 4 L Ire. 
~ ~ " / L ~ ' : ~  ~'1 FIRST .TWO - (Combined \ ~ ;  I1 varieties, 
kk ~ : ~ : . : ' d l  SAVE at least $5.98 on two 
~ ~ ~ : "  /./ LIMIT 2 per household 
~ ~ ~ : ~  /,7 with Safeway Club 
~ ~ , . ~ :  ,/.-'/ between 8/19 and 
, \ 
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Police 
Beat 
Tourists die 
THREE GERMAN tourists 
were killed Aug. 7 in a 
motor vehicle aceideut on 
Hwy. 16 after the driver suf- 
fered a cardiac arrest and 
crashed the motorhome into 
a ditch. 
The driver, Gerhard Land- 
fester, 63, and his wife Han- 
nelone Landfester, 57, were 
killed instantly when the 
motorhome crossed traffic 
and fell into a 20-foot ditch. 
Passeuger Christa Moiler, 
57, died at Mills Memorial 
Hospital in Terrace of multi- 
pie hljuries. 
The only survivor, Wil- 
fried Moiler,was sent to 
Prince George Regional 
Hospital for surgery. His in- 
juries are not expected to be 
life threatening. 
Prince Rupert coroner 
John McNish said Gerhard 
had a heart condition. 
Prince Rupert RCMP 
found the RV partially sub-. 
merged in ditch water near 
the' Polymar Bridge, about 
.80 kilometres front Terrace." 
The tourists were heading 
eastbound on Hwy 16 
towards Terrace. The high- 
way was closed for several 
hours as paramedics aud po- 
lice attempted to rescue the 
victims. 
dcsigned to keep him away way this summer, you're right. 
frmn children. The RCMP is half-way through its 
Police wouldn't disclose campaign to nail aggressive drivers and 
his exact location except o 
say he's in the Victoria speeders, which has extra staff patrolling 
the highways three days a week. 
region. "We're working specifically with speed- 
Oatway was run out of 
Clinton by residents who h~g and aggressive driving on Highway 
held townhail meetings and 16," said Constable Warren McBeath of 
marched outside his cottage. TcrracePs highway patrol. 
He'd previously fled To date, RCMP officers have hauded out 
halfway houses in Ab- 339 tickets iucc May 3, 201 of which were 
bottsford, Prince George for speeding. 
The fastest car RCMP caught along and Toronto. 
Oatway was "married" in Hwyl6 was travelling 156 kilometers per 
hour in a 100 zone. 
prison to a Terrace sex of- But McBeath warned that aggressive 
fender still serving a triple driviug ~ such as passing on double solid 
life sentence. Robert Roland iiues or tskiug umtecessary isks - -a re  also 
Willoughby, now known as 
Kevin Roland Oatway, being targeted. 
The RCMP are using radar and laser 
remains at Mountain Institu- equipment which checks both speed aud 
tion, and turned down a 
parole hearing this year. 
B°bby Oatway c°mpleted I 635 TIPS I his full O-yo.soutcnc  for ( llliYJl-"l t  
sexually assaulting children l l ro IMq; l lS  [] 
and bestiality in the Lower 
Mainland. 
Sex offender GOTCHA: Constable Warren McBealh of the Terrace's highway patrol keeps a 
close eye on traffic as it cruises down Hwy. 16. McBeath and other highway patrol 
chased away officers are half-way through their campaign to try and stop aggressive driving. 
A SEX OFFFNDF.R run out RCMP cracking down of four towns by augry resi- 
deuts has left Clintou and 
moved to Victoria. 
on aggressive driving 52, is on a peace bond there 
subject to coudRious IF YouevE noticed more cops on the high- distauce betweeu cars on the highway. 
The radar equipmeut used, he said, can 
target avehicle over one kilometer away. 
McBcath said with the summer months 
comes better toad couditions which means 
more speeders. 
Goiug too slow on the highway, he added, 
is also a problem, because it can Iced other 
drivers to act aggressively. 
By the end of August, McBeath said, of- 
ricers will take to the skies in rented planes 
to track the speed of vehicles. 
By measuring the amouut of time it takes 
a car to travel betweetl two painted lines on 
the highway, officers in the air can 
determine a car's speed before informing 
officers on the ground, who then ticket 
drivers. 
ICBC is payiug the hourly plane reutai 
fee, McBeath said, and the fly zones are on 
Highways 16 and 37. 
The campaign runs until October 30. 
The Centre for Leadership 
and Technology 
!~:-i~!~i" For more information please 
~% con~ct:. 
i~  The Centre for Leadership and 
i~:~l~ '~  Technology 
~,;~ 4443 Keith Avenue 
N~ Terrace, BC V8G 1J7 
~:~ 12501 638-6053 The Cenh'e for _~_ 
~ti~ Fax (250) 638-6040 Leadership ,~ 
,~I~ emailcll@osg.net andTechnol~av ~"76 
~":~N~ Webs~te: h~://www.tclt. 
COMP 223 Computer Fundamentals 
MATH 235 Mathematics forTechnology 
COM~ 288 Engineering Chemistry 
CHEM 210 Engineering Chemistry 
ELEC 234 Electrical Principles 
ELEC 244 Electrical Fundamentals 
PHYS 235 Engineering Physics 
CADD 211 AuteCAD I andll 
ENGD 210 Drafting Fundamentals 
DIGI 240 Digital I
MATH 285 Mathematics forTechnology II 
ENVS 204 Safely and Environment 
CNTR 252 Inslrumentatlon andConlrol 
ADMN 200 Administralive Practice 
NORTHERN 
HEALTHcARE 
introduces Tara Loseth to their team of pharmacists. Tara grew up 
in Burns Lake, travelled to Prince George to complete ayear of col- 
lege and recently graduated from the University of British Columbia 
with a Bachelor of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences degree. 
Ms. Loseth completed her degree 
on the Dean's Honor List. She 
was involved in many community 
sports programs both as player 
and coach and 'hopes to get 
involved in these activities here 
in Terrace. 
For all your prescription eeds 
Northern Healthcare in the Park 
Ave. Medical Bldg, 615-5151. 
TARA LOSETH 
PACKS... 
AWESOHE PACKS... 
TONS OF PACKS! 
':r°m $ I 0 
HAPPYDIIIYS 
WINDBAG & 
LUGGAGE COMPIII 
SKEENA MALL 
/ii:L.-i:: 
O MAKE wA, r_s t sutataen 
THIS 1 o, REAT3 / 
]. Join Weigh/ Wa/d~ers now [or $28.00. 
2, Lose weight for summer on !"2"3 S,ccess, our eosies~ 
plan ever because you can eat any food you crave. 
3. Get a free beady and fashion guide, "Celebrate 
Ihe New You." 
aHAVE YOU BEEN TO WEIGHT WATCHERS? u 
~TJe~:~- -'~- "aJ',~ ~-- "~- " ~  Free Gu ide  ~"~/-~,l~,h. 
While quantities last. o~d,e~ ot York 
Call 
Join now for $28.00, 
1 -800-682-8011 for more information. 
For your  convenience,  reg is t rat ion  and weigh- In  begin at  the  t imes  listed below.  
The meet ing starts  one-ha l f  hour  la ter  
Knox United Church (Terrace) 
4907 Lazetle 
Tuesday 7:00 prn 
Valid at participating locations for a limited time only. Subsequent weekly fees apply. GST not included. 
©1999 Weight Watchers International, Inc. Owner of the WEIGHT WATCHERS trademark, All rights reserved. 
19 • gPR FINRNCING 
1999 Mazda Proteg~ SE I 
ON aLL 1999 MaZDa VEHTCLES 
I 1999 Mazda 626LX 
o, ,,o, $24,925 
0 LE.SFF.. $339,  
1999 Mazda 83000 V~ 
OR PURCHRSE FROM $35,790 
,o. 
]SE FROH $15,999 
• PLLH'~L Vlhll OUR W[BS]TE FIT www.mozdo, c0 
RSK YOUR DERIER flOOUT MflZDfl'S UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE GRflDURTES PROGRFtH. 
Otfetl DVlllahre on rela'l o¢ P Urchase$ t~e,Be~5 o('1MY tIew Iq~!( Mazda~ fl0m July 5 I eli ~1 foe ~ h mired hr~e only [iclu,et tOt~ Anniversary Mp~tat tease and rloan e O a c o qua~ led cu~lorner~ 
only d(tllno e e t|mple to* S 10.000 at I 9% ^ PA. dfi m Bl'h S al $ 716 52 per monU1 C 0 B is $ 397 g6 lax I fo(al ol $10.3~7 98 Me Ed| Per~OOll L ine  RIll: O(rers available o. re(a~l leales Unit 
[ easel ate based on 48 monlh! O(hef le a~e Iorms evldaere Totaltease oeheaflons' ¢ 999 MelOa Mhn.I (model I [ ]BQSPVDOO) [t $1 g.4 TT. Which inc/uee! snout, e ,eposll of |¢00 and down plymeni 
el $2.800 (includes tre(ghl an, P D [ ol $/'95). I099 Ml idl  Wfoteg6 |E (model | 04;t MS,aA001 (s ST f,h02. Wh(¢fl includes ecures/deposit ol $250 pod down Palmeel el $7.00, {Inclu,es 
freight no, P D £ of $1051:1999 Me zda 026 L$14 I rnOdH |r 4t S/pAA001 ts $16762. which Inclvde S scour Ily dePosit ol $ 350 and ,own ¢elmeni 0l S].000 (me(urns frelOM an, P D { of $7951; 
199'lM|Idl Mlffenla $~mode(# K4LNTdl^ O~IdS $TLIST.whlehlndude! socur,leePo~ltofSSOOand~wnpaymenl ol$S.500pnefudes he(,ht and POE ol$/gSI 1999 M|zda B3OOOV$ Trek 
{m~el mXB~lg~PhP001(s $ t ? ~02. which iflo]u~qt security ,epic, OI $7 S0 anti dOWn payr, el~t Of $~ ¢00 IJ~uees hough1 and P O [ el $ t .O$SL Pd O00 krn pal ye=e m~re ~e resT~Rt~ons apple, addffi~nal 
8¢ pep km apphel Purchase price offers~nchrdo $T9~ Io¢ CRfS an, $1.055 for troth /re,She anti PO E L~(en~e i~utance, taxes and of hal tiealer ¢hP~ge] e=tra 0ealer may lellflease 10f less See 
yo~lr deele¢ tot delaln Offers eannol he combine, 
THORNHILL MAZDA 
3040 Hwy 16 E 
Phone 635-7286 
D7041 
J 
= t=l :! : l : |q  ¢t_'t/L,I~ I s l . , l~ i  ~a  
, Bus I ]  qESS RE 'I:  W 
Herod the Day 
Out & 
About 
;'e're inthle Independence Busine! 
Blooming 
good time 
TWO FRIENDS and gar- 
deners have combined 
forces to open ]Bloomers, a 
store selling hydroponic 
equipment and pools and 
ponds for inside and outside 
nse .  
Colleen Roome says she 
and her partner Karen 
Walker-Lavery have found 
a market niche. 
"Terrace is coming into 
its own as far as gardening 
and beautifying are going," 
she said. 
Roome says Bloomers is 
l. ~, l~ . :  
/ New drains 
IT WILL be a while before the nearly $400,000 rebuild of Eby St. is complete. 
.Workers with Vic Froese Trucking Ltd. were busy last week installing storm 
sewer mains at the intersection with Walsh Ave. It's hoped the paving work will 
be all finished shortly after Labour Day. 
the onlyshopsellinghyr- lcan unveils gi t doponic equipment between ,~=~ a n  
Prince Rupert and Prince 
George. 
Subway thle  .way merger 
THE SUBWAY franchise 
here has been bought by 
Darrell and Eydie Smith. 
Previous owners Diane 
and Bob Ramage will con- 
tinue to operate the fran- 
chise they own in Kitimat. 
Darrell Smith said the 
business also provides an 
employment opportunity for 
their three teenage children. 
Far now, Darrell will keep 
his job as a loader operator 
in the bush while the couple 
get established in the busi- 
ness. Eydie worked at vari- 
ous locations around town 
prior to the couple taking 
over Subway. 
WF expands 
WEST FRASER Timber 
is paying cash to buy two 
Alberta mills along with 
their timber ights. 
The mills - -  a plywood 
plant and a veneer plant 
are being bought from Zeid- 
ler Forest Industries Ltd. 
Busy Bea 
NEW TO the business of 
running a flower shop but 
not the profession itself is 
Yvonne Mickelow. Her 
nickname is Bea and that's 
in the name of her business, 
Bea's FIowerland. 
She worked as the florist 
at the Copperside store on 
Kalum and branched out on 
her own when the store 
closed down that end of its 
operation. 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
KITIMAT ~ ALCAN has unveiled a 
merger that if successful may create the 
largest aluminum company in the world. 
?dean, Pechiney of France and the 
Alusuisse Lonza Group AG (aigroup) of 
Switzerland have agreed to terms for the 
three-way merger which would see Alcan 
shareholders hold 44 per cent of the new 
giant with the balance being split almost 
evenly between Pechiney and aigroup 
. shareholders. 
The merger will be accomplished through 
two separate share exchange offers which 
will be made by Alcan. 
Under the deal, holders of Pechiney A 
class shares will get 1.78 Alcan shares. 
Pechiney will also pay them a special divi- 
dend upon completion. Overall, it means 
shareholders in the French company will 
receive about $6.75 per share. 
Alcan will offer 20.63 of its shares for 
each algroup share. 
And before the merger goes through al- 
group will shed its specialty chemical and 
energy interests. 
Alcan's Jacques Bougie will be CEO of 
the new company - -  being referred to as 
APA at the moment ~ while Jesn-Pierre 
Rodier of Pechiney will take on the posi- 
tions of president and chief operating of- 
ricer. 
However, the plan calls for Bougie to 
retire once the integration of the three 
companies is complete - -  in about two 
years time - -  at which point Rodier will 
take over as CEO. 
Pechiney is the world's fourth largest 
aluminum producer - -  Alcan is number 
two - -  while Algroup has a strong packag- 
ing business. 
If the merger goes through, the new com- 
pany will own 27 aluminum smelters on six 
continents producing 3.3 million tonnes a 
year (that's including output from smelters 
still under construction atthe moment). 
It will also own I1 bauxite mines and 10 
alumina refineries. 
Apart from becoming the number one 
aluminum producers it would also hold top 
spot in aluminum rolling production. 
Based on 1998 figures, APA would have 
annual revenues of more than $17 billion. 
"This industry redef'ming combination 
will create grca: value for the shareholders 
of all three companies," said Jacques 
Bougie. "It will establish the new world 
leader in aluminum...a sustainable superior 
low-cost position in primary aluminum, su- 
perior aluminum fabricating positions 
globally and superior positioning for future 
low-cost growth and expansion." 
He also indicated the new company 
anticipated being able to achieve more than 
$600 million in savings "over and above 
existing profit improvement programmes 
already under way at all three companies." 
Some of those savings will come from 
combining various corporate and head of. 
rice functions, sales, distribution and s ta f f  
support as well as combining research 
facilities and technical services. 
The tri-company release also points to 
projected savings "through optimization of 
production and reloading of facilities, ex- 
tension of production runs and improve- 
ment of customer lead-time." 
But the merger's claim to take tap spot in 
the h~dustry appeared to fLzzle the same 
day. Just hours later Alcan's arch-rival Al- 
coa - -  the number one producer - -vowed 
to mount a hostile takeover bid against 
third-ranked Reynolds Metals to stay atop 
of the aluminum pile. And by week's end 
Bougie admitted the new Alcan group 
might also join the bidding for Reynolds. 
" I  still supply Copperside ] 
with flowers for its cooler [CI|I|VilE~ i~@O Y IR f f  
I there," she says. [ ~;l~XqqER .ow, vo no s gog ' i l rO  store s only employee. ~ 
iDays are get t ing~ S ~ " l~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ l . . . .  
We can get your car ready for fall inside and out, 
including: 
• Oil change/ lube 
• Hose and belt check 
• Lights check 
• Shocks, struts and tire chec~ 
• Inspection of fluids 
• Check charging system 
I!!i~i~:i!Hetp yourcarsurvzve andthrive th~s fall--take care of it 
I~n~i~th~b~r:~peciaI F ll CarCare special, all this 
~:~!~i i~ '~,~i !~ i~,~:= ~;~/ , i  ~ ::;l~ : ~ ~ . 
 uTo & sERviCE CE.T E 
:149B City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. 632-2224 
ImaBine be ing  5 year~ o ld mild bUnd 
and t~ld~g the bus to visit your  morn 
at work ,  Chelsea did II safely with 
her whJte cane, thanks to skills 
we taught her. 
~ ~  HrlP~ r~'r 
BC -Yd~n D~mn v~u,~ Imr~ 
I.~q8-4} 1-0111 *~d ek-~/.l~lr~. 
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Kermodei Dive Shod 
off 
4C~r~O~OLdL_  
Wetsuits & Water  Ski Vests 
4546 Lazelle Ave 
Tel: 635-9440 
TC's $HROOM 
SHACK 
IS NOW 
1 pm To Dark 
7 Days A Week 
. . . . .  m 
Bonus Grading 
Top Prices 
Why Sell For Less?! 
Kids 12 & under 
can enter our 
mushroom 
drawing contest! 
I 
i!!::~Jili 
I Pay Mores 
A 
< 
Located next to Centerline Cycle in 
The Thornhill Plaza 
3226B River Drive 
635-0111 
Watch  For The Signs...  
And  Pick Them Pines! 
/ b- . . . .  
I 
I Coo l  o f  f with the  one and  
,I only BlizzarH  c 7avor Tre rt! 
/ s2" ? 
¢ 
4532 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 635-2561 
~ ~vnooth 
i, fr~'t ~a~ one 
~ ie~e/str'/:Cg 
t~-,-te. 
For o limited lime at participating ~ stores. ® registered Ira&marks ofAm. DO, Corp, ©.Am, DQ, Corp, 1998. 
Proud sp0ns0r d~ ~iW~'s ~rade Nawod~ 
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City holding firm 
on cemetery rules 
No changes despite protests from bereaved 
By ALEX I /Abl ILTON 
THE CITY has no intention 
of loosening the cemetery's 
rules on decorating grave 
sites, despite the support for 
change from local residents. 
City couneil agreed last 
month that nn changes be 
made to the cemetery's 
regulation bylaw. 
What has upset locals is 
that every Friday, anythhtg 
that is placed on a non- 
designated grave will be 
removed and placed in a 
garbage bag so city 
lawmnowers can drive over 
the flat graves. 
Parks and facilities man- 
ager Dale McFadden said 
it's too cosily for 
grouudskeepers to spend 
hours removing flowers and 
other mementos and replac- 
ing them again after the 
grass is cut. 
He said this was done in 
the past, but it proved prob- 
lematic. 
"What happens if you 
missed and someone's flow- 
ers got put ou the wrong 
grave? That was part of the 
problem." 
With new graves, how- 
ever, wreaths and fresh 
flowers aren't removed for 
at least two to three months, 
McFadden said. 
The cemetery doesn't al- 
low people to plant peren- 
nial flowers or shrubs be- 
cause they often spread their 
foliage and roots to adjacent 
grave plots and can be dug 
up ii= the winter when snow 
is removed. 
McFadden pointed out 
that if everyone read the 
sign posted on the 
cemctery's fence before 
adoruing grave sites there 
wouldn't be a problem. 
The sign desdy states that 
residents hould contact he 
City of Terrace for regula- 
tions concerning head- 
stones, fences and flower- 
beds. 
What bothers local resi- 
dents like Gertrude Parks, 
whose late mother is in a 
designated grave which al- 
lows her to place annual 
flowers and a fence around 
the grave, is that she was 
never notified before the 
six-year-old rose bushes he 
planted were ripped up and 
tossed into a garbage bag 
which she found laying on 
t 
GERTRUDE PARKS is upset with the city for ripping 
up the rosebushes he planted six years ago on her 
mother's grave. The city does not allow perennial 
plants in the Terrace cemetery. 
the headstone, could maim the 
" I  was in total shock groundskeeper. 
when I went up there. The Parks said she wants the 
garbage bag looked like a city to leave the graves 
body," she said. " I  thought alone. 
it was disrespectful." "They're not thinking of 
She said she would have people's feelings," she said. 
liked to have removed the "The rules are more impor- 
rosebushes attd the lava tantthanrcal people." 
rocks she placed near the According to Joelle 
McKiernsn, of Monrning's 
Dawn Grief Counselling, 
"'1 was in total going to the cemetery is 
shock when I went very much a part of the 
up there. The gar- grieving process. 
She's appalled that the 
bage bsg  looked  city is removing adornment 
like a body." 
grave herself. 
" I  feel really violated that 
they can just destroy some- 
thing so beautiful that took a 
lot of time." 
from people's graves. 
"It's a holy place for a lot 
of people," she said. "The 
graveyard is a place people 
work out feelings with 
people that are deceased." 
McFadden said the city 
haa attempted to contact 
McFadden said rocks are caretakem of all non- 
removed because they get compliant plots before 
caught up in the mower and removing any flowers and 
can get fired oat, which mementos. 
This Week's 
SONY 
[ 
SOHY CAMCoRDEa jI I I _ 
Model CCD TRV66 ~ e ~ e I /e  
• HI 8 Recording 
• 360 X Digital Zoom 
• 2.5 LCD Screen with Built In Speaker 
• Steady Shot 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY cENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE KI TIMA T TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
 The TerraCepresentsArt Gallery  
In Your Own Backyard 
September 15 
p~ "Strange Sites and Quirky Gardens" ,,~ 
An exhibit featuring photographs of /~  
interesting ardens from around the world. 
7 
e want photos of yeur Interesting garden. 
Call the Terrace Art Gallery at 638-8884 
For more information. 
St range  S i tes  and  Qu i rky  Gardens Is a t rave l l ing  ,~e~ 
exh ib i t ion  o rgan ized  and  c i rcu la ted  by  
i Than  skte p pe3COwo~u 2 r  rth aanCeryo n e 
who made this years Jail N Bailout a huge mccess. In 
addition we would like to personally thank the follow. 
inn individuals and businesses wh~ 
Accountable Business 
Solutions 
Specializing in Small Business Bookkeeping 
with full service capabilities in 
- Tax Returns 
Corporate, Personal, Estate 
- Payroll Services 
- Rnancial Statements 
- Accounts Payable 
- Accounts Receivable 
- Small Business Set-up 
- Inventory Control 
Free Consultation 
on Business Set-up 
Requirements 
2512 Pear Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2114 
Phone: 1250) 638-1709 
Fax: (250) 635-7700 
Come to lee 
Sat., Aug. 21 /99 .  
Featuring Iocarrecording artist 
"FAIR WARNING"  
a l l2  Midnight 
rk:d T:nder Number T99- 
00050, Re Roof West Half of Main Roof at the Provincial 
Government Building, 3793 Alfred Avenue, Slithers, 
B.C. will be received up to 3:00 p.m. local time the 
27th day of August 1999 and those available at that 
time will be opened in public at: 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation 
Skeena, Central Interior, 
Peace District Office 
3732 Opie Crescent 
Prince George, BC 
V2N 4P7 
Plans, specifications and other tender documents 
may be obtained at the above address on orad after 
the 6th day of August 1999. 
Plans and specifications may also be examined at 
the Construction Association in Slithers, Terrace, 
Prince Rupert and Prince George, B.C. 
Any and oil enquiries, relating to drawings and spec- 
ifications regarding the prolect shall be directed to 
Bill Tatham in Slithers at 250-847-7902 or Willy 
Wolf in Prince George cat 250-614-4105 Technical 
Advisor. 
Tenders must be irrevocable and must 
be filed on the forms provided, in clearly ~ k 
marked sealed envelopes. ~iiI I 
The lowest or any tender will D~ l I 
n°t necessarily beaccepted" DL~ I 
Buildings I 
' , " Oe'porat on I ~i'~. .~ 
!;-':'~t.,. • . .  ~. . '  : - ' " !.~ [:~.~x~...,~..:..,.~..:.~:,....¢..,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  ¢..~...,:, , ,<:..: . . . . .  ~. .~.~, . .  . . . . . . .  ,..~....,¢........:.. . . .~  
I~ ie l  CanacllcnEnvironmental Ageneecanadien'ne 
Asses~nenfAgency d'6vducflicn e vlrc~nernentale 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 
Comprehensive Study Report 
Greenville-Kincolith Road Project 
The British 'Columbia Ministry of Transportation a d Highways 
(MOTH) is proposing to construct a 24 kilometre, two-lane 
gravel road from Greenville to Kincolith, British Columbia. The 
proposed road will connect Kineolith (Gingolx), an isolated 
Nisga'a village, to other communities inthe Nass Valley and to 
the provincial highway system. The main project components 
include the construction and gravel surfacing of 24 kilometres of 
two-lane road from Greenville to Mill Bay; the construction of 
bridges over the Iknouk River and Keaszoah Creek; and the 
development ofequipment s orage, marshalling areas and barge 
access areas. 
The Project is subject to the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Act (the Act) and also requires approval under the 
British Columbia Environmental Assessment Act. MoTH has 
prepared an environmental assessment report which examines 
the environmental and soeio-economic effects of the project. 
This report will also serve as the Comprehensive Study Report 
(CSR), 
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada nd Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada, the federal responsible authorities for the project, have 
submitted the CSR to the Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Agency (the Agency). 
Pursuant to subsection 22(I) of the Act, the Agency now invites 
public comment on the conclusions, recommendations a d any 
other aspect of the comprehensive study report. All comments 
received by the Agency will become part of the public registry 
for the project. 
Comments must be received at the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Agency by September 17, 1999. 
Please mall or fax your comments to: 
Marie-France Therrien 
Senior Analyst 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
200 Sacr6-Coeur Blvd., 13th Floor 
Hull, Quebec 
KIA 0H3 
Tel: (819) 953-2537 FAX: (819) 997-4931 
E-maih marie-france.therrien@ceaa.gc.ca 
NOTE: AH documents received in respect o the report are 
considered public. 
Copies of the report are available for public viewing at the 
following locations: 
Prince Ru pert Public Library 
101-6th Avenue West, Prince Rupert, BC VSJ IY9 
Terrace Public Library 
4610 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC VgG IV6 
Smithers Public Library 
3817 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, BC V0J 2N0 
Vancouver Public Library 
350 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC 
(Business and Economics Division, 4th Floor) 
Nisga'a Tribal Council Office 
I00 Gitzyon Street, New Aiyansh, BC V0J IA0 
Laxqalts'ap (Greenville) Band Council Office 
322 Church Street, Greenville, BC V0J IXO 
Git-Gincolx (Kincolith) Band Council Office 
1304 Broad Street, Kincolith, BC V0V IB0 
Lax-Kw'alanms Band Council Office 
206 Shashaak Street, Port Simpson, BC V0V IH0 
BC Environmental Assessment Office Registry 
836 Yates Street, I st Floor, Victoria, BC V8V IX4. 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
Vancouver Office 
757 Hastings Street, Suite 320. Sinclair Centre 
Vancouver, British Columbia V6C 1AI 
To obtain further information about the project, please 
contact: 
Dave St. Thomas 
Regional Project Manager 
BC Ministry of Transportation a d Highways 
4825 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, BC 
V8G IV4 
Tel: (250) 615-3906 Fax: (250) 638-6465 
E-marl: dst.thom@vlnes.gems.gov.be.ca 
Environmental ssessment ~,;./ 
Before you decide 
I !~ Canad  
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Lake homeowners 
battle over  access  
Catt Pt. road considered a private driveway 
By MIKE COX when they stumbled across a ministry road, so maintain- 
SEVEN residents on the sign stating the road isn't ing it only benefits private ~ '  ATTENTION 
west side of Lakelse Lake publicly maintained driveways. T[~/~ ALL REGISTERED 
NON-PROFIT SOCIETIES 
are fighting to keep Catt 
Point Rd., the only road to 
their year-round homes, 
open in the winter. 
Catt Point Rd. is almost a 
kilometer long, but only 400 
metres of that road is the re- 
sponsibility of the ministry 
of Transportation and High- 
ways. 
Beyond that 400 metres, it 
is classified as a private 
driveway. 
Rick Hynes, one of the af- 
fected residents, said the 
ministry stretch of road has 
always been cleared in the 
past, while residents pay to 
have their private driveways 
plowed. 
"We're not asking to get 
our driveways plowed," he 
said. "We just want the 
same service that has always 
been provided." 
Residents found out last 
week the road wouldn't be 
maintained by the ministry 
anymore. 
"We didn't have any in- 
put at all," Hynes said. 
The matter is further com. 
plicated, acting district high- 
ways manager Shawn 
"We're not asking 
to get our 
driveways plowed. 
We just want the 
same service that 
has always been 
provided." 
, McKinley 'said, because the 
seven properties on the west 
side were sold as water- 
aecess-ondy lots. 
"These people have 
, turned water-acceas-oxdy 
lots into year-round lols." 
McKinley said there are 
no houses on the stretch of 
Buy school land for , 
park, planner urges 
TERRACE'S CITY planner 
has advised the city to pur- 
chase the land on which 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
school rests to use as park 
land. 
David Trawin said the 19- 
acre site on the northeast 
corner of the Munroe Street 
and Walsh Avenue intersec- 
tion is prime land for active 
recreation. 
"The city is very inter- 
ested in picking it up," 
Trawia said. 
The school board will sell 
the land where Skeena cur- 
rently sits, once a replace- 
ment for the aging junior 
school is constructed on the 
Caledonia site. The land is 
site (the geographical centre 
of town), Tmwin said the 
laud, without the existing 
school building, should be 
retained for public use. 
Trawin has warned city 
council that although it will 
be expensive to purchase the 
site, upgrade the fields and 
maintain the property, these 
coats are anticipated to be 
less than the costs of pur- 
chasing, developing and 
maintaining recreation land 
in another area of the com- 
munity, assuming such land 
is available for purchase. 
I f  the site is too expensive 
to purchase, Trawin said 
selling lots on the site is an 
option. 
"There's nobody living 
on that stretch of road," he 
said. 
Residents are worried that 
if a compromise isn't 
reached they will be 
stranded come winter. 
"We're in a snow-belt 
here so this road has to be 
plowed," Hynes said. 
Hynes is also worried B.C. 
Tel and B.C. Hydro ~ both 
who run services out to the 
residents homes ~ won't 
come out to fix any prob- 
lems if the road isn't 
plowed. 
" I f  we need an ambulance 
we couldn't get it because 
the road isn't maintained," 
Hynes added. 
A meeting has been tenta- 
tively scheduled between 
the ministry and lake resi- 
dents for next week. 
"We're going to try and 
reach a solution that's work- 
.able," McKinley said. 
SEVEN Lakelse Lake residents are fighting with l~e 
Ministry of Transportation and Highways to maintain 
Catt Point Rd - -  the only road access they have to 
their year-round homes. 
1 Injuries Stop Here. 
being sold to offset costs of "But we prefer to leave as 
building the new school, much as parklaud as we 
Given the location of the can," he said. 
Your choice of... 
Seasoned Lemon Chicken 
with Rice Pilaf & Veggies 11.95 Sesame Beef Stirfry l eac  h 
Tossed with Fettucini ' 
togel/~r/ ~ 
GRAND 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
"TERRACE 
August 27, 28 & 29 
10 am - 4 pm 
Open House & Registration 
Came & See Our New Facilities 
at # 102.4435 Lakelse Ave. 
Shoe Swap: please bring items with prices 
an Fr iday,  Aug  27. 
egeoe 
Carole Anderson 
Ballet • Tap * Jazz 
Ages 4 to Adult- Classes Start Sept 13 
, ,  
t 
AEROBICS CAILIN 
KOVACS 
Learn To Partner Dance 
Classes Start Sept 20 
4 Week ~ts 
• West Coast Swing 
• Mamba • Cha-cha 
• East Coast Swing/Jive 
• 2 Step 
Much More To Be 
Offered. Please Encluire ~ 
Available Monday-Frlday 
• Barb Brain 
• Kim MacDougall 
• Tae-Fit • Step 
• Stretch & Strength 
• Low Impact 
• Sweat Class 
=Athletic Training 
• Nooner Classes 
Classes Start Sept 13 
October 2 .  Wekome Dance 
October 30 .  Halloween Dance 
The City of Terrace is accepting written requests until September 
2, 1999 from registered non.profit societies in Terrace to 
receive miscellaneous used items on a rotating basis. Requests 
will be considered on first come basis. 
Please submit written requests to: 
Kelth Norman, Treasurer 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2X6 
WEEKEND 
SPECIAL RATE 
l~N ight  - Fu l l  Rate - 2 M° N ight  - 1 /2  Price 
Rates start from $43 per night 
For Additional Information, 
Schedules or To Register Call 
635-1801 
, t l  
% 
Circulation Of The 
,STANDARD 
& 
'  '"gXJJ 
/ 
,~C~p~: 6ff~. COVERING THE NEW8 
:~ . ,~.~¢~i ,~ i~: '  ~" ....... OF THE NORTHWEST 
IDVERTISER 
Reaching Thousands of 
Customers and Clients 
EVERY WEEK 
From Terrace & Ki t imat to The Hazeltons, 
Nass Valley and points  north 
OUR TWO PUBLICATIONS WILL GET YOUR 
MESSAGE THERE 
Place your ad in the Terrace Standard and at a substantial ly reduced rate 
swing it into our Shopper the Weekend Advertiser... VERY SIMPLE. 
CALL ANY ONE OF OUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
Br ian  L indenbach-  Sam Bedford -  
Bunn ie  Cote  - Mark  Beaupre  
638-7283 
- • ' *  • , /  ,n ¸ T " , : '~ ,  , , ,  j 
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Re-enactment may 
help solve murder 
Police hope idea turns up new clues to killer 
,IB, yRAALEEXRC~IpalI~'OINn. ~belmYorie s ~iieggcirngnng,rne their hT~ec~ fo~;~icw~a~ e 
• y Y 
niug to reenact he Dee. 9 Udsen said the reenact- Bloomquist have been in 
murder of local resident ment won't take place until Lefrane's townhouse on 
Linda Lefrane in hopes of the end of September since numerous occasions looking 
generating new leads and there are a number of issues for clues using high tech 
solving the heinous crime, that need to be cleared up equipment. 
To date, the eight'month first. Bloomqnist said the. 
murder investigation has Working on the investiga- chemical uminol was used 
failed to f'md the killer or tion are four members of to fluoresce biological mat- 
killers of the 37-ycar'old Terrace's General nvestiga' ter in the home. When the 
single mother, tion and Drug section. 
ROMP say a reenactment Six officers from the 
of the crime in video format 
could lead to new ground- 
breaking infornmtion and 
will help create a profile of 
the killer. 
"It gives us the means to 
review everything we know 
right now," said Cpl. 
Andcrs Udsen. 
"We can assess it ~ pick 
it apart," he added. 
The reenaeranent, which 
would involve video taping 
a play-by-play of the crime, 
may also refresh the pub- 
lie's memories. 
The plan is to broadcast 
the video on Channel 7, the 
local community channel, so 
that local residents can 
watch the reenactment, pus. 
Prince George North Dis- 
trict Homicide Unit and 
Prince Rupert ROMP have 
also aided the investigation. 
"It's a long drawn out 
process," said Terrace In- 
spector Doug Wheler. 
He said the longer cases 
drag on, the more difficult 
t'hey beceme to solve. 
"It starts to get colder," 
he said. "People move 
away. But we certainly 
haven't forgotten about it." 
Terrace ROMP have two 
cabinets full of paperwork 
already on the crime. 
They have received more 
than 300 tips from canvass- 
ing local residents living in 
the area. 
lights are turned off, he said, 
trace materials - -  like hair 
stand out. 
The to~,nhome showed no 
obvious signs of forced 
entry• 
Lefranc, 37, died of multi- 
ple stab wounds in her 
Braun street ownhome Dec. 
9. Her body was discovered 
at 9:30 a,m. by her daughter, 
who was aged seven at the 
time. Her daughter reported 
the crime to neighbors, who 
then called the ROMP. 
Originally from Kitimat, 
the single mother had 
recently moved from Vic- 
toria to Terrace. 
At the time of her death, 
she was an office adminis- 
tration student at Northwest 
Conununity College. 
DINO Pereira and Roy Card are ready to leave at a moments notice to go fight 
forest fires. They are on one of the initial.attack crews stalioned up at the Terrace- 
Kitirnat airport, 
Forest fires on the rise 
after lightning storm 
"We look at the hazard and then staff for 
the situation," she said. 
Last summer saw a record number of 
forest fires and the predicted dry, warm 
periods of time." 
The end of July and the beginnhig of Au- 
gust is historically the most fire-prone sea- 
son, but the late start to summer means a 
FOREST FIRE FIGHTERS had a slow "Most of the fires we've gone out to have 
start to the fire season, but the lightning been caused by lightning," said initial at- 
storms August 4-6 caused 25 new fares in tack crew member Dino Pereira. 
the Terrace, Meziadin Lake area. Pereira said the season has been slow, but " ~/aw"er  s 
Most of the fires were contained or put crews can be shipped-off at any time to 
out by three-person i itial attack crews sta- fight fires across Canada. . . . .  
tioned out at the Terrace.Kitimat irport. "We're a national service for sure." 
"The lightning storms really picked Forest fires are ranked on a scale of one 
things up for us,' said initial attack crew to six and of the 97 fires in the northwest 
member Roy Card. this year, none have been above a three. 
Wendy Stewart, provincial fire informa- This does not, Stewart said, mean that the 
tion officer, said there are 96 forest fire fire threat is over. 
fighters in the area, and more can be sent in "Northern fires tend to be more 
if there's aneed for it. dangerous because they can run for long 
temperatures is increasing the fire threat, later start o dry forest conditions. 
l i.. ......... 
Best Buy Options,.. 
Per Insertion 
25 Words ea.add'~ 
BC's Interior $85, $1.80 
Vancouver Island $85. $1.80 
The Lower Mainland $80, $1,80 
48 Newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 814,466tl 
Vancouver 
Island 
16 newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 223,350, 
BC's 
Interior 
~ The -~ 
9w.er. 
/ Mamlana 
13 newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 446,805. 
r 'v "v MPtr(~/allev 
19 newspapers with a 
combined circulation 
of 144,311. 
I TERRACE STANDARD 638-7283 or Fax 638-8432 ) 
All 99 Cars & Trucks 
Check out  the amaz ing  prices clearly 
Look in the book for com plet e listings of all the businesses in your community 
that are important o you,.. BC TEL YELLOW PAGES'~ THE ULTIMATE SOURCE" ~TM 
TERRACE STANDARD 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 OMMUNITv 
WHAT? 
i ~ 
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I 
CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Found things 
" • " •  7 hen I was in grade one, a very i [ odd thing happened one day. The 
[ i f  teacher asked us what we wanted 
V to be when we grew up. 
It was unusual because we had stiayed from 
our strict bookish curriculum. But on this spe- 
cial day we still maintained our decorum, each 
child answering the question in turn, from the 
teacher's right to left, from front to back. I had 
to wait a long time for my turn: I was sitting 
up front on her far left. 
The wooden desks at which we sat seemed 
huge. They were thickly varnished blonde 
wood, perhaps oak, and instead era cubby un- 
der the desk top there was a heavy drawer that 
pulled out from under the seat. 
Each desk had an i=lk pot holder on the top 
left:, but we did not kalow that they were "i~d¢ 
pet holders" because this was 1965. We used 
pencils, not pen-and-ink, and our pencils were 
not even lead any more: they had been 
graphite for a long time. We did not know any 
of this. 
We oidy knew that there were holes, perfect- 
ly circular divots, cut out from each desk top. 
We knew that the drawers were impossible to 
pull out straight or to keep organized accord- 
ing to the standards imposed. And we knew 
that if you sucked on your desk it had a 
pleasantly salty taste. 
Fhally it was my turn. "And what do you 
want to be when you grow up, Charlynn?" 
asked Mrs. Hildebrandt. " It  starts with an M" 
I answered. , 'A Mother," she guessed. "No,"  
I said, a nulnber of tithes, because she could 
not guess, which atmoyed her, and my 
classmates started shouting out guesses (out of 
turn!) which really aggravated her. She was 
exasperated. Look what a ruckus I had 
caused! 
She was out of patience, but I, meanwhile, 
was dumbfounded. How could they not guess 
when the answer was so obvious? Finally 
Mm, Hildebrandt demanded I end this non- 
sense by stating my one-word answer like the 
other kids did ~ teacher, nurse, fireman. 
',Movie starI" [ said, expecthlg ~ what 
applause? 
However, I quickly calne to see the folly of 
my ambition and by grade two I had changed 
my aspiration to "Model." 
I had found a picture of a lanky lady, a 
Model, and I had cut it out of a magazine. 
What appealed to me about the picture was 
her anti-fashion attitude (as I would call it 
now), her overly-long shirt, her little denim 
vest and seriously faded jeans. I was particu- 
larly enamoured of her belt, which was made 
out of shells and feathers and bits of string. 
The write-up said she liked to collect "found 
things" and put them on as part of her outfit. 
This sounded great to me. To just pick up in- 
teresting stuff, all sorts of odd items, and wear 
them with that kind of aplomb ~ wow! 
So I glued the picture on a sheet of paper, 
spent some time printing out underneath it, " I  
want to be a Model," and brought he artwork 
downstairs to show to my parents. 
My Dad took one look at my handiwork and 
declared, "That's ridiculous!" 
Again I was surprised at the reaction to my 
choice of career. But then he said, "Look at 
that hair-dol You'd have to comb it twenty or 
more times a day!" 
Neither he nor I knew, at the time, that the 
hairstyle in question would later be made 
famous by figure skater Dorothy Hamill, that 
it would be locally known as "the mushroom 
cut" and be very popular among nay peers 
when I was in grade nine and ten. And neither 
of us knew, at the time, that teenage girls 
might be more than happy to comb their hair 
twenty times a day, whether it needed it or 
noL 
So, as it turns out, I became a Teacher in- 
stead and a Mother after all. 
Butit is also true that I have collected some 
"found things." ] have found, for example, 
that varnished wooden school desks have a 
pleasantly salty taste. I also found a picture of 
a qmrky and confident young woman in a 
household I now remember as containing only 
condensed books from Readers Digest and an 
old family Bible. 
I went downstairs to announce various 
things to two parents, not only that day in 
grade two but many times before and after, 
and found a wise and lovely mother and a fa- 
ther who was engaging and critical and funny 
and who died, as it turns out, way too young. 
So far, I have found many interesting things. 
And yes, I wea r them all, 
New gym programs focus 
on child development 
THE TERRACE Peaks 
Gymnastics Club is offering 
two new programs for 
parents and tots designed to 
focus on childrens' physical, 
emotional and mental devel- 
opmenL 
"It 's not just about gym- 
nasties and physical ex- 
ercise," said Joeile 
McKiernan, coordinator of 
the recreational programs. 
The programs will teach 
children about cooperation, 
exercise their imaginations 
and powers of concentration 
as well as boost their self- 
esteem, McKiernan said. 
"They'll not only learn to 
do the splits, but they'll 
learn to share," she said. 
According McKieman, 
it's important o develop a 
child's mental and social 
skills at the same time as his 
or her physical skills in or- 
der to create well-adjusted 
children. 
The two new 16-week 
programs for parents and 
tots (children aged 2-3) and 
for preschoolers (aged 4) 
will tap into childrens' 
creativity. HANGIN' AROUND: Children excell physically, emo- Gynmnastic Club's programs. Parents can register 
Three different classes tionally and n~entally in the Terrace Peaks for programs Aug 23-27 at the Ed Fairless gym. 
will run from September to 
January on Mondays from offering the new CAN Gym and supports children at all sense of progress. September 7-8 between 6-8 
10:30 a.m. to 11:15 a.m., program for children of all stages of development. Pre-registration for all p.m. Regular registration 
Wednesdays from 2 p.m. to ages. McKiernan said the pro- programs will be at the Ed will take place at the Skeena 
2:45 p.m. or Saturdays from CAN Gym, designed by gram was redeveloped this Fairless Gym in Thomhill Mall ca clubs day. For iu- 
10 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. coaches for gymnastic lubs year to offer more badges o August 23-27 between 11 formation on costs call 638- 
The gymnastic lub is also across Canada, strengthens children could achieve a a.m. and 1 p.m. daily or 0447. 
/' 
Local wins party Around 
in Rockies.prize Town 
JOE LEVECQUE is one partying in. ~a~='=~*='~ aOU¢:;l~lt'l/llS¢~ 
lucky beerdrinker. From September 17-18, Pass winner 
With one in 140,000 the Levecques and their son 
'chances of picking up a case and his girlfi'iend are flying THE GRAND winner of a 
of Molson Canadian beer to Calgary where they will 1999/2000 season pass for 
containing a winning black be taken to the party in the Shames Mountain ski area is 
can or bottle, he scored big- Rockies (the exact location 13-year-old Brett Commins. 
time. of the cabin remains a Brett has been skiing at 
While relaxhtg a home, secret.) Shames since he was eight 
his wife Fichu was puzzled Entertainment at the bash years old. He is going into 
when she went to grab a will include Canadian bands Grade 8 at Skeena in Sew 
beer and pulled outa suspi- Great Big Sea and Big tomber. 
cious looking black can. Sugar. 
The can, which was spray What's remarkable about Find your 
painted and covered in a the Levccque's odds are that 
plastic black wrapper, indi- he and his wife aren't regu- treasure 
cared that it was a whiner larboer drinkers. 
and had a toll-free number "We're in our 40s," he THE TERRACE Public 
on it for the lucky recipients said. "We don't drink a lot Library is holding a treasure 
to call. of beer. We hadn't had a hunt on the ]nternet. 
"We thought we'd won a beer in weeks." The Cyber Hunt will be 
T-shirt or something," While he was in the liquor ongoing with weekly draws 
Levecquesaid. store, he said he couldn't for prizes taking place every 
What the Levecque's won decide what type of beer to Friday. 
was the big kahoona - -  a buy, 'so he just grabbed a For details and the list of 
three-day all-expenses-paid case ofMolsonIce, things to find go to the li- 
trip to a house party in the "I  saw tile prize contest brary's website 
Rockies. and thought why not," he iutp://tpl.osgmet or phone 
Better yet, once they're said. 638-8177. Contestants are 
there, they'll get a chance to The lucky case was Joe and ffiona Levecque have won a trip to the Rock- limited to one entry only. 
win the $250,000 cabin they bought last month at the ies and the chance to win a $250,000 home from 
and 150 other guests are Terrace Liquor Store. picking a winning case of Molson lce beer. Calling all 
carpenters  
Rosswood ready to jam v°TIHunEteerBureauTiEs °°R khC: 
for carpenters, pimnbers and 
electricians who may be 
Terrace music ians  will be  playing at Rosswood 's  jamboree  able to spars a coup e of 
hours a month to do minor 
THE 150-member Terrace performers in- there's no electricity and no 10 p.m. Music will play into home repairs of seniors and 
Rosswood community is dude Dizzy Strings, Frank running water, the wee hours of the morn- persons with disabilities in 
ready to party Saturday with Lewis, Samsara Fish, No Campers are advised to ing. our community. 
it's third aimual music jam- Ego, Rcduef NaG and Fair bring their own drinking Tickets arc available at The bureau is also looking 
boree. Warning. water. Sight and Sound in Terrace for men, womcu and young 
About 1,000 people are Also playing at the jam- and cost $35 per family, $18 adults to help with fall yard 
expected to show up to jam boree will be Andrew and "We for adults and $8 for youth, work for seniors and per- 
to this year's lineup, the Oldtimers, Michelle wan1 people to Children undcr age 6 are seas with disabilities in our 
"The main focus is Botelle, Marianne Clover discover and celebrate free. 
music," said Yvonne Mack, and the B-Team, The Char- the humble musical Volunteers are still community. For more information call 
event organizer, lotones, Frolicking talent in the North- desperately needed. If any- 638-1330. 
"We want people to dis- Simpledites, Snow Babies, west." one would like to cam a 
cover and celebrate the and maaymore, gate pass by volunteering jp~ 
humble musical talent in the For youngsters there is a for four hours on Saturday, Need he  
Northwest." children's tage, face paint- Vendors will on hand sell- pick up a volunteer form by 
The day's lineup features ing, story telling, juggling ing everything from veggie calling 635-2263. THE TEEN Crisis and In- 
all types of local musical workshops and a dress up burritos to beaded neck- Also needed are people to fore, utica Line is 1-888. 
talent from bluegrass to area. laces, handle security. If any 564-8336. Have a problem? 
country singers. "The jamboree is family Organizers ask visitors to sports teams would like to Need to talk about it? Don't 
The headliner is Canadian oriented, Mack said, leave their pets and boom volunteer and earn a free l~low where to turn? Call 
performer Ken Whiteley, "There will fun things rode boxes at home. Alcohol is gate pass and meal, call the teen crisis phone line. 
well-known for the wide va- for people of all ages." permitted in the camp- 635-2263. Calls are confidential and 
de W of music he plays in- Visitors are warned that ground area only. Rosswood is located 50 anonymous. Information 
cluding blues, gospel, the Rosswood Community The campground's gates kilomctres North ofTen'ace provided on resources Ter- 
swing, and folk. Campground is rustic open at 10 a.m; and close at on the Nisga'a Highway. race. 
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CITYSCENE ! . ,  ry  I " 
  zcensed For Good Times.i. 
" • r I Geo G, mo 
BAR , ar demand ~~ lBU$~ ~c~;~fia: :~ ~u~yth ~9"COst l ' /  Band I I Playing 
SC E N E, u I / August 
&GATORS: Back by up, Loin ~eaie!igr:~m~Sogndh~:~r;~S~teting , ,  '17 -2 '  f~ . ) _ . ' (~~ J J Music at its best ~' 
ABEASLEY'S MIX: Live entertain- the Internet. The Cyber Hunt will be junction with this exhibit, the gallery ," X/-  . . . . . .  "~ 
merit with Brent Halfyard, the amaz- 
ing one-man band every Friday and Sat- 
urday night. Come drink martinis on 
Friday. 
CELEBRATE: 
&3RD ANNUAL ROSSWOOD 
MUSIC JAMBOREE will take place 
Saturday, August 21 at the Rosswood 
Community Fairgrounds. The Jamboree 
is a music celebration that brings to- 
gether local and regional performers as 
well ,as hundreds of  music fans. All 
styles of music are encouraged Also a 
children's area and stage and food and 
craft vendors. Volunteers and musicians 
needed. Call Yvonne: 635-2263. Tick- 
ets available at Sight and Sound. Cost 
before July 19 is $25 family, $12 adult, 
ongoing with weekly draws for prizes 
taking place every Friday. For details 
and the list of things to find go to the li- 
brary's website http://tpLosg.net or 
phone 638-8177. Contestants are 
limited to one entry only. 
ART 
GALLERY: 
&Until Sept 12: SUMMER MEM- 
BER SHOW. Exhibition featuring 
artwork from local, regional and nation- 
al artists who are all members of the 
Terrace Art Association. The artwork 
on display will consist of a variety of 
mediums, such oil, watercolor and 
acrylic paintings as well as pottery, pho- 
tography and fibre arts. 
would like to present its own photog- 
raphic tour of Terrace's gardens. If you 
have an interesting arden or know 
someone who does, take a picture and 
bring it in to the Terrace Art Gallery. 
For more information call the Terrace 
Art Gallery at 638-8884 or drop by to 
look at some examples in our "Quirky 
Gardens" book. Strange Sites and 
Quirky Gardens is a travelling exhibi- 
tion organized and circulated by the 
Surrey Art Gallery. 
Make the 'Scene/Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
Don't Dr ink  & 11 Kitchen Open 
Drive [[ Mon-Sun 
Our FREE Courtesyll _ Unt i l  11pm 
Van will pick you up I I ~njo.y a meat  o r  a 
I~¢;Irc;iq~lcq¢ o¢ i,/oJo 
_ - _ ! 
MILLS-I~EM-O'I~IA£-hos';ital- uxil- 
iary are having an "End of Season 
Bag Sale". All summer stock must 
go. They are located at 4544 
Lazelle Avenue. For more info call 
635-3512. 
Thursday, August 19 
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT planning 
meeting will be held at the Terrace 
Women's Centre ~ 4542 Park Av- 
enue at 1 p.m. 
Saturday, AiJgust 21 
sports, outdoor adventure, swim- 
ming etc. at Camp Mclnnis on Lake 
Tsitnic near Prince George. 
Sponsored by youth parliament. 
We provide opportunities for chil- 
dren who would not otherwise be 
able to attend summer camp. Sub- 
sidization available from B.C. Hydro 
and Vancouver Children's Fund. 
For an application call Jeff at 635. 
3259. For more info e-mail camp 
phoenic@bcyp.bc.ca. 
Wednesday, September 1 
~:~:: I;~D! SC!;J Q C KE TT E !::~ -.~, 
Iwes[er"!J&CofifeeehceiCer " re+•, : wsc ~ocK=~.. .... 
• : ~:~, ;.~ : ~,'::!~i' !', "~ ?~'. / '  YOU :COULD •PLAY '~ " ' 
3RD 
MUSIC 
Rosswood Community Fair- 
grounds. The Jamboree is a music 
celebration that brings together lo- 
cal and regional performers as well 
as hundreds of music fans. All 
styles of music am encouraged. 
Also a children's area and stage 
and food and craft vendors. 
~ Volunteers and musicians needed. 
Call Yvonne: 635-2263. Tickets 
Sight Sound. Cost available at and 
,~ before July 19 is $25 family, $;12 
~;v  adult, $5 youth. Tickets after July 
~;~i~!( 19 cost family $35, adult $18 and 
youth $8. 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Joshua Bruce Dehoog 
Date & Thne of Birth: 
July IO, 1999 at 2:50 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 7 'A oz. Sex: M',de 
Parents: Na 'tasha &Bruce Dehoog 
Baby's Nune: 
Jayson Micheal F, awinsky 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 28, 1999 at 9:15 p.ro. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 10 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Pare & Dave Kawtnsky 
nrother for !~  
Baby's Name: 
Danleile Patrieia '~lson 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
August 2, 1~)9 at 8:54 a.m. 
Weight: 2 lbs,8oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: ApHI I].N, Wil~n 
Baby's Name: 
Connor Warren Samuelson 
Bate & Tune of Birth: 
August 3, 1999 at 1:03 p.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: B~q & Sue Samuel~n 
Chase Matthew Collison 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 3, 1999 at 2:08 p.m. 
Weight: 71bs 10oz. Sex: M',de 
Parents: Denise & Thor CoUlson 
Younger Brother for Stephmie & Aaron 
Baby's Name: 
Chaece Taylor ~)den 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
August 4, 1999 at 8:58 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 7 oz. Sex: ~,l~de 
Parents: Renl~ Ne'/s &Jim ~Soden 
& Sister Brooklyn ¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Mlchelle Cathartne Rosebo0m 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
AngL 1999 at8:31 p.m. 
Weight: 71bs. 12 ~Aoz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Marc & Lucy Rosehoom 
Sister for Jacob, KatTn & R)an 
Baby's Name: 
Bdana Dawn Greet 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 5 1~)9 at 9:30 p.m. 
~'elght: 5 hs. 10 H oz. Sex: Female 
Partnts: Shella & Duane 
F 
Get A 
ree  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
0verwaltea 
ANNUAL ROSSWOOD POETRY CONTEST: Teens ages 
*JAMBOREE at the 12-18are :invitedi to submit poetry 
to the;Terrace Pubj[Q:Ubrary, s 2nd 
annual poetry contest. Deadline for 
entry submissions September 1, 
1999. Win cash prizes. First prize is 
$100; second prize is $75; third 
prize is $50. Contest details are 
available at the library. For more in: 
formation call Holly at 638-8177. 
SMOKE FREE BINGO at the Kin- 
hut from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. Conces- 
sion on site. Call 635-7206 for more 
info. Proceeds to I~e Heart and 
Stroke Foundation of B.C. and 
Yukon. 
Sunday, August 22 
GIANT GARAGE SALE in the 
Safeway Parking lot. $10 for two 
stalls. Take advantage of one last 
chance to get rid of your treasures 
before fall. Call 635-7206 for more 
info. Proceeds to the Heart and 
Stroke Foundation of B.C. and 
Yukon. 
Monday, August 23.27 
EVANGELICAL FREE CHURCH is 
hosting a Jungle Treasure Hunt 
Bible Adventure for children aged 
3-12 from 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.. Pro- 
register Monday, August 23 at 
12:30 p.m. at the church. Free fun. 
Call Billy Blackboard topre-register 
at 635-5115. 
Thursday, August 26-27 
REGISTRATION FOR KERMODE 
KIDS YOUTH PROGRAM 6-12 
year olds at Kermode Friendship 
Centre. Free program, limited 
space, care card and immunization 
record required. For more informa- 
tion contact Burt at 635-4906. 
Monday, August 30-31 
AUDITIONS for "One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo's Nest" at the McColl 
Playhouse, 3625 Kalum SL, at 7:30 
p.m. Needed 12 male roles and 4 
females. Performance dates are 
November 18-20, 25-27, Dec, 2.4. 
No experience necessary- we'll 
train you from scratchl Crew posi- 
tions also available. Call Marianne 
at 635-2942 for more info. 
Sunday, Aug. 2g.SepL 4 
CAMP PHOENIX: Come join the 
adventure! Boys and girls ages 8;- 
12 can participate in archery, arts 
Saturday, September 11 
FALL FAIR AND TRADE SHOW is 
held at 12 noon at the Kispiox Val- 
ley Rodeo Grounds, featuring a flea 
market (to get a table call Belinda 
842-6764), trade show tables for 
small businesses (call Alice 842- 
5338), the Simon Gunanoot race - 
a 5 person run, bike, canoe and 
ride (call Rilla 842-5235), judged 
harvest, canning and craft fair 
(entry form available call 842- 
5338), auction, kids games, 5kin 
open race, food fair and a free fam- 
ily dance. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
SATURDAYS 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE 
(genealogy) at the Church of Jesus 
Christ Latter Day Sahtts is open Satur- 
days from 9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
from 7-10 p.m. 
SUNDAYS 
TERRACE BEE Association meets 
the last Sunday of every month until 
June at the Terrace Public Library at 2 
p.m. For more info call Martin De 
Hoog at 635-3289. 
CHALKY'S BILLIARDS pool 
tounlament held Sundays at 2 p.m. 
starting Sept. 27. There is a $10 entry 
fee. Address: 4662 Lakelse Ave. 
TERRACE BAHA'I conununity of. 
fers weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non. 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
cherge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Tlmrsday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
WATER QUALITY ' 
Last week I said the goad news about water was that it's 
inexpensive. 
Did you notice I didn't soy it was iron? 
The truth is Ihat your tap water may be hazardous o your healthl 
Contaminants found in water could possibly inc ude arsenic, asbes- 
tos, bacteria, chemical chlorine, coliform detergents, d ox us,fluoride, 
germs, herbicides, human waste, lead mercury, paras tos, poisenaus 
~eavy metals, pesticides, radioactive particles, tr ch oroethylene, ura- 
nium and viruses. (Please note these contaminanls are not necessarily 
in your waist.) 
Chemical chlorine is added to drinking water to disinfect it. 
Unfortunately, the chemical has been associated with heart disease 
and other illnesses. When it reacts with organic material it may pro- 
duce trihalomethones, known to cause cancer in mice. If you can 
smell chlorine 
in your water, il needs to be purified. 
rrichlaroethylene is a common indus r al solven used for stripping 
~grease or dry cleaning, among other uses. Long exposure to t has 
oeen linked to symptoms as severe as focla paralysis and psychotic 
behaviour. 
• Parasites sometimes live in drinking water. Surely we've o heard 
.ot Ihe nasty "beaver fever". Giard a lamb]ia andcrypospofidium 
have made headlines in North America. In fact Mexican tourists were 
recently warned not to drink the water [ram certain areas of Me United 
Stotesl 
THE SOLUTION: Choose bottled water or invest in a good quality 
filter system. Do your research, not all bottled water or filter systems 
areequal. 
Many people enjoy the convenience of having bottled water 
delivered. 
If you choose a filter system, remember's important o follow the 
manufacturer's guidelines and change the f for regularly Those 
guidelines aren't there simply to sell more filters, they improve qualily 
and ensure se[~ly. 
Even with the cast of replacing filters, these systems cost mere pen- 
nies to operate, and you'll never run out o| dr nkable water. 
Remember a healthy body works, plays, and feels bettorl 
p.,.. ,o,.. . . . . . .--. , . . . . , . , .ol I 
J purchase herbal nutrition products | : l  
J at  wholesale prices contact: 
/ Claudia Perry, Shelley Coxen, Barbara Emery, |1/I 
/ Sid& Therese Ross, Kelly Hosein & Debra / I 
/ Cervo, John 8, Barb Heighington, Darcie / I  
| Annesley, MaureenGent, Bruno Belanger & / I  
J Krista Boffyan. J I 
I ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS / I  
J Phone: (250) 638-1541 J J 
/ Fax: (250) 635-1505 / I  
J EMAIL: Bruno@kermode.net I I 
Corner Snack Bar remembered 
YVONNE MOEN 
IROBERTA PERRY recalls 
the days of her parent's pop- 
.'ular rendezvous called the 
;Corner Snack Bar. 
' Roberta said ever since 
',her parents, the late Geoff 
~and Flossie Lambly, opened 
.'the Conter Suack Bar Sep- 
;lember 1, 1945 it was a fa- 
yorile hang out for Terrace 
.'teens and you,g couples. 
; The snack bar first came 
• to be after Geoff took Flos- 
.'sie out for a special anniver- 
sary diuner June 4, 1945. 
,,'While sharing a meal, he 
~resented her with a key to a 
'building he had bought on 
,the corner of Lakelse Ave. 
hue and Atwood Street. 
"Do what you want with 
it," he said to his wife. 
So this is how Flossie 
iLambly began her career as 
'9 cheerful s,ack bar proprie- 
'tar, 
The day the snack bar 
opened, Emil Haugland, 
~hen ntayor of Terrace, 
'bought he first cup of cof- 
fee and became a regular 
customer. 
Back the~ customers 
~uld get ~ cup of coffee 
.~nd two donuts for 25 cents. 
• AJ~d there was plenty of 
Tenny candy for children. 
• Before the Lambly's 
~ought he corner building, 
.it was owued by Olsen's 
~lewellery. To turn it into a 
restaurant, the Lambly's had 
,to make a few changes and 
~ut ou an addition. 
, Charlie Lillia did the 
~stucco work on the outside 
of  the buildi,g. 
Roberta remembers paint- 
ing the inside of the snack 
bar 
FLOSSIE AND GEOFF Lambly's Corner Snack Bar was a hot spot for young 
people in Terrace from 1945 to 1959. It was located on the corner of Lakelse Ave- 
nue and Atwood Street (across from Dairy Queen,) 
colour. It's no wonder people "Happy Days" 
She also remembers a gathered here Io socialize Shesaid working for Flos- 
funny story about painting, andsavour Flossie's deserts, sic, who brought out the 
She said Doe Harrison was Thelittle corner estaurant best in everyone, was 
asked to paint theblack trim was the first place to serve wonderfut. 
around the doors and soft ice cream ill TerracE. So The snack bar was open 
windows of the building, fresh strawberry su,daes, from 8 a.m. to midnight so  
A~td while Roberta was up banana splits and thick milk people getti,g off the train 
on the ladder helping him, shakes were also popular from Prince Rupert (The 
Doe came around from be- treats. Skunk) at 10 p.m. could 
hind her and painted a black Most of the you,g women come over for a coffee and a 
strip across her legs. They who worked at the snack. 
all had a good laugh over restaurant as waitresses and Roberta said everyone was 
this. short order cooks were only very sad whe=z the snack bar 
When the snack bar fkst 16 years old. So]no, like 14- closed, due to Flossie's 
opened, there was only one year old Marie Solonecki, deteriorating health, and 
counter and eight stools. A were much you,gcr. Other was sold to.an oil company 
year later, they put in girls who worked for Flossie in 1959. 
several tables with chairs for included Judy and Betty Rossie Lambly was born 
more seating. Roberta still Curtis, Marie Solo.eeki, in Metlakatla in 1906 to 
has a few of these chairs in Barbara Stewart. Bernice parents of Haida and 
her home. Ph=ehback. Dot Gleason, Swedish decent. Her Ha ida 
The snack bar served Shirley Houle, Ethel and name was Jat-Kit-Ki-Gas 
sandwiches, chili, soup and Lenora Loveless, Addle meanit=g the "Woman 
hamburgers. Everyone Tunter, Bunny and Irene, whose voiee is beard. "
agreed that Flossie was a the three Melin girls (Iris, She died in Terrace Jan 2, 
marvelous cook. She was Kay and Danielle), Ann 1990. Geoff died in 1976. 
well-known for her serump. Cote, Claire Pigeau, Orlene Both of them contributed 
tious deserts. Town Batke, Theresa Beaoit, and greatly to Terrace. 
favourites were her coconut Gloria Maxwell. Roberta's great grand- 
cream pie, banana cream pie Gloria said working at the father Sinteon Stiltae carved 
and flapper pie. snack bar was an exciting the Jasper Pole, the Haida 
When sugar and coffee time in her life. She remora- totem pole still standing in 
were still being rationed ue bets the day when they got Jasper Park located beside 
to the war, sonte of her the soft ice cream machine, the CNR station. He '~as 
friends would give her She said all the women one of the last old carvers 
coupons so she could buy working there tried to see creating the large totem 
the extra sugar to make her who could make the highest poles i. Masset attd Yan vii- 
delicious deserts. All her peak. She said it was like lage. 
milk and cream came from 
a very bright pink local fanners. 
" by 
Camouflage 
In the animal world, life is often an amazing display of how to 
stay alivel Animals at Lakelse Lake Provincial Park have evolved 
ways 'to escape from or defend themselves against hungry 
predators, Some animals are able to move quickly to avoid getting 
eaten, Others are well camouflaged so that they blend in with their 
background, 
What colour is camouflage? Camouflage can be a certain 
colour or a pattern of colours or a special shape that fools the eye, 
Camouflage makes an animal hard to see which helps some 
animals hide from enemies, and helps hunters neak up on its prey, 
Hiding and hunting are both made easier when an animal 
matches its surroundings, A green insect clinging to a green leaf is 
much harder to see than a red insect. If a green insect is shaped 
like a leaf, even the hungriest bird could miss it. 
Some animals disguise themselves by dressing in plants, 
pebbles, and even other living things. The caddisfly larva can be 
found in the ponds located in Lakelse Lake Provincial Park, The 
larvae build cases around themselves made out of bits of gravel or 
plant material, When they feel threatened, they stop moving and 
look like a twig, 
When animals are perfectly camouflaged, sticks seem to crawl, 
leaves can fly and a stone may have eyes and beak, When the 
surrounding world changes colour, cedaln animals can change right 
along. Some, like the jackrabbit, change slowly, Their fur changes 
colour as they molt, Only the dark eyes and tips of the ears give 
away a jackrabbit n his winter coat, 
, Young animals may change colouring as they grow. The fawn's 
spots match the sun and shade that dapple the thickest where it 
hides. When in danger, the fawn must stay very still, Any movement 
might draw the eye of a hunter. The fawn's spots will gradually fade 
when it can run away from danger, 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park is full of animals in hiding, Do you 
see an animal? You must look closely and more closely still, Look 
at colours, patterns, and shapes, An old stump could be a bird, a 
green branch a snake, a twig might be a caterpillar, a thorn may be 
an insect, a rock may be a turtle, and a dead leaf could be a toad, 
When animals are camouflaged, they oan be ve~' hard to see, 
@ LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
3:00 pm 
7:00 pm 
THURSDAY AUG 19 
1:00 pm RCMP Bike Rodeo. Bring your bike and bike 
helmet and test out your riding skills, Located in 
the barkina lot. 
7:00 pm Thornhlll Fire Department, Learn how to 
prevent fires and what to do if a fire starts while 
you are camping, 
FRIDAY AUG 2Q 
3:00 pm Bear Stories. Listen to funny bear stories and 
make a bear to take home, Children's craft, 
7:00 pm Something's Fishy Herel Special guest Brian 
Williams. Biologist. Learn about the species of 
salmon in the Lakelse Watershed. 
3:00 pm Red Fish, Blue Fish, Green Fish. Special 
guest Brian Williams, Biologist. Learn about the 
fishes In the Lakelse Watershed, Children 
activity 
7:00 pm Jerry Ranger's "Flash from the Past". 
Learn about First Nation and early settler use of 
the forest while walking the trail, Meet at the 
Information sign near the RV dumo slation. 
SUNDAY AUG ~ 
Jerry Ranger's "Camouflage". 
Life Is often an amazing display of how to stay 
alive. Children activity, Dogged Detective. 
Birds of Prey. Learn about the hunters that fly 
high in the sky above the park. 
All are welcome. Programs are FREE! 
All programs will be held In the Amphltheatrs 
unless otherwise posted, 
Save s 120 
Ke~tmore  ® 5-cyc le  
D ishwasher  
Ultra Wash dishwasher 
with 3 wash levels and 
Quiet Guard sound 
package, #16641. Sears 
reg. 619.99. S4g9 
Black console also available 
Locally owned 
and operated . . . .  
by ,. I)ean ii./ 
Porter i :ii:,: 
NP0893099 
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I Too Hot For You. 
I ~ J ~ '~ '~__~ Come down to,he 
r 
ClIII, I, DOWN 
?I 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  at Hanky's 
" - -  " ~ T ~  Loca ted in the Coa sf lnn 
k_~ d of The West 
v 
ONE 
VERY 
fanNY 
BEER. 
Our specially brewed Antler Ale is the perli:ct beverage tbr Mr Mike's Grill, Wh),? i
Because our fi'iends at Okanaga. Sp,'ing Brewery created this soothing copper- 
coloured beverage 1o accomlmny our lender sizzling steaks. But it can go withjust 
abom an)'thing on our ,heinz, from chicken to pasta. So come on in 
anti consider getting a little horny... Antler Ale. 
4736 Lakelse Ave. " l~r r ' , t ce  Tel: 63,)-S077 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what you want... 
but small enough to care who you are. 
, ~,t/!', ', 
Save s240 
Kenmore  30"  
E lec t r i c  Range 
Easy-clean range with 
electronic delay cook/ 
off timer. #63171. Sears 
reg. 839.99. $599 
White and Almond plus 
self-clean models available 
I~ ;~"~'" ' " . "~#.~' , " , ' i  ~7; ~ 
~t  m~,~,.,,~..'%i~'~i ' ,  1 
Save $300 
Kenmore  19 .9 -Cu .  Ft. 
Ref r igerator  
Top-mount fridge with 
'Spill-saver' glass 
shelves and two clear 
crispers. #60092. Sears 
reg. 1199.99. ,$899 
Black and Almond also available 
Brand 
C£nLral  
THE BRANDS ~O-~U ANT 
AT THE STORE YOU TRUST* 
Save $100 
CRAFTSMAN 6-hp  
Lawn Mower  
Limited Edition 4-cycle, 
21 ", 3-in-1 rear bag 
gas mower. #36945. 
Sears reg. 429.99. 329,99  
!i . . . . . . . .  
/: ¸¸ I 
Save s40 
Sharp  ® Stereo  TV 
Universal remote. Front & 
rear A/V jacks. ,14412. 
Sears reg. 569.99. 529.99  
Save s50 
Sears  S tereo  113/ 
2-tuner picture-in-picture. 
#14410. Sears reg. 699.99. 
649.99  
I 3228 Kalum St. I Terrace B.C. 
Monday - Saturday 
9:30am - 5:30pm 
Copyrlgh11999. Sears Canada Inc. 
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Thank  You 
Riveruoat'-- Everyth iug  was ext remely  
wcll planned. Eveu the Days praised wcalher couldn't  have been 
THANKS TO all the bettcr. 
organizcrs of  the annual Thanks nlust a lsogoto  thc 
Riverboat Days cclcbrations pcople who catcrcd the din- 
and to thc participants in the ncr. It was great. 
paradc. It was great to sec If auy fonuer studcnts 
so many Terrace High happento bedown inyway, 
School graduates returning plcasc fccl rice to call (495- 
to rcmclnber their old 3498) or visiL If anyone has 
school days• somc pictures thcy will part 
Regarding the 1999 Ter- with, pleasc send me a fcw 
race High School rcunion, a and I'll do lhc same• 
spccial mention should be Roy Hueaner-Stutt 
made to thc attendance of Osoyoos, ILC. 
Marguerite Woods, a 91- 
year-old student from the Reun Jo~ a 
first Terrace High School 
graduating class who great party 
travclled from Prince SALLY SMAHA and hcr 
Rupert. Well done capable committee need to 
Margueritcl 
Aileen Frank be congrat.lated on the way 
they prcpared and prcsentcd 
Terrace, B.C. the Skcena 99 Reunion. 
It is cvidcnt that much 
thought and attcntion to 
detail was uppermost in 
their plans. 
Wc found many small 
dctails particularly com- 
mendable like the 
homemade and suitably 
labelled wine, the neatly 
striking wine glasses and the 
"made in Canada" T-shirts. 
Congratulations toyou all! 
It was a great party. 
Rose E. Sharpies 
Pentleton, B.C .  
Reunion 
superb 
HAVING ATTENDED 
the Skeena Reunion 1999 
over the B.C. Day weekcad, 
I must give a big thank you 
to the spousors as well as 
the hard working people of 
the reunion comndttee and 
the volunteers who made 
this event something for all 
fonncr studcnts to remem- 
ber. 
s~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~.;.  - , .~ . .  . ~< "~-~:~: :  
. ,: !' : ~'. '~ ~.F::: : :" 
.. ,~ .~ : .... ...." '".., iliii! '~I 
Cedars ~otel with access on Highway 16. 
Contains 22 units, several units offer kitchen 
facilities. Some upgrading has been done. 
Good potential for a family operation, 
~ gall Laurie or Sha.nce at ~-~ R~/~l l~ef  Ter race  n 
638-1400 
Viv Steele 
8us 638-1400 
Res 635-6905 
I am pleased to announce that I have oined the 
RI::/NLAX of Terrace Sales Team. I we come a I of my 
present and former clienls, friends and associates to 
drop in and see me at my new office. My service is 
l ie  same - only l ie  location has changed. 
~,~ Call Viv Steele at 
P .~,~l~of  Ter race  
638:1400 
Was your  campf i re  
complete ly  out? 
Repor t  w i ld f i res  
1-8oo-663-5555 
~)~---------~,.~= Ministry of Forests 
DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
the Board of Directors of 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 
has declared the following 
dividends on the issued and 
outstanding shares of the 
Corporation: 
CLASS A and  CLASS B 
COMMON SHARES: A quar- 
terly dMdend of 28 cents per 
share payable en September 
23, 1999 to shareholders of 
record at the close of busl- 
ness on September 8, 1 egg. 
By Order of the Board 
D, G. Unruh 
Secretary 
Vancouver, B.C., July29, 1999 
~I.~11pLE O$11ti6 SE~V~E:* 
Around 
Town 
Elder's 
: program 
offered 
ARE YOU intcrcsted in 
participating ina cullur- 
ally sensitive adult pro- 
grain that will provide 
opportunities for adults 
or ciders to participatc in 
craft nights, games 
Itights, rccrcaliou and 
workshops? 
All malcrials will bc 
supplied and the pro- 
gram is frce. 
Sign up at Kcrmodc 
Fricndship Centre or call 
Burt or Ruth at 635- 
4906. 
R E A L  E S T A T E  
i 
.n v • ~.. ' .~ homeowners :..:-~,~.~ ~ , ,~.~... '  .. ~v;~ 
• , .' :..e ...':.~ ~)" ,  Condos ;.~.;.:.:.,:::. .......... ,~ . ; , ;  
• "¢~:J'~L:!~.!:!i:,F:~!i,.. "!~e.:~!~,~: ~ • * ,. ,;.~y,. .~:.: ~::'~ ..... :::.  Boat A rcrafl ,~., ~,: .~.,~<~4~ :~!~ 
, . . . . . .  ":', . " .... "~i~'i ~i~ Travel Medtcal ~;' .~.~.r.:. !~{~ 
. • . ~ "~;~:i~ !~:::~i~#.!!, Bond,n.cl Tenant ~~:..: . . , : i~ i~:~ 
• Commercial ~Mobile Homes ...':,, ~ I /~! : . . :~ i~ i i i .~  
• Logging Trucks & Equipment :,.,.~~U~ i ~:: ~..!!i ?'~:.: ,?~! • .!~ ~!i !: ~:'~.." 
• , ..,'.. :... , ~.~. Monthly Payment Plans Avallabh i~.~.  ~:~!|11~=~¢~,~:,:~ 
• ' :  ~': "b 4'.,~,wo;~::::::'. . ~.:~.~ ,~  ..... 
saN. 24.11.: s Quality Insurance . ..:.:. 
~99 ...,:~. "~.'~ ...-. i~':. • " That Pays• .. ' : : : " . . :  
OR $2 A division of Terrace & District Credit Union 
z 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
Only Century 21 offers 
AirMiles travel miles to 
you, our valued 
customers 
3227 Kalum Street, Terrace 
635-6361 
email: century2 lw&s@kermode,net 
Independantly Owned & Operated 
~ 635.6688 
Garner 
635.5619 
635.4095 
Derick 
Kennedy 
635-3042 
Morhart 
~ 635-5754 
Steve 
Butler 
635-5338 
635-5754 
B ~ i . . . .  ' ×.~ 
Privacy on Acreage 
$223,000 MLS 
Family Home on the Bench 
$120,000 MLS 
Walk to the Park 
Close to High School Affordable Comfort 
$159,000 MI, S $151,500 MLS 
Quality, Quality, Quality! 
$214,900 MLS 
Just Move In? 
$157,900 MLS 
:i:;::i i:: • :: : TiUII~I il ~iii~:; i~.~.:~:~i~ ~ .... ! ~ ........... ~4"  . . . . . . . .  : ~: ~.~i~:~- -"
Quiet Location Close to Uplands 
$154,500 MLS $144,900 MLS 
: : : ,~ : i .  ,~ ~ 
~!i~;.i~i:j.~ ...  
A Rancher in the Horseshoe Area $5,000 Cash Back A 1~rue Charmer 
iii!ii~:iiiiiiii;i::!i!i~i:i~::~ii: ~,i~ii :~:i117 ' 
i i~ :  .::iii~ii~ ~ ......... 
Custom Comfort 
$237,000 MLS 
Takes Your BreathAway 
$249,000 MLS 
Spacious Bungalow 
$139,900 MLS , $144,900 EXC ' $64,900 MLS $154,900 MLS $132,500 MLS • : ~ , ,~ 
, ........ .. .. ... ~.:.,... :~.~.i~F~.~:.::.~:~ 
Great Location 
$114,500 MLS 
Zone- Commercial 
$108,000 lt(LS 
Family Country Living 
$111,900 MLS 
Top Location 
$103,000 M:LS 
Revenue Suite 
$159,900 MLS 
Vendors Want his Home SOLD![ 
$104,900 MLS 
Add Your Own Touch 
$98,500 MLS 
Renovated Charmer 
$116,900 MLS 
Business Opportunity 
Great Country Place 
$57,000 MLS 
I l l I If$. We are ready, w,lhng and able to deal w,th ALL ofy0u real 
estate needs in a professional, caring manner. GUARANTIED! 
~.CI{I,:A(;E 
5 bdrms, 3200 sq.ft. 
$169,900 MLS#14051 
. , ~;. , ,,..,, 
Hobby Farm in Town 
$16l),900 MLS#21480 
3 bdrms, 2 hath, shed 
$84,900 blLS#20425 
Country setting, 4 bdrm home 
$134,9001~ILS#13540 
3 bdrm, 4 appl, renovated 
$24,500 MLS# 15699 
Quiet [ocali0n, 3 bdrm starter, 2 baths 
$59,000 MLS#20423 
1600sq.ft. +bsmt, comm. zone 
$180,000 MLS#14367 
1030sq.R., peaked roof, d yr old furnace 
$69,900 MLS#10597 
Excellent 3 bdrm home with shop 
$88,400 MLS#22405 
5 bedrooms, 2 NG fireplaces 
$154,900 MLS#17364 
:~!K.. 
.................. ::ii~iiiiiiiii!i!k 
............ ~ :  ' :~ i~ i  i !i ~ i i.i iiiii!i:.ii:::!ii:~i::!:::::.ii:~:~iii~i:::, i:.:i ~i~'!:: ~ii:  ~i~!~ !~]i:.~ 
Worry-free living, 3 bdrm strata 
$99,000 falLS#20424 
2 acres Riverfront, ready to build 
$79,900 MLS#21460 
lffLS CATALOGUE 
AVAILABLE 
FORPICKUP 
AT OUR OFFICE 
l/ 
Steve Cook 
Broker /Owner  
638.7144 
Am. ,4 |m^ 
m 
Katherine Hicks 
Sa les  Assoc ia te  
615.9592 
b~uf ;mn 
An indopondantly a~vned and operated Llllian Cook 
member o[ Coldwsll Banker affiliates d Canada Customer  Sen'lee 
Exveet  The  BesP  638.0371 
Homes & Apartments 
2 Bdrm Apt $449 
4Bdrm Home $750 
Walk to Downtown 
Luxury 2 bedroom apt with 2 
baths, 3 appliances, gas fire- 
place, private balcony and secu- 
rity. Available immediately - 
$700 per ms. 
Perfect for Ihe Country Loverl 
Extensively renovated home and Reta i l  
acreage wilh barn, corrals, ear. 4200 S.F. Downtown 9 .50 
den area and fruit rees~bushes. PSF Net 
$139,000 I~ ILS  Commercial 
~ . ~  :: : , ~ 1 4000 S F. Good Exposure. 
~4~i~-~2.~}~  Offers 
~ ~ ! : . ~ ~  1700 S.F. Across From 
~ 1 1  !ndustrial 
~-220sq.m,4bdrm, 2aeres 951 S.F. $715 per ms 
Exeo. home, attached shop 
$209,000 MLS# 18908 
B 
Joe Pyrczak 
t41rl~ll~ (~oodl~ 
638-3006 
1,735 S.F. $1196 per mo 
7,450 S.F. $3970 per mo 
5,400 S.F. $8.75 PSF 
Office 
Executive Office with private 
washroom, recepflon area, air 
conditionlng. 500 SF 
5500 per mo 
Provertv Manaffement 
Are you moving from town and 
your house hasn't eold? Let me 
find you a renter and manage it 
for you. 
Call Steve Cook at 638-  
0371 or  638-7144 After 
houtrs, 
± . . . . . . . . .  I, t 
M o v i n g ?  V is i t  us  F i r s t !  
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Consider the conve, ience of looking at real estate in another cily lhe very moment you decide i~ i  i~ . i  ~ ~tTorr 
to move. You can search for properties by area. type. price, number of bedrooms and bath- 
rooms. Once your choice is made a local REALTOR will arrange viewings for you. 
Find your new home by visiting our online Multiple Listing Service ® at http://www.mls.ca MU.n~E Us~m ~WCE ¢~" /4~ 
, , , .  , , , . . . . . .  
J u ~ _  
I FEATURE HOMES 
CHECK OUt tH! 
NEIGHBOURHOOD 
Enter through the double, carved doors to 
the two-story entrance hall to walk into 
this 1600 sq.ft home, which would make 
a terrific home for the growing family. 
The main floor contains the kitchen, 
separate dining area, living-room with 
an arched fireplace, 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom and the laundry-room. 
Upstairs there are 4 spacious bedrooms 
and another bathroom. The 5 appliances, 
large sundeck, double-attached garage, 
corrals and extensively landscaped yard 
make this a home you must see! 
505 SOCKEYE CREEK ROAD 
MLS#14651 $169,900 
OR 
F 
Check out this 4 year old home you can 
just move into! Over 2200 sq.ft, of living 
space with 2 bedrooms=on the main floor 
and 2 up (which can easily be 3). the are 
3 bathrooms, one of which contains a 
huge, soaker tub, a new natural-gas 
fireplace in the sunken living-room, life 
oak kitchen, custom birch trim thru-out, 
sundecks, landscaped yard, greenhouse 
and a drive-thru carport round out this 
comfortable home! 
316 SOCKEYE CREEK ROAD 
MLS#19491 $154,900 
I sT TERRACE REALTY 
An independently owned and operated 
member of Coldwell Banker affiliates of Canada 
Kather ine  
Hicks 
615.9592 
An) t ime 
Expect  the Best.* 
6 3 5 - 2 4 0  
ROYAL LEPAGE 8-4644 Lazelle Ave., 
""11'1'"1'"'1111' I1~i1~ B Terrace, B.C. 
Ter race  ,° '° 
I ndependent ly  Owned and  Operated  
. :~ : t  " . .:. " "  ,~ ,v  -¢ . ' ,~¢: , : . . ,  , 
~ ~  ",~'~'..: ~ i t  
" ] : : '  $)~:1~ ? ~- .  ! 
$158.000 MLS 13480 
$209.900 MLS 240 
$149.500 
; [.. ,':'..~' .i~!~',,',:,-::-,~ ...... 
$83.500 MLS 19493 
MLS 25888 $176.900 MLS 18709 
$144.900 MLS 19490 
$79.500 MLS 18875 ,205.000 MLS 23007 
• • . . . .  :!::~ . ~?~ -" .i~::~ 
09,000 MLS 26258 $165,000 MLS 22161 
: o . . . .  
~199.000 MLS 26216: 
! $64.900 MLS 13935 ;4' .900 MLS 23038 
5 
$168.300 MLS 14309 
• ' ' :~x .  '-:: :~ 
$17Z,500 MLS 22291 
i167,000 MLS 14747 $156,900 MLS 24909 
Erika Langer 
635-4773 
Lynda Boyce 
635-0229 (cell) 
Lisa Godlinski 
635-4950 635-1976 
4 
$60,000 MLS 17675 
$I 09,900 MLS 242,18 
49.000 h4LS 19370 
I }i,~ • 
i: ~Vi::i :iS:::.::: 
$135.O00 MLS 26218 
$115.500 MLS 26586 
$84.900 MLS 24053 
Raja Sandhu Ralph Godlinski 
638-8544 Office 635-2404 
638-1400 
4654 Lazelle Avenue 
www.remax.terrace.com 
~i~? :~'~ 
J ohn  Evans  
638-8882 
12 yrs.  Exp. 
Starter Home Horseshoe Location Immaculate ltome 
Close to Town Full Basement Dick Evans  Fully Finished Basement 
Fenced Yard Detached Garage 635-7068 Double Garage 
$86,900 MLS $121,500 M~,S 20 yrs. Exp. $199,900 MLS 
1/'2 Acre Lot Private 15 Acre 3 Bedrooms Home On 2 Acres 
River Frontage Lakefront Lot No Thin Road Private Setting 
Reduced Again! Fantastic Views Beach Location Creek q~aru Property 
$93,500 MLS $109,900 MLS J $129,900 MLS $124,900 MLS 
Great Starter Home 
Cute & Cozy 
Horseshoe Location 
$8¢9® ~s  
Family Home 
Fully Finished 
Quiet Cul De Sac 
$219,900 MLS 
Recently Reduced! 
Bench Location 
Perfectly Mahtained 
$~44,~}O MLS 
Shaunc,  
Kru isse lbr in l  
635-5382 
Just Listed 
Side By Side Duplex 
3 Bedrooms/2 Bathrooms 
$196,900 MLS 
Laur ie  Forbes  
638-5382 
19 yrs. Exp. 
Great Investment At This Price 
Close To Schools 
4,000 8q.Ft Finmhed LMng Space 
$229,900 MLS 
5 Acre Farm Hardwood Flooring 
14' Wide Mobile Riding Ring Suzanne  Full Basement 
Clean Park Barn, Green llouses Gleason 
638-8198 Thornhill 
$49,900 MLS $142,900 MLS 9 yrs. Exp. $108,500 MLS 
75'x200' Lot 70'x200' LOt 4 Bedrooms Panoramic Mountain Views 
Beautifully Landscaped Private Setting ~ Natural Gas Fireplace Beautifully Finished 
1 I/2 Storey tlome & Shop 2 Storey Cottage ] Shop Private 9.88 Acres 
$169,900 MLS $84,900 lOlLS ] $123,000 MLS $339,500 MLS 
Newer Roof, Vinyl Siding 
Immaculate 
Full Basement 
$109,900 MLS 
Just Listed 
Convenient Location 
3 Bedrooms 
$99,900 MLS 
0.94 Acre Beautifully Landscaped Great Starter Cheaper Than Rent 
Updated 5 Bedroom flame Just Move In Hans  Stash Close To Schools & Downtown 
5 Bedrooms 
Private Rural Setting 
Zoned for Home Based Business 
$129,900 MLS 
14' Wide Mobile Home 
5 Appliances Included 
Immaculate Condition 
$84,~00MLS 
Full Basement 
$105,000 MLS 
Exceptional I 1/2 Storey Log Home 
Private & Treed Setting 
Many Unique Features 
635-5739 Low Strata Fee 5.78 Acres 
12 yrs. Exp. $~,900 ~LS $244,5{}0 MLS 
3 Bdrm Starter Home Quick Possession Recent Upgrades 
t & Insulated 18'x24'Shop Year Round Living Reduced 
80'x200' Lot 1.4 Acres On Waterfront No Thru Street 
$102,500 MLS $395,000 ~LS $89,9OO MLS 
i ...... i!i 
Shei la  Love 
635-3004 
7 yrs. Exp. 
Singlehurst Forest 
2 Acres- 8 Acres 
Treed, View, Country Setting 
Starting at $40,000 MLS 
Gordon 
Olson 
638-194.5 
19 yrs. Exp. 
Executive Style llome 
Will Consider Smaller 
llome In Trade 
$269,000 MLS 
Viv Steele 
635-6905 
I yr. Exp. 
Family ttome In The lloraehoe 
1,413 Square Feet 
4 Bedrooms/2 Bathroo~L~ 
$142,500 MLS 
• .,..<~,~ ~... ,.,.,~.~.. , 
The Red Estate/ ders 
.4 ,  
mm 
1.39 Acres on Lakelse Lake Roomy Rancher on 1/2 Acre 
Itydro is Available Ensuite With Sunken Tub 
Shallow Beach 3 Bedrooms 
$97,500 MLS $105,900 MILS 
2 Bedrooms- I/2 Basement Bench location 
80'x200' Lot 3 Bedrooms- 3Baths 
Reduced Family Room Off Kitchen 
$82,500 MLS $182,500 M:LS 
Great Starter ltome Family Special 
Large Lot Located in Itorseshoo 
20'x28' Shop Fenced & Landscaped 
$109,900 MLS $149,900 MLS 
3 Bdrm Starter ltome llobby Farm 
80'x200' Lot Private 5.4 Acres 
16'x2 I'Ga rage hh;al Set Up For llorses 
$94,900 MLS $239,000 MLS 
Executive ltamc with View 3 Bcdroom Deluxe Rancher 
Almst 3,000 ~Ft. dLiving Space 1,762 Square Feet 
Privacy View 
$299,000 MLS $129,900 MLS 
3 Bedroom Split Level 2.4 Acres/Park Like Setting 
1,977 Square Feet 3 Bedrooms/Sauna House 
Part Basement/I,andseaped 24'x40' InsulatedMcated Shop 
$129,900 MLS $254,900 IMLS 
I 
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CHRISTIANA WIENS PORTS 638-7283 
ROB BROWN 
Skeena Summers 
part il 
spin around. Instead of a bear there is a 
large golden lab. He looks familiar. Con- 
firmation of this arrives moments later 
when Dave Cater rounds the logjam. 
"Man, I 'm seriously relieved," I tell him. 
"Paytoh scared the piss out of me. I heard this 
growl, and thought he was the old black bear that's 
lived around here for years." 
Dave smiles. He points at the bright orange life 
vest he's wearing, before I can ask about it. 
"Thought it might be a tough wade," he says, 
gesturing in the direction of the Shames River 
which, thanks to some canal excavation by the 
Skeena in the last high water, is now twice as wide 
and at least twice as deep as it has been for the last 
decade. "So I put this on just in case." 
I tell Dave I 'm on the bar as part of a team doing 
a creel survey, then congratulate him on being my 
first customer. Unfortunately I have no prize for 
him. 
I 'm intrigued by the fact that the Germans and 
their guides have gone up stream. Dave tells me 
he'll be fishing until about one. I ask hint to make a 
note and measure anything he catches, tell him I 
should be back before he leaves, then clamber over 
the log jam and make my way upstream over the 
cobble. I 'm ahnost certain the guides have taken 
their sports to the chain of logjams I can see in the 
distance. 
Shames is one of the wider pieces of riverscape hi 
the lower part of tile valley. Destinations there are 
always farther awaythen they seem. I learn this lea. 
son again. What appeared to be short walk takes the 
lion's share of an hour. The last few hundred yards 
of the trek is through a thicket of alder amid willow 
across a floor of dark gray river sand and 
weathered, water-borne sticks of the same colour 
The log jams form an enonnous fence from twelve 
to twenty feet high, and a quarter of a mile long. 
So, where are the Germans? It's wetter and colder 
than most Aprils are. The Guides have built fires 
Without them locating the fishermen would have 
beea a lot more difficult than it turned out to be. I 
carefully climb toward the first smoke plume; care. 
fully, because the rain has made the logs as slick as 
wet buckskin. I jump down six feet into a sand 
dune, walk through a flower-filled field, and 
uninteutionaUy startle a party of non-residenl 
fishers. 
There are seven in all: two women, two men and 
three kids. The children are teens, all boys, all long 
and gangly, two of them taller than their elders. 
None of them look like they have fished before. 
They haven't the garb: no hats, nothing olive green. 
"Does auyone speak Euglish?" I ask. 
"Yes," three of them chores with a hint of  in- 
dignation in their collective voice. As it turns out 
all of them speak English very well. I learn they are 
from Saxony, and that, as I suspected, their fishing 
experience is limited. 
Neatly placed around the beach, nestled in the 
middle of the ann of the log are plastic lawn chairs. 
In front of them are rod holders holding rods carry- 
ing reels loaded with really stout line. I make my 
notations thinking as I do that it would be nice if 
these folks could see their surroundings bathed and 
glistening in sunlight. 
"How long will you be here?" I ask. 
"I am here for another week from now," the tall 
boy declares. 
"We go tomorrow," says a middle aged gent 
with a professorial beard. 
I wish them good luck in German, then make my 
way to the next pillar of smoke. There are five 
fishennea here and their guide. The reception is not 
nearly as friendly this time. 
"Where's your badge?" demands the guide after 
I introduce myself and tell him - -  clearly, ] think 
- -what  I 'm up to. 
" I 'm only a subcontractor," I plead. " I  don't 
own a badge." 
After grumbling about wasted tax dollars, the De- 
partment of Fisheries and Oceans, the lack of con- 
trol over First Nations Rsheries, and seals, to name 
only a few things, he starts in on the weather. As 
the dialtibe continues, I take in the guide's features. 
His skin is smooth like a well used axe handle from 
weeks of exposure to the wind and deep bronze 
from the sun. I'm sure he's older than I, but his hair 
is jet black. He has big fists. As he speaks in an ac- 
cent I'm straining to identify, a rod dips. "Set the 
hook," he barks as one of the Germans crambles 
over the slick rock, pulls the rod from the PVC 
piping, and reefs back as if he were yarding on a 
tuna. The hook holds. " It 's a miracle," says the 
guide. "Those damn barbless hooks slip out a lot." 
The battle is amazingly short thanks to the stout 
line. The guide wades out and deftly slips the net 
under the salmon. After a blow to the skull the fish 
expires to a chorus of "Petrt heils" followed by 
beers all mend - -  except for me, of course. There 
is no drinking on job. 
continued next week .... 
He ding to the games 
Terrace 
By MIKE COX 
THE PAN-AM Games  
have come to a close, 
but for Ter race 's  
seniors communi ty  
their premier  athletic 
competit ion is about to 
begin. 
The B.C. Senior Games, 
held in Elk Valley August 
25-28, is an annual event 
held in B.C. bringing 
seniors from across the 
province to compete in 
events that range from the 
4-by-100 metre relay to 
cribbage 
Participants are all over 
the age of 55, and compete 
in age categories to try and 
make the competition equal. 
Hugh Power, president for 
zone 10 (the northwest), 
said the games have gotten 
bigger and more popular 
each year. 
"Once it got started it just 
sort of snowballed." 
The games tarted in 1988 
and Terrace sent 30 athletes. 
This year, 126 Terrace 
seniors are heading off to 
the games. 
The popularity of the 
games, Power said, is from 
word-of-mouth and also 
from the desire to compete. 
"The games give you a 
reason and a goal to work- 
out or practice," he said. 
Zone 10 is one of the 
smallest zones in B.C., but 
competitors have never 
c0me hqme sh0rt.of.mcda!s..~ 
" I  think we'll win our 
share of medals this year," 
Power said. 
Winning a medal is the 
epitome of competition, but 
the Senior Games have an 
aura of friendliness sur- 
rounding them, said track 
and field competitor Maxine 
Smallwood. 
"It 's mostly a fun thing 
and winning a medal is just 
a bonus," she said. 
Smallwood will be in the 
five and 10 kilometer walk- 
ing events, but also com- 
petes in the shot-put, discus 
and javelin. 
seniors are going for the gold at the 
SWING BATTER: That's Fred Marten of the Seniors 
SIo-pitch team. The team has been practicing all 
summer for their trip to the B.C. Senior Games in Elk 
"It 's mahtly a desire to "We're limited up here as 
stay active." to when we can play and 
This is her l lth trip to the practice because of the 
games, so the friendly ele- weather," he said. 
ment is a definite plus for Down south players can 
her. play year-round, he said, but 
" I  usually compete ultimately it depends on 
against the same group of skill. 
people so I 've made "It 's tough competition, 
friends." but if it's your day then it's 
The friendly aspect of the your day." 
games is a big draw for Ron And the senior slo-pitch 
..... KuechIE. "too., ~.~,~' ?'"' , .i'~.,.":, :: '"i'i , team,:,: hopes the~, day will ~ i! 
, ,  . . . . . .  come a ffef tile p'rai~tice' time 
put in by team members. 
"The games give you 
a reason and a goal to 
work-out or practice." 
"You get to meet a lot of 
nice, happy-go-lucky 
seniors," he said. 
Kuechle will be entering 
the horseshoe vent for his 
fourth year and thinks the 
Terrace team will put on a 
strong performance, despite 
the limited time they can 
practice. 
"We have a better chance 
this year than the past," said 
team representative Keith 
1Mears. 
Fourteen players on the 
team are from Terrace amid 
Mcara said the numbers are 
increasing every year. 
"People are starting to 
play later in their lives and 
slay more active." 
The team plays in the Ter- 
race slo-pitch league, but 
Mcara said most of the team 
plays "more for fun than 
competition." 
GOING FOR THE FENCE: The NorthWest Merchants have been practicing for 
months to play in a Prince George fastball:league. League play is over and the 
team earned a birth to the Nationals in St. Thomas, Ontario. They're the first team 
from the north to make it to that level In over 10 years. 
B.C. Senior Games in Elk Valley 
Valley. Thirteen players from Terrace, four from 
Kitimat and one from Prince Rupert head off August 
23 to compete in the games. 
NICE TOSS: Ron Kuechle practices tossing horse- 
shoes at the Kin Hut twice a week to get ready for the 
B.C. Senior Games. 
Merchants bag 
berth to the 
nationals 
THEY SAY never look a Softball B.C. used to give 
gift-horse in the mouth, travel grants to teams, 
and that couldn't be truer Thame said, but after some 
for the North West Mer- southern teams took ad- 
chants, vantage of that money it 
Fifteen Merchant players was stopped. 
have been traveling all It's further complicated, 
across B.C. to compete she said, because money 
against high-caliber softball raised by raffles can't be 
teams, and after winning a used for travel expenses. 
bye into the nationals are "The B.C. Gaming Corn- 
headed to St. Thomas, mission won't let teams use 
Ontario to face some of raffle money to cover travel 
their toughest competition costs." 
yet. Tile solution? Sponsorship 
And with their birth in the and, ultimately, players 
nationals, the Merchants are forking out cash to get there. 
the first men's softball team "It 's all expensive sport 
from the north to make it to for Terrace because we have 
that level in over 15 years, to travel to play the compe- 
Team manager Debbie 
Thame said three other , I t ,s  
teams were supposed to play an expensive 
in the provincials, but they sport for  Terrace be- 
all decided to drop out. cause we have to travel 
The lack of teams going to play the competitive 
into provincials, she said, teams." 
could be because there are 
other tounlameats held in 
the U.S. that don't involve titive teams,"Thame said. 
as much of a time commit- Last year the Merchants 
ment. placed third in the provin- 
But being B.C.'s represen- eials, and Thame said even 
tative at the national level with the bye to the nationals 
carrles a heavy price tag, they are used In the high- 
Thame said. level of play. 
It's going to cost $2.5,000 "We've travelled ex- 
for the team's stay in telLslvcly this year, and 
Ontario, and all the money played the strong teams." 
has to be raised by the team Thame also said their 
itself, pitching is a lot stronger 
"It 's been.completely left then last year, so they are 
up to us," Thame said. going ill falriy confidant. 
l t 
New soccer field sports 
built in Thornhill Menu 
eOlne, .: ' 
The famous line from 
Field of Dreams is a reality 
for the Terrace Senior* 
Men's Soccer Association i i  
(TSMSA) after their efforts 
to get a new pilch to play 
OIL i: :Y:" ~:::,;:::~, 
Twenty one volunteers 
came together July 24 to 
move two goal posts 
donated by Terrace Youth 
Soccer from Christy Park to 
the new field on the con=or 
of Paquette Ave. and 
Century St. 
The volunteers all worked' 
together to get the field 
ready, and by 4:00 players 
were ready to tipple the' Saturday, Aug. 21 and 
twine, Sunday, Aug. 22 BC 
Jacques Corstanje, with Soccer Association de- 
the TSMSA, said the new velopment camp at 
field will be used until the Christy Park. Call 
end of August, but is only a George at 635-3719 to 
temporary solution, register. 
Thomhill regional field is 
used by men's and women's Sunday, Aug. 22 Ter- 
soccer five nights a week, race Senior Men's Sac- 
and Corstanje hopes this cer Association games 
field will help save wear at Skeena and Thornhill 
and tear on the field, fields, 4:30 and 6:30 
The Caledonia field is off- p.m. Northern FC takes 
limits to adult soccer and on Home Hardware 
Corstanje fears the Skeena while The Internationals 
Jr. field could also be nixed battle Kitwanga at 
if the property issold. Skeena. Super BM 
The most expensive part takes on Canadian ~re 
of the new field was equip and Alcan takes on 
meat to paint lines on the Ruins at Thornhill. 
field, and the Molson ALAN Bowler, Calvin Struyk and Damian Keating put Sunday, Aug. 29 Open 
Breweries Local Heroes together one of the goal posts donated by Terrace day, car and race day at 
program donated the money Youth Soccer at the new field in Thornhill. the Terrace Speedway. 
to buy this equipment. 
_••  SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
ffR~C.CE I-o-,,. 
www.terraceautomall.com 
~ff R~>'C"E T.EER~c E q:1:t9 ~ 
terrace.automall@osg.net 
¢~'--~~ARD TheTerrace Standard 
etandard@kermode.net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here l  
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
THANK YOU 
A Buck Or Two Northera Drags 
Accucraft Construction Northera Eye Oplical 
All Seasons Spo~ Nortbera Motor Inn 
Bear Craek Contracting Nortbera Photo 
Beut/e Masonry ltrl Ovenvoitea foods 
Blue Ridge Ventures Paragon Insurance 
Braid Insurance Pizza Hut 
Carlson Wagon/it Ptograssive Vealu~ns It# 
Canadian l~te Richard's Cleaners & laundromat 
Eecol Electric River Industries 
Elan Travel Ruby Red 
E~win Jewelle~ Sofeway 
Finning Shadez of Hair 
Flowers Ala Carte Shef~'eld & Sons 
Ge.y Bernpster Electrical Repairs Sight & Sound 
Gemmes Skeena Beverages 
Happy Days Handbag ~ Luggage CO' Seany's Collectthles 
Home Hardword " " Sunshine Family Daycara 
Irly Bi~d Teaace ~ediraix 
hans North/Universal Terrace Rewind 
Joyce Findlay Terrace Truck & Diesel 
IF_/Intumational limber Baron Conlracling 
Uttle ,9ountoin Contrach'ng lim Horton's Donuts 
Loomis Totem fumitura 
McEwan Motors U@lobe 
Mickey's Supplies I td Wujax Industn'es 
North Coast Equipment l d WighlTnon & Smith Insurance 
North Coast health & Fitness Centre Zellers 
The Skeena Valley Ladies Golf Club Tournament 
Committee would like to extend a tremendous 
thank-you to these merchants whose generosity 
not only made for an impressive prize table, but 
also allowed us to have a most successful 
1999 Ladies Open. 
FINAL OWNA KONA SALE OF THE CENTURY 
H 
1'¢ 
@ ~  IE '~ klE" 111"4710 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace 
635-5225 
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Wednesday, Aug. 18 
Terrace Senior Men's ~a~ ~_~ ~ 
Soccer Association 
games at Skeena and 
Thornhill fields, 7 p.m. g ~] [~ ~ ~[~ (~ ~ ~.~ 
Super BM battles Ruins 
FC at Skeena and the 
Internationals play AI- 
can atThornhill. ~ ~l]~ 1}1~@~ ~ ~Lg~12~j,'~3t~!~ 9~J~ ~J~®~ 
Friday, Aug. 20 Tar- I~@g~f~ ~l lq ! .~  ~1~ ~(D~ ~r.L~l~ (~f f~ 
race Senior Men's Soc- 
cer Association games 
at Thornhill fields, 7 
p.m. Alcan takes on ' 
Kitwanga at Thornhill 
Junior and Canadian 
Tire takes on The Inter- 
nationals at Thornhill. 
Coffee, Donuts, Free Posters, Travel Mugs & Hats 
Celebrate Our 5th Anniversary 
Located in the Coast I~n of the West 
- TBC FREE HASTINGS PROGRAMS 
~tt=~,t~u FREE HASTINGS GOLD 
TERRACE PEAKS GYMNASTICS CLUB 
presents 
Parents & Tots (2 & 3 yrs) 
and Preschoolers (4 yrs) 
These 16 week programs have "been designed with a child's over all 
development needs in mind. 
September To January 
Class times available on Mondays, Wednesdays, & 
Saturdays 
For Further Information Or Registration 
Times, Please Call 
638-0447 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
BLOWOUT SALE 
August 20-3 !/99 
All Summer Stock Reduced To Sell 
~i  , 
* ~°~®offT.Shwts 
* ~ ~ @°~off Tank Tops & Summer Tees 
"~ ~ ~°~® ~~ ~°~® off All Swimsuits 
* ~ ~ ~ @ % off Selected Pants 
[ 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display,  Word  Classif ied and  Classi f ied Disp lay 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
"rhursda v at 4 o.m. for all dlsolev and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Ma5tercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(StandaM & Advertiser) $13.38~(~. Ga/) 
3 weeks (Standard & Adve~isar) ~S.68%-,¢. os~) 
*Additional words (over 20120¢ PER WORD PLUS G~T 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.48 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/AMNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES /
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.42 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13.72 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION 
Class i f i ca t ions!  
A~NOOWCT.MENTS 616 COMMERQAL 
105 ANN(~)I~:F./vEN~$ 628 FOR SALE OR RENt 
t 10 ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRIHDAYS 640 MISC. FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644/V~361LE HOMES 
t 30 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & 6CARD 
135 ENGAGEA~NT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDFNGS ACCOMMODATION 
145 iN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 668 rOURISr 
15S Oel]UARIES ACC(~WWOOAT)ONS 
1 ~0 TENDERS 676 WANTED ro RENT 
165 1HA~KS 680 WAREHOUSES 
RBLSON~ ~ E~ATE 
210 BUS~NESS PERSONALS 705ACREAGES/LOrS 
230 LOST & r'(~ND 715 COM~EROAI. PROPERIY 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR 5ALE BY OWNEa 
AIB~HANOL~ 735 HOUSES 
315 AUCTIONS 745 MO611~S 
330 COMPUTERS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
3S5 FURNITURE 770 WANTED 
3~0 GARAGE SAIJES AI/ToMonYE 
365 MISC. FOR SAtE 810 CARS FO~ SAtE 
38011MBER a15 TRUCIG FOR ~tE 
39S WANTED 
i FARM 854 AIRCRAFT 
410 FARM E(~JIPMENI" 
42S UVESTOCK 058 AIV'5 
435 PEI'S 862 BOAr5 / MARINE 
866 MoroRcYCLES 
INOUS~ 870 I~$ O~J~[~ 
460 EQ~PMENT 074 RV'S 511-1 WHEELS 
470 LCC, C4 NG/T1M~R 878 RW5 MOTORHOMES 
480 MACH~IERY 882 W RENTAtS 
EMq.OYMENr a?o ~IOW~:~LES 
510 BUSINESS 
C:~'~O~mES ~S 
520 CAREERS 908 ~JS;NESS 
530 EDUCA~DN OePORIUNmES 
540 HeJ = WANTED 910 BUI~ING SERVICES 
570TurcRJNG 9i2 ~N'g~ 
580 WO~ WANTED 9T4 CHILD CARE 
920 CONSB~ucrlON 
604 APARTMENi'5 932 HANDYMAN 
608 BASEMENT SUflE 93~ JANIl"ORIAL 
612 C.A~NS/COTrAGES 944 MISC. ~RVICES 
D 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ada under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act Io discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rentaL 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is egreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion/or the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only. and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No. Expiry Date~ 
C3 VISA ~ MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
6 
11 
16 
13,59 
25.89 
1 4 .66  
26 .96  
12 
17 
8 
13 
4 
9 
14 
19 
5 
10 
15 
1 3.38 
16 25 .68  
13.80 1 4.02 1 4.23 1 4.45 
26.11 26 .32  26 .54  26.75 
Clip & Mall This  Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V6G 5R2 
14.67 
27.1 8 
1 5.09 
27 .39  
1 5.30 
28.14 
ST/k/' ])ARD 
15.52 
28 .36  
For longer od, please use a 8ep~lrato 8rloot 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
CAMP MEAD presents a work- 
shop and simulation with Alice 
M. Ross, M.S. Learning disabili- 
ties and dyslexia specialist on 
Aug. 27, 1999 at 8:30 pm. Rock 
Nest Ranch 10 miles west of 
Houston. $50/person including 
lunch. Register by Aug 24. 
Phone Leigh Hogstead at 1- 
250-845-7739 or fax: 1-250- 
845-7708 or Dan at Learning 
Difficulties Centre, Prince 
Georcle, BC: 1-877-564-8011. 
CELEBRATE THE International 
Year of the Older Person with 
usl Seniors camp out rallyl At 
the Vanderhoof Exhibition Au- 
gust 20,21,22. Call Janet (250) 
567-2124 or 1-800-752-4094. 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dEan Pardon seals record. Unit- 
ed States Waiver grants legal 
American entry. Why risk 
embarrassment/employment & 
travel loss/opportuni- 
ties/fines/jail/deportation? For 
assistance 1-800-347-2540. ',,IV TAT  ON TO TENDER 
D&L DOUBLECUT & Pete,son 
Sawmills will have a full line of 
portable circular sawmills at the 
Barriers Fall Fair Sept 3,4,5, 
1999. Contact Lindsay for free 
brochure & into (250) 791-6557. 
(250) 396-7640. 
ONE WAY plane ticket to Van- 
couver/Nanaimo on Sept 3/99. 
Askinf:l $170 Call 635-5129. 
OOTSA LAKE (Burns Lake, 
BC) Annual Labour Day Fishing 
Derby. $1,000 first prize. Sept. 
4-6. Call 1-250-694-37t4 or 1- 
250-694-3595. 
Shelley 
Coxen-Emery 
he's aver 40 still puffing up hay. 
Say Happy Birlhd0y. 
She'll "Enrkh" your d0y. 
Love Slephen & D0nn~ 
Reg & Mane Beckley 
want to thank everyone that 
joined them on their 50th wed- 
ding anniversary, those that 
helped in any way, all the cards, 
phone calls, flowers and photo 
Happy 
5Oth  
B i r thday  
Bunty 
Althaus 
from Tatogga Lake, 
Terrace & friends 
HELPING THE WORLD 
WRITE NOW 
Attention: 
Gerald Sullivan 
Under the 
Warehousemans 
Lien Act we will sell 
the items stored by 
you at Queensway 
Mini Storage not less 
than 2 weeks from 
todays date to 
recover your indebt- 
edness of $339.20. 
Signed: 
Queensway 
Mini Storage 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL 
COMPLETION OF ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 
E00-05-9694 
HARPER BRANCH H-85.1 
FOREST SERVICe ROAD 
In accordance with the Contract dated 
May 14, 1999 
BETWEEN OWNER: 
MinisW of Forests 
and 
CONTRACTOR: 
Keedu Road Building Ltd. 
This is to certify that the work 
described therein has been 
SUBSTANTIALLY PERFORMED on 
July 6, r999. For ell purposes under 
the contract, wherein the rights, 
duties and obligations of all parties 
concerned are descdbed, and for ell 
purposes under the Lien Legislation 
applicable to the place of work, 
Substantial Performance shall be 
regarded as equivalent to "Co- 
mpleted" as described thereunder. 
Distirct Manager, Kalum Forest 
District, //200 . 5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L1 
Description ]Reference [ CloslnpDate 
. . . .  I E704-99- I 02 Sept. 99 
Manual or machine crashing or mountain 105KK I 
roads to communications sites, four sepa- J I 
rate c0ntracts:as isted ' '~ ~ i i  t I I 
,Item 1 Trapline Mc~Jr~taih: (TerraCe area) ']i ..... * 3 : 
Item 3 Sheraton Mountain (Burns Lake I I 
area) 
Item 4 Glecannan Repeater (Endako area) 
Details available from the office of BC Hydro Telecontml Manager, 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R5 
Tel. (250) 638-5633 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with reference number will be received at 
BY SEALED BID: 
3 acres in Endako, B.C. with 40' x 72' building 
(former school). Open house August 28th. Bids must 
be in by September 10th and will be opened on 
September 1 lth. 
For informat ion package, phone: 
250-699-6628 or 250-699-8678. 
The highest or any other bid may not necessarily be accepted. 
A'rrENTION PRESCHOOL- 
ERS Do you want to make 
crafts, sing songs, and meet 
new friends? The Little School 
House has afternoon spaces 
avail. Starting Sept 13. 12:30-3. 
To view 5224 McConnell. Call 
635-6650. 
KATHY'S PET CARE!! Care 
for your pets in your home. For 
into call 638-7824. 
MI"TLE ORCHARD preschool 
is accepting registration for the 
fall program. Excellent referenc- 
es. Only 6 spaces available. 
Call Rachel Ohsteiil @"638- 
0503. 
W'ILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
Ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@unl- 
serve.Gem 
FEB 3, 1999 in the ladies 
change room at the Aquatic 
Centre, a bulova "Millionth 
Ounce'" watch. Has great senti- 
mental value. Please call 250- 
771-3149. Reward offered and 
no questions asked. 
FOUND MENS 21 speed moun- 
tain bike. To identify Contact Bill 
at 4507A Lazelle Ave. 
LADLES' SEIKO gold colour 
watch with the inscription on the 
back "Love Jim' Lost at Lakelse 
Lake Provincial Park picnic site. 
Has groat sentimental value. 
Call 638-7251 (home) or 635- 
6273 (work). No questions 
asked. 
LOST AT Lakelse Lake picnic 
site ladies gold medic-alert bra- 
celet. Phone 638-7837. 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
PAIN RELIEF without drugsl album, it's greatl! • the above address until 11:00 a.m. on the above closing date. =_ . . . . . .  very important. Please call 
New space age wraps. Stop It was a weekend we will cher- .-~'~------= I I IdB~(FdmlUlBan * (250)624-2002 extension =0". 
Reward offered. pain due to arthritis, sportsinju-ishformanymanyyearn. " ~ - ~  THe , ow l= t s routs  r , , l l . l i , ,g l t '  ~ J v e r ~ R - -  
riPs, varicose veins, etc. Money Special thanks to Chris, Jan & C O D E ~ BC h 
Back Guarantee. Mark's Plaza Ted, our four chlldren and their sc,r-sutr<~=nwuvo~ Dare = ANSWERS Dr. black lab female. O ld& 
families. ,torso,, h the dc,,t~ wo~u 
Pharmecv. 1-877-747-6664. Reg & Made ro~ inronmUon, ¢~ 1-e0o-661-9633 " i UV| & PEIUOIgAL deaf. Reward. No questions 
' I ~J', I~n,:nr,, INVIT, ATION TO APPLY ~,~ m~g S1 m CA~mA asked. 635-1204. 
shop! "Learn to support the f f  = ,~=~, ,  ' l  [ * C~LUMm'~r]~ FOREST LICENCE A60585 r~= (L~ EVANLY RAYS 1tALK . U V =  n oMt TattooLOST: FEMALE cat s p a y e d . i n  ear. Shod hair, white 
ingneeds°fy°urchild w i tha learn - i f f i cu l ty ,  Sept 1-Quesnel, ~ Kr . /e~ [1[ [ ~.~ . . . . .  North Coast Timber Supply Ares ~¢'  i tm ~ , m  [ with calico rnarkers. Really 
H i l d ~  ~. rd(~.~ 1 | The Minister of Forasls is Inviting applications for a ~on.replaceabls forest licence in missed. Please ca11635-9565 or Sept 2-Prince George. Call: 
~0~,~o, ,  o, III and her famdy III ,the No,hCo~tTirnberSupp~y~,ee. , | ,sorer ~i~l["~ocenuurm ,. 615-7909 (leave message)Lost 
8011. IEachpers°nhasthe°pp°rlunttyt°submit°caorm°reapptio~ti°ns'Thelicencewill ;[¢Altlle ~ "PSlf¢lflal [ by Pine/Muller. 
I metrasofttmberandwinhaveatermoflOyears, the licence holder will be responsl - i] '1.900.451.4055 [. MISSING FROM Haugland III I V'  ll wishes to express their .,incere III ,author,. an ggrego,e =owabla.nca, c= w,,o, *, not.ee --O O00cu ,c
I A , , , v~, ,~, ,~s ,c  I lll  THANKS III " bla••r•perst••na•planning•ancessc•netruct••n•••mbe•cm••ing•bt•cklay•utands•••vicuituretofreegrowing. ! ~ l l ~ j .  Ave. Ige basket of children's 
• ~,,~:~ [ L...~ & HEAUNG CENTRE, o~,~,:~,,~, ,[ - . toys. Would greatly appreciate if| There is written materiel in respect of this proposed forest licence of which applicants 
" ~"~ ' ~$, ~$ '~': '..',.X.~:~ ~"'~!,~;;' '.~..:~;:~:~:~: "' i must be aware and consider in their applications. These matsdels and application [l[ I1~.~11 to all their family and friends [or the!r [[[ they were returned. Very upset 
, ~ . . . ~ ; . ~  l ~ ~ ; ~ i ~ l  , forms are contained In a tender package which may be obtained from the District children. 638-7B30. 
~;'~:~:~:~, i'] ;"~:~~"~'~:~:~':~::~;~!'~:, ~ [[[ II~l~ , e~l~ll support and prayers during Siegfrieds [][ I Manager, 125 Market Placa, Pdnce RuperI. BdtishColumbia, VSJ le9250.624.7460. i~~- '~;~;~i :~1 SOMEONE HAS taken a child's I c~sMs,~ap-, S0o~,In¢~,~, I Ipl ~ j ~  illness and passing. III I ~' apptlcan'e mu= su~n~g a c°mp'eted apptl=be" In s~rd=~ce w"h'netruction~ 
I Drums, Tar0t Carda, Runes, [ I provided in the tender package. Applications that do not meet hese requirements (~ACOm~3o#~=.  / red back pack from the 
I may be rejected. Kermode Friendship Centre on 
I C=~e~, Je,le~, ]'end=~, I Ill I J~*~J  A special thank you is extended to the [I] I App,ca,ane must Include  propoe= prodding inlormetlan requested inthe tender Sat, Aug 7/99 between 1 and 4 
] ~iCC~oS:;plies [ 111 ~ doctors and nurses of  Mills Memorial  i l l  I| pankegeandmeeUngtheobjectiveeofthegovemmant, esdeter rn ln dby Min is t ro f  Forests. Those objectives =e: pm. Two of my children had 
~ Ill H H°spital for their excellent care and Ill ," cross amp~yr"ent ~nd ~°m"= °p~°"unffise ~°r th  cemmun"~ °' P°a s l m ~ n ; c o m p a s s i o n  given to Si gfried. 1|1", •Advance Ioc J Rtst Hatlessforest management a p a b i l i t Y ; E n c o u r a g e  tudng,bew Port5imp:;o  dP i ce Rupsrt, and enc ur ge value.addedmanufac, directly aborginal/f r t or i directly, Industry business rela onships and benafid l l inkages ~Va~on Terrace/  Vo~rWe/cor r le  Hostess  B .C .  a re :  {'or water Ks,mode.back their hearing aid5 (in a blue pac.Pr°f ccfltainer) Please return[n thto 
L I  ~ May  Cxod B les~B .ou  ~k] l  , • Meet stand.d requirements for environmental quaJity and managemest of water. ~..--1 5T?  
~1 I fishodos, wildlffeendcuIturalhedtageresotffces, and, L i?d= 
I" Contribute ogovernment revenue. ARE YOU single? Visit the 
l . PUO. ONS ,.E. 6 35  976  8 newest meeting place 
| Applications must be submitted in sealed contslnere marked "Application and www.DreamMates.com. 
l Ter~sr for Forest Ucence A60585, North Coast Timber Supply Area" and must J~  nya  BC'S LARGEST Chatiine. over [ be received by the Minister of Forests, c/o Dletdct Manager, 125 Market Place, Prince 
| Rupert, British Columbia, V8J 1B9, on or before 15:30 hours (PST) September 3, 4000 men & women call a day. 
[1999 .  Applicen0ns, indudingnon.eenfldantialp0rlions ofpropeeale, will be available U 0 3 3 0  Connect live or just listen. Use 
I for public viewing at the above office between September 6- October 6, 1999. free trial code 5030, Call locally 
] ~,,..,B~-J~JL.~H ESTAnLISHMENT OFRECREATION ,~ ~,~ I f  yOU have moved 310-CHAT. www.trylive- 
I ~PL.OLUMI]IA srrEANDTRAII..SANOOBJEGTNE5 r=" ~ ~ to Terrace or  have  links.com 
|NoticsisherebygivanthatpursuanttoSectione(t) andSection6(3)oftheForast 'LANDACT'  lust had a new CANADA'S LEADING 
| Practices Code o! British Columbia Act, the following areas are established as PSYCHICS. Live & confiden. 
I MinistP/ol Forusremcraation silesand traits, effestive May21, 1999and objectives NOTICE  OF  INTENTION TO baby, ore  getting tEal..99' Predictions, daily crisis 
I are to be established, effective August 16, 1999: 
I Re~ Sand',ks Interpretive Forest Site (900-6449) APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION OF marr ied ,  o r  start- relationship? 24hrs/18+/ &2.89mEn. Mystical connec- I Onion Lake Recreation Ski Trails (gO0-6409) 
INoticeisherebygivanlhetpursuanttoeectione(1)andSecnon6(3)oftheForsst CROWN LAND i ng  a new bust-  tions. 1"900-677-5872, Also 
| Practlces Code of British Columbla Act, the Minietnj of Forests has vaded the tollow. Take notice that Alcan Aluminium Limited of ness, iustgive us a free reading 1-877-478.4410 
| Ing site by changing the name and the site boundary effective May 21, 1999 and (credit card only), 
l objectives are to beestabllehedeffectivsAugust 16, 1999: Kitimat, B.C. intends to make application for land coll. CURVACEOUS BRUNETTE 
[Clea~aterLakesRecreationeite(9(X)-3506) generally situated in the vicinity of District Lot 27, available for discrete en- 
| Copies of Ihe vadance nd establishment order and the order establishing the otiJec- 
| tires, and a map eho~ng the ~eceben d beund=ice orthe sits and/a, tr~l w,i bo 1 3081 '  Range d, Coast District, containing 1 1 ha . ~ T C O ~ ~  counters. Drug and alcohol free. 
1 available tor viewing at the foliow~ng Forest District and Regional Office: more  or  less, in total, adjacent to  the tronsmission Yvonne 250-612.2663. 
| KaJurn Forest Dlstdct Prince Rupert Forest Region FREE BOOKll "Sex for Life" bv 
i i: 05  ;; :; | Ken Newman DonOcenell l ine in the upper Kildala Volley. Dr. Saul with purchase of one 
| 200 - 5220 KenhAvence 3726AIfred Street • • Su,~c~ tg3O 
A N NOU NCE M ENT i Terrace, British Columbia Smlthers, BrttLqh Columbia The  purpose  fo r  wh ich  the  land  is requ i red  is fo r  a Jar of MaxJmus Natural Crea~,  
12~o ~e-stoo 25o s,17-750o ~ J available Marks Plaza Pharma. ' I B.D. Downle, District Manager, Keturn Forest DFstdet gravel bor row pit and a rock quarry site. Clinical trials and testimoni ls 
LOST: FEMALE cat spayed. 
• i Be Wise.,, 
ProteaYour Eyes 
, , . • 
Comments concerning thE= application may be 1 cv. ToiI-Free 1-877-747-6664. 
made to the Senior Lanc s C fficer, British Columbia 1 
• The Healing Rose • 
Aromatherapy Health Spa 
OPENING 
Saturday August 21 
3242 Kalum 
(Beside Phone-Mart, upstairs from Quick Copy Centre) 
Massage treatments, workshops, retreats, par- 
ties, body products, gift baskets, gift certificates. 
Drop In or Phone 
waurb8 *un~,.~ ),e~tr.round 
pr¢'vcn L~ Ln/rudE=do, alum=Re • Ilnkcd 
to the dL~elopn~nt of cmtar=¢ta. 
s ~t jor ~tt~e or bl[ndne*.J. 
......... 
t ~.ooo pt.opk 
,ko ~ btt~ 
Appointments 635-2406 
Assets and Land Corporation, P.O. Box ,5000, 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 Telephone (250) 847- 
7331. 
Y. Lee for Alcan Aluminium Limited. 
Be advised any response to this advertisement will 
be considered part of the public record. For 
information, contact FOI Advisor, Environment & 
Lands, Skeena Region, 847-7696. 
File No: 6406711, 6406699 
Dated August 9, 1999 
J us t  a Day  Away 
L i fe ' s  a Beaeln 
on I la idn (;wai l .  
I lusde m~anf r~mt  h,us4~kq~ping cab ins  
in NaiktMm I 'a rk  
$1il-~dk~ night ly ,  wr ink ly  dls4~mnL~. 
Cal l  2 .~0-696-S47:a  or  
emal l  l o tsa fun~beaebeab lnm.eom i e're in the Intlepeniletice B,sine 
l I 
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, ' 540 HELP:, . 
WANTED 
540 HELP 
• ~ WANTED: GM LOOKING for GWM 18.35, 
LTR, I like taking long walks, 
karate, traveling, smoke, social 
drinker, movies, music and 
most of all honest to myself and 
others. You: very open-minded, 
hopeless romantic (like me), 
sensitive, sincere (sex 
considered secondary) like 
quiet times together and 
cuddling (even in front of 
"straights.") All letters answered 
but with photo priority. No 
married people or people 
offended by individuality. 
Terrace Area only. Reply to PO 
Box 29003,Terrace BC, V8G 
5T3. 
HANDY-FIXIT congenial guy, 
early semi-retired, seeks mod- 
est or shared house/suite close- 
in. References. Roy 250-635- 
0012 (messaqe 250-638-7827) 
, :: 365. ; :  i:: 
:MISCELLANEOUff 
• FOR SALE: :' 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
MALE ORGAN enhancement 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe, 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bumement. Visit website 
www,d rloelka~)lan.com. 
PROFESSIONAL & devilishly 
handsome 32 yr. old SWM non- 
smoker seeks assumed-to-be- 
shy professional SWF 30-35 
non-smoker, non-mother of 
more than one. Please respond 
to file #29 c/o The Terrace 
Standard, 32t0 Clinton Street, 
Terrace BC, VSG 5R2. 
XXX LIVE 24hr 18+. 1 on 1, 1- 
888-913-8122 from 1,75 rain. 
900# available. 24 hr. Live Chat 
1 on 1.1-900.870-7647 former- 
ly 870-2740. 
"AFTER HOURS AT EBO- 
NYS" Book your party nowl 1- 
888-638-1070. 
• 355 FURNITURE 
FOR SALE :uprightolder mod- 
el piano in excellent condition. 
Asking $1,700. Phone 250-635- 
6845. 
GREEN LEATHER couch 
$900, recliner $675 and love- 
seat $675. Also big screen 50" 
Color tv $2,000. All non-negoti- 
able. Phone 635-1615. 
MISCELLANEOUS ' 
1-KING, 2-queen, 1-double 
Bed, Steel work bench, Water 
pump and tank, Lamps, Comfy 
chairs, Coffee table. All in ex- 
cellent condition. Ph: 250-847- 
2858. 
2 TOC Cam Alpha-Numera 
pagers, used less than 1 yr. 
Askinq $100 each; 635-2124. 
3 BR. home, Mill Bay Rd. 1- 
acre leased lot. Granisle"3?' 
Aluminum Boat, Has every- 
thing. 2 welders, gas, electric. 2 
chev land/marine motors, volvo 
legs. Has everything tools , lot 
29. Mitt Bay Rd. Granisle. 1- 
250-697-2474 or 1-250-697- 
2720. 
BEEF, LAMB, and pork. 
Naturally raised & processed 
meats. Freezer orders cut & 
wrapped to your specifications. 
Also, custom butchering, cutting 
and sausage making, Delivery 
available. Hamblin Farms, 
Houston. Phone 1-250-845- 
2133 or 1-800-665-6992 or 
emait, farms@hamblin-qrp,com. 
GOOD USED logging camp 
equipment. Fire-rated doom, 
fire alarm system, water system 
,electrical power poles & trans- 
formers, windows, desks, toi- 
lets, vanities. Phone 250-564- 
7184 for complete list. 
LARGE QUANTITY heavywall 
culverts, w/collars, never used, 
48"-84" diameter, up to 40 ft. 
long. CHEAPt Good for road 
building, wells, manholes, root 
cellars, etc. Can deliver any- 
where. 8,47-4083 
NEED HAY? Check price com- 
pare to square bails, 1200-1300 
Ibs per bail, broom orchard ti- 
mothy, excellent for horses. 
Also hay for cattle with alfalfa 
mix, Both top quality. Will load 
on your truck at $45/bail. FOB. 
Telkwa.Pull off your truck with 
rope tied around bail. 250-846- 
5202, 
PROPAME RANGE, commer- 
cial model, new c/w hood, 6 
burners, '2 ovens & grill, 
31"wx31"hx60"L $2,800. AI. riv- 
er boat 6'x18'x2', flat bottom 
(1/4" thick) well built c/w heavy 
duty custom bit tlr. Gen set 
Yanmar a/c diesel 3500 kv rope 
Start, low hm. $2,500. Westing 
house Satellite phone Wes- 
PIO00. Two yrs old, in good 
working condition, $2,900. 
Johnson 65 HP OuVB motor 
rope slart. Mad J65 RSLM 
$2,100. Contact ph (250) 624- 
1033 Eveninqs 624-1486. 
SANDBLASTING SAND deliv- 
ered, excellent price. 847-4083. 
USED COIN operated washing 
machines $250. Ph 635-2838. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
MUSICAL 
INSTRuMENTS 
510BUSINESS:: 
OPPORTU NITIES 
Simple. Stylish. Speedy. 
Your easiest route to the Internet. 
USED STEEL building clear 
span. 50ftx60flx18'6" EH in- 
cludes roof, wall cladding, metal 
building insulation, Roof live 
load 69 PSF as is where is 
into/viewing contact Norm 
ph/fax (250) 296-4414 Williams 
Lake. 
WANTEDII PHOTOGRAPHS 
and/or Films of Ootsa and 
Cheslatta Lakes and the rivers 
before, during and after 1952 
flooding. Will make copies in re- 
turn for copies. Prompt return 
assured. Willing to pay if neces- 
sary. Please call Mike at (250) 
694-3334 or Toll Free 1-888- 
453-4141 or reply by mail- Box 
909 Burns Lake, BC, V0J 1E0. 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and CoHonwood peeler logs. 
(250) 573-2054. 
WANTED: TO buy trumpet in 
good condition. Please call 638- 
8375. 
GREEN DRY hay- Round bales 
$90/ton. Square bales $3/bale. 
International 201 self-propelled 
10 ft. swather fair running con- 
dition $2,000. 845-7867. 
CAGEN CONTR. LTD HAY & 
GRAIN SALES. Glen 638- 
0254. 
FARRALL CREEK Buffalo 
Ranch taking orders for 1999 
Buffalo Heifer Calves. Top 
weight for calving on.3 years. 
Phone 250-783-5208. 
HORSE & TACK auction. Sun- 
day August 29th 11:30 am. 
4071 McLean Rd, Quesnel. 
Consignments welcome. Phone 
BC Auctions 250-992-9325. 
HORSE SALE Friday Aug 27 at 
the .Kamloops BC Livestock 
i st~i:kyards~::,.T, ack ~ ,4!30 p:m., 
R~rses 6:'0(3 ~0:hl. Ap~)i:oximai'ely 
85-100 horses to sell. For more 
into or to consign a horse call 
B.C. Livestock 573-3939. 
PRICED TO sell. Beautiful Arab 
1/4 horse gelding looking for a 
good home. Great for children 
or adults. English or Western 
Pleasure. Price reduced to 
$2,000 abe. 635-7451. 
QUALITY ALFALFA/ TI- 
MOTHY horse hay-delivered 
from Vanderhoof. For into. or 
ordering call Cindy at 638-8304 
or Email: wind.surfer@ker- 
mode.net. 
The TackStore 
I==I==i 
1984 WA350 Komatsu Loader. 
Good working condition. 
$60,000. 250-.842-5426. 
CLAUSON LOGGING ltd. 
Quesnel BC. General freight, 
Iowbedding, railbed, pilot car 
service, local & long distance. 
Lowbed capabilities from 5 axle 
highboy to 9 axle Iowbed, 
licensed, full cargo insurance, 
Equipment moved anywhere in 
BC and Albeda. Call (250)747- 
1229 24 hrs. Fax (250) 747- 
1900. 
JOHN DEERE rebuilt engines 
and kits. Used and rebuilt parts 
for 450 & 550. Crawlers and 
440, 540, & 640 Skidders. Call 
250-832-5189 or 250-833-2244 
ask for Dan. 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail. 
Dave Crossan 250-567-2607, 6 
km Mopes Rd, Vanderhoof BC. 
A STRUCTURED path to 
screen writing success. Robert 
McKee's story seminar in Van 
couver, Oct. 15/16/17. His only 
Canadian appearance this yearf 
$645-registration. $545-early 
registration. Toll-Free 1-877- 
345-6228 or 1-877-FILM-ACT 
website www, Mckeestory.com 
or email', vancouver@reckons- 
tory.cam, 
0 : 
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS 
Scott, Vohora & Company 
Chartered Accountants, Our 
firm is interested in seeking 
candidates who want to pursue 
a career in Accounting. We will 
provide training and financial 
assistance with your course to 
obtain a CA, CGA, or CMA des- 
ignation while you are em- 
ployed with our firm, We offer a 
competitive remuneration pack- 
age. Please fax or mall your re- 
sume to: Scott, Vohora & Com- 
pany, PO Box 728, Altn 
Praveen Vohora, CA, Phone: 
(250) 627-1371 Fax: (250) 624- 
6929. Closing date: August 20, 
1999. 
sale. Blue eyed. Read~, to gel AIRLINES NOW HIRING Entry 
635-2049. level positions available. Call for 
application guide. 604-878- 
7881. 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information. Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
RestaurantJPub for lease. 
Ocean view Comox Valley. 
Freestanding new building, 
Turnkey operation. Good lease 
terms, Jay @ 604-526-7544, 
604-436-4053, 604-617-6808. 
BYOB (BE your own boss) De- 
regulation is here. Make money 
- Save money. Anytime, Any- 
where in Canada & USA. Un- 
limited earnings and savings. 
For more into 1-800-764-7799. 
Email viccvre@acncanada.net. 
CHALKY'S BILLIARDS seeks 
new ownership. Contact Rob 
635-6331. 
FLOURISHING QUILTING and 
sewing shop for sale in the 
thriving community of Vander- 
hoof. Inventory, assets and 
mailing list included. Call Moni- 
ca (250) 567-4260 (days) (250) 
567-9589 (eves). 
GRAND OPENING of Nest En- 
tertainment in your area. Quality 
family videos promoting moral 
values. Rewarding earnings op- 
portunity. Into meetings Aug 16 
in Kamloops and Aug 17 in 100 
Mile House. Free admission. 
Call toll free 1-877-712-8630. 
HOME WORKERS Neededll 
To assemble our products. For 
free into send SASE: Distinctive 
Crafts, 8-7777 Keele St., Con- 
cord, Ontario, L4K 1Y7 or call 
1-888-771-7409. 
JANITORIAL BUSINESS for 
sale includes contracts and 
equipment. Excellent morn for 
potential growth. Serious inqui-" 
rigs only. 250-639-98t 8. 
MARKETING REPS needed in 
your community. Recently ex- 
! panded to 'British Columbia. 
80% of population needs our 
service. Absolutely no 
competition. Excellent commis- 
sionsl Full details 1-80D-929- 
7434, bcinvest@midbc,com 
MOTEL FOR sale by owner. 38 
units with 4 bedroom residence. 
Pool, hot tub, & sauna. On busy 
#1 Trans Canada Hwy #97 & #5 
Kamloops. Reduced from 
$1,200,000 to $1,075,000. Seri- 
ous buyers only, Call Ken Hick- 
son @ (604) 435-9477 or Mat 
Marvin @ 1-800-553-3322. 
OWN YOUR own business. Eat 
in or take out restaurant. Great 
downtown location. Steady 
business. Exclusive distributor- 
ship for product. Turn key oper- 
ation. $48,000 serious enqui- 
ries only. PO Box 546, Terrace 
VSG 4E5. 
PRELAUNCH, NOT ground 
• floor, but ocean level, hottest 
compensation plan, com- 
pressed Matrix, daily roll-overs, 
great product. 3 Minute Sizzle 
call 1-688-227-9965. For more 
into 1-250-388-1438. 
REFRIGERATION & Appliance 
repair shop. Well established, 
Owner retiring. Includes all 
parts & rebuilt appliances in 
stock. Asking $28,000, negoti- 
able. 1386 Maple Dr, 250-747- 
5128. 
WELL EQUIPPED fast food 
outlet with seating area. Busy 
centre court location in Thun- 
derbird Mall. Excellent long 
term lease. Good cash flow. 
Owner will train. $60,000 abe. 
Phone 250-949-9922 or 949- 
6719 Port Hardy, BC. 
MID/NORTH VANCOUVER Is- 
land's only business newspaper 
Business Examiner, seeks 
Sales Representative. Must be 
experienced in selling advertis- 
ing. Fax resume to: 250-753- 
0788 Attention Mark McDonald. 
TRAIN TO work in the 
computer industry. Ne~ork 
Technician, Computer Techni- 
cian, Programmer Analyst, Of- 
rice Administrator. For pro- 
grams or student loan into from 
our CDI College, Abbotsford 
Campus. Call toll free today. 1 - 
888-229-1555. 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for driller with valid ticket, DSK 
Excavator and grader opera- 
tors. Must be experienced in 
road building. Please reply to 
box #21, c/o The Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, 
BC, V8G 5R2. 
DENTURE TECHNICIAN re- 
quired in various BC locations. 
We offer ongoing training, role- 
cation allowance, excellent sal- 
ary plus bonus. Must be li- 
censed, Fax resume in con- 
fidence 1-888-747.1233, 
CAKE AND pastry cook. Must 
have lots of experience in high 
volume bakery. $10 an hour to 
start. Fax resume to : Attention 
Ken at 1-250-845-3566. 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week, assembling 
product in the comfort of your 
own home, send a SASE to 
GPH, 6-2400 Dundas St. West 
Suite 541. Rot 683, Mississau- 
Qa, ant L5K 2R8. 
FULL TIME Barber needed. 
Clear Cuts Barber Shop in Ter- 
race. 638-6362. 
FULL TIME hair stylist required 
for high end salon in Vender- 
hoof. Minimum 2 years experi- 
ence required. Call (250) 567- 
2060 or mail resume: Phase II, 
Box 2011, Vanderhoof, BC, V0J 
3A0. 
MOTEL MANAGER 
REQUIRED 
Must be neat, organized, honest and trustworthy, I 
able to deal with the public. Must be bondable. ~ t 
be able to do basic bookkeeping, able to manage 
staff. Full time position with flexible days off. Ideal for 
semi-retired couple. Please reply to File #30, c/o 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2. Closing Date: Aug. 23/99 
FULL  T IME RN POSIT ION 
is available for the community of Lakals'ap (Gree- 
nville) 2 V2 hours out of Terrace, BC. 
Presently a 2 nurse semi-isolated Health Centre 
with plans for an on site MD in the near future. A 
minimum of 2 .years experience in Community 
Health or Rural Hospital nursing and current 
R N.A B.C. Registration necessary. 
For more Information Contact: 
tori Tonealto, D.O.N. Nisga'a Valley Heallh Board 
Phone: ! -888-233-2212 
Fax: (250) 633-2512 
II Large i~a i ion  since 1924 is II 
I I  expanding i~ace  area. Planned new Ill 
II s tore~s  i n the next 12 months, l| 
II Quality individuals needed for Assistant Ill 
II M a n ~ g  Program. Positions II 
I I  avaita~h !nciuch: -, - II 
II Dealers $30,000 III 
I I  Asst. Mgrs. $35,000 III 
II Branch Mgr. Trainee $401000 III 
II (l t Yec, r Potential) II 
II No exper ie~ Professional train- III 
II ing p r ~  be available to start Ill 
Sight and Sound Keith Ave. has an opening for a 
full time employee in our music department. The 
successful candidate will have a good general 
knowledge in music and have some experience in 
selling. The person that we are looking for will enjoy 
meeting people and works well with current staff 
members. This is a chance to get started in the music 
business with a local firm that is very progressive 
and has many growth ideas. 
Please submit your resume to: 
4716 Keith Ave., Terrace B.C. V8G 41(1 
or Fax 250-635-3491 
1he First Nations Council of Women 
is seeking applications forthe position of 
Conxrnun i ty  Deve loper  
]he Firsl Natiom Coundl of Women is ¢ommifled toproviding, promoting 
and developing the spiritual well being of First Notions women end families. 
]he Council acts as liaison and advocate to promote the political concerns 
which will achieve serial justice, oblain economic independence, nd achieve 
ureoter cerleinly for R~ Nofiom women end families. ]he Community 
I~vebper will deliver o drofegy for rotting community awareness on Ihe 
determinanls ofhealth Mot dire,"lty and indiredly offed Ihe health profile 
of chiJdren ~dh Io six yeers. ]h]s position is a temporary 25 hour o week 
unionized job working a shared position wilh one other Community 
Developer. hojed end dote is March 31, 2000. 
• Background in early childhood e ucation or related field. 
• Knowkdge of and experieme with community development process 
• Understandingoflhedeferminantsofbeahhinrehtlon toyou g 
children 
• Awareness of tmmunily Woclures indeding overnmenl/non 
government servkm, business s~'lor 
• Demomlrotedwriffen o~1orolcommunicafion ondinterpersonalskills 
• Excellent organizational and problem solving skills 
• Ability to work m a member of o (olledive 
• Compeer skills uch as word procming/desktop publishing 
• Ability to work flexible hours. 
1he suaessful applimnt will have a sound knowledge of the social issues 
facing first Nations familim in the community and ensure a Rrst Notions 
perspective inmrporaled at all levels of the projed. Resumes wilh covering 
letter and references will be octepled until Monday, August 23rd, 
i 999 at 12'00 neom Resumes hould be dirocled to: 
C.APC Hlrbg Commiltee 
c/o Terrace Women's Centre 
4542 Pmk Avenue 
Tmr~u II.C. VEG IV4 
HEAVY DUTY Mechanic- In- JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC 
lend Kenworth requires journey, required by growing northern 
man, HD mechanic, gear ex- Ford dealer. Ford diesel and 
perience an asset. Forward transmission experience pre- 
resumesto: Darcy Hahn, Inland ferred. Excellent remuneration 
Kenwocth, Box 578. Port Me- package, Mail or fax resume 
Neill, BC, V0N 2R0. Fax (250) with references to 405 Enter- 
956-4698. prise Ave, Kitimat BC, V8C 
INTERNATIONALLY RE- 2E3, Fax 250-632-4886. Attn: 
NOWN scientific research & de- Ed Schriek. 
velopment company seeks 
competent, resourceful leaders 
for expansion to northern interi- 
or. Fax resume to (250) 698- 
7334. 
INTERNATIONALLY RE- 
NOWNED research and devel. 
opment company seeks com- 
potent, resourceful, leaders for 
expansion to northern interior, 
Fax resume to 250-698-7334. 
LARGE CORPORATION look- 
ing for 3 experienced telemar- 
keters. Call 250-635-3066. 
LOG HOME builder wanted. 
Minimum 2 years exp. Full time 
employment. Wages will de- 
pend on exp. Fax resume At- 
tention Don 250-835-8854 or 
phone 250-835-8881 Salmon 
Arm. 
WALTER OR 
WAITRESS REQUIRED 
For September. 2 Pad-Time positions, must be flexible. 
Must have Serving It Right certificate. No phone calls 
please. Fax your resume and cover letter to ~ 
250-635-4328 or drop off at Kalum Motel ( (~-.~ / I 
Closing date Aug. 20/99. I 
Haryana 's  Restaurant  ~ I 
5522 Hwy 16W, Terrace ~ ~ 1  
SERVICE  MANAGER 
We are looking for results oriented person to manager our serv- 
Ice department. 
The successful candidate should be a motivated self-starter 
with commercial trailer experience, good leadership skills, good 
organizational skills, and be able to deal with customers. 
Computer knowledge an asset. 
Submit resume to: 
Peerless Bruited 
9453 Rock Island Road 
Pdnce George, BC V2N 5T4 
Or by fax: 250-563-3829 
Attn: Branch Manager 
Teenagers  1 5 or 1 6 Years  of Age  
North West Health Unit is seeking teenagers ! 5 or 16 years of age to wink with the 
Tobacco Enforcement Officer. ~e Health Unit conducts oprogrnm to test he compli- 
ance of the tobacco vendors with the Tobecco Sales Act throughout the communities of 
the Northwest. Working under conhsct with the North West Health Unit, teens will 
assist in the enforcement d he Tobacco Sales Act through compliance hecks and test 
purr.hoses. Teem would not have to work in their home community. 
In this pesilion appearance in Court ns a Oown Witness by lhe Tesl Shoppers i quile 
likely. This position would be o| inlerest fo those interested ina career in health inspec- 
tion or low enforcement..Applications and resumes con be dropped off at the Terrace 
office of the North West Health Unit at 3412 Kslsm St. For more lehrmo- 
l~ion please contact Russeg $eltendcb at 638-2222. 
SLOCAN GROUP-  PLATEAU DIVISION 
,,~-,-==, CERTIF IED WELDER 
Plateau is an innovative fores* products Company located at Engen, BC 
just 20 km west of Vanderhoof, BC. 
Predomlnatety an SPF facility, Plateau is one of the largest producing 
dimension mills in the Province, - . . . . . . . . .  
We are presently looking for a Welder: 
• Must possess 'Certified A'licket" 
• Preferred sawmill experience 
• Pressure qualification 
• Good communication skills 
Shift: • graveyard 
: !  
Please submit your resume (by mail or fax) no later than September 6, 
1999 . . . . .  
Strop'one " : Attention: Mr. Don 
Maintenance Superintendent : : 
Slocan Group - Rateau Division 
RR#2 
Vanderhoof, BC 
V0J 3A0 
Fax(250) 567-3911 
Barton Insurance Brokers L td. has an 
exciting opportunity for an office 
supervisor in our Tumbler Ridge office. 
The successful candidate will hold a Level 3 
license or qualify for upgrading to a Level 3 
license. The position offers a competitive 
compensation and benefit package with 
relocation assistance available. 
Please forward your resume in confidence to: 
Greg McGill, B.A., B.Comm., EC.I.P. 
Northern Regional Manager 
Barton Insurance Brokers Ltd. 
500 Victoria Street 
Prince George, BC 
V2L 2J9 
BARTON 
INSURANCE BROKERS 
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT 
Terrace B.C. 
Northwest Community College, Adult Special Education Depadment requires an 
Inslmctionut Assistant for students with cognitive disabilities in the Workplace 
Training Program. This temporary part.lime 21 hour/week position will commence 
August 31, 1999 and terminate March 31, 2000. Salary will be in accordance with 
the Collective Agreement with Ihe College and B,C.G.E.U. Support. Staff ScaJe, 
Level 6. 
Under the direction of Ihe Instruutor, the successful incumbent will assist students 
with off campus assignments; model work skills and work-related behavior at the 
work site; provide job coaching; obtain, setup or prepare quipment and instruc. 
lionel resources; assist Individuals or small groups with various eemtng assign. 
monte, including tutor ole following the instructional plans; and, be involved in 
arranging and supewislon of work placemer~t si es. 
Qualifications/Skills: The preferred applicant will have a Social Service Worker 
Certificate or equivalent educational background; experience inadult special edu- 
cation, strong organizalionaJ interpersonal and communicaton (written and oral) 
skins; maintain confidentiality and use discretion in dealing with Students and 
records; [nitiat~,'e and ability Io work well without supervision; have an attitude and 
philosophy which will promote and foster indep~ence instudents; and, hold a 
valid B.C. driver's flcanco and have the use of a vehicle, 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for an inter- 
view will be contacted. 
Resumes hould be submitted not later than August 2S, 1999 to: 
Competition 99.065B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 72Q, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
FAX: (250) 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGI- 
I I 
B10" The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 18, 1999 
Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
A PRIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1. .~7.~ 
Sat Aug 28 
~unCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $75 
Aug29 
WeB OFA LEVEL S $595 
Sept 13.24 (2 Weeks, Monday to Friday) 
Oct 18-29 8 am - 4 pm 
Hay 15-Z6 
TRAFFIC CONTROL $200 
Spaces open for next class, Book Now~ includes guide 
WHMIS  $50 
tmy~me cn computer. 
2 BDRM, 2 bath condo, f/s, dw, 
fireplace, balcony, security en- 
trance, covered parking. No 
pets. No smoking. $650/mo, 
$325/security deposit. Avail 
Sept. 1 635-4640 after 4 D.m, 
3 BDRM apt. F/s, w/d, dw, 
clean and new carpet. No pets. 
Close to town, Security deposit. 
$360/mo. Rent $725/mo. 635- 
5954. 
4 BDRM upper duplex in Ter- 
race, NG heat & hot water in- 
cluded. DD & ref reqd. Phone 
798-9554. 
4665 PARK AVE (close to 
medical centre) 3 bdrm, main 
floor of house, 4 appliances, 
NG, $600/mo. 635-2697. 
CLEAN, QUIET, 2 bdrm side by 
side duplex in Thomhill. Very 
small pet ok. Gas furnace, utili- 
ties included. $600/mo. 250- 
635-4200. 
COMPLETELY FURNISHED 
studio suite private, cozy, com- 
fortable and clean, All utilities 
included with laundry access. 
$475/mo. No smoking, no pets. 
Avail Sept 1, 1999. Phone 638- 
~ 8323. 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom suite all 
utilities incl. Close to town. No 
pets. Avail Sept 1. 635-2921. 
MOTEL MANAGERS. Couple 
required to manage busy 66 
unit Kamloops Motel. Previous 
axp an asset but not required. 
Duties incl direct dealing with 
the public, basic paper work, 
staff supervision, minor maint, 
long hours. Couple must be 
able to work well as a team, en- 
joy working wilh public & handle 
stress well. Good salary, gen- 
erous vacation time, and suite. 
Reply in writing to: 105-1687 
West Broadway St., Vancouver, 
BC, V6J lX2 or fax 604-736- 
2386. 
715 COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY• 
. " ... :;" i 
PART TIME babysitter w/first 
aid in my home. 635-7470. 
Startinf:l SeDt. 8. 635-7470. 
PUBLISHER/ADVERTISING 
manager required. Nakusp Ar- 
row Lakes News, 2,000 paid cir- 
culation weekly newspaper in 
B.C.'s West Kootenay region. 
Fax resume & cover letter at- 
tention Don Kendall, 250-542- 
1510. Ph: 250-545-3322. 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File. #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
VgG 5R2. 
730 :FOR SALE BY 
• :OWNER: '  
ST. JOSEPH'S School, Van- 
derhoof is accepting applica- 
tions for an elementary teacher. 
Teachers with a BC College of 
Teacher's certificate or who are 
eligible for such a certificate 
HOME IMPROVEMENTS. EX- 
PERIENCED CARPENTER will 
do work in all aspects of con- 
struction; concrete, framing, sid- 
ing, building maintenance, etc., 
Workmanship guaranteed. 638- 
8210. 
MATURE LADY able to house 
sit. Will look after plants & pets. 
Please call 635-3301. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it right oncel Call 635-3783. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
WNI assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Call 635-2126. 
Now in two locations. Terrace at 
635-2126 or 638-6969 (cell) or 
Williams Lake 398-9041.. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BDRM apt. Well situated unit, 
private balcony, fireplace, dish- 
washer, f/s. Sorry no pets or 
smokers. $545/mo + DD. Apt. 
to view 615-9116. 
1 BDRM suite, ground floor, 
w/d, f/s, fireplace, storage shed, 
• all utilities incl. Avail immed. 
N/S. 635-3756. 
1 BEDROOM ground level. No 
are invited to send:resumes by stairs. $475/mo. Avail Aug 1. 
tax at 250.567-4564 or by mail., 635.5338ir-:... 
at Box 1429, Vanderhoof, BC ,  
VOJ 3AO. If you have any ques- 
tions, contact Mr. Caouette at 
250-567-2794. 
• : :: , : ' : :T 
640 MISC. FOR 
~ -:"'-'"~,-r~l.. : 
. -  . . , - THE BEAR Country Inn is now 
accepting applications for the 
position of line cook. Applica- 
tions are available at the front 
desk, or apply in person with re- 
sume to Bear Country Inn, 4702 
Lakelse Ave, Terrace. 
WANTED: ANIMAL lover for 
housesitting in our home. 
Should have experience with 
birds, including parrots. Must 
have current references, be 
honest, and responsible. Phone 
Chris at 635-4479 during the 
day, or 635-4340 evenings for 
more into. 
WILLIAMS LAKE Business re- 
quires a Yard Foreman in our 
Log Chipping Yard, Must be ex- 
perienced in operating heavy 
equipment and have a mechan- 
ical background, Minimum of 2 
years supeMsory experience 
required, Please fax resume to 
250-398-8664. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 615- 
0345. 
2 BDRM apt, quiet end Unit, 
nice mountain view. Asking 
$585/mo + DD. Sorry no 
smokers or pets. To view call 
615-9116. 
2 BDRM apt. Avail Sept 1. 
$575/mo + DD. 635-6824. 
2 BDRM duplex in Thornhill 
near schools. F/s incl. Has 
hookups for washer and dryer. 
NG heat. $575. 638-1702. 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
1 Bdr Apt $500/month 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
616 COMMERCIAL 
i. 644  MOBILE ' " :  
H OMI=.C;;, 
: • ~: . • 
CERTIFIED HOME Care Work- 
er. 8 yrs. experience. Looking to 
do housecleaning, personal 
care. References avail. Phone 
635-7834 ask for Sharon. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER- 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mettheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, rents, office remodel- 
ing. Independent distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
'• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
.• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
Islands, B.C. 
MacMil lan B loedel  L imited 
FOR RENT two bedroom apt, 
Quiet and clean. Avail immed. 
Laundry facilities, f/s, ground 
level. No pets. Ref. reqd. 635- 
1126 or 635-6991. $525/mo. 
NEWER WELL maintained, re- 
cently painted 3 bdrm, Thornhill 
duplex avail to non smoker Sept 
1. F/s, w/d hook-up, own stor- 
age. References. $750/mo. 
638-0436. 
ONE BEDROOM $425/mo ca- 
ble, utilities included. 4520 Little 
near swimming pool. Avail Aug 
1. 638-1171. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM apt in Thorn- 
hill $380/mo plus DD of $190. 
Utilities not incl. No pets. 635- 
6851. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month. Call 635-4954. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, f/s, 
$400/mo, Security deposit, ref- 
erences required. Avail now. 
New Rent  635-6904. 
PARK MANOR: 
2 bedroom apartment, 
2nd floor, 
~600 per month, 
: includes heat. 
Adult oriented, no pets. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475. 
Would you like a 
landlord who treats you as a 
valued customer? If so, try uel 
Available immediately. 
Beautiful 3-Bedroom Suite 
and 2-bedroom Suite in 
4-plex. Bright & Clean. 
Dishwasher, Washer/Dryer, 
Beautiful fenced yard with 
gardens. Close to schools. 
$650 and $525/month 
Call 635-4261 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1&2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample pa~king 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• CIo~'to schools & downtown 
• On bus mute 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• Nopets ': 
• References required 
To view carl 
638-1748 
Your experience in the maintenance and repair of 
coastal logging equipment, your proven mechanical 
trouble.shooting skills, your enthusiasm for outdoor 
recreation, and your preference for the pace and space 
In a small community are strong signals that you would 
excel in this challenging role, 
This position, which requires aBCTQ or equivalent, is
in our Queen Charlotte Divlslon which is head. 
quartered at Juskatla, near the community of Port 
Clements on Gralmm Island. This Is not a camp setting 
and accommodations are available in the area. Port 
Clements is central to all facilities on Graham Island - 
including shopping, airports, schools, recreation as 
well as first.class fishing and hunting. Relocation 
assistance Is available. 
For prompt consideration, please send your 
rEsum~ or letter by August 27, 1999 to: Lisa 
Condrotte, Employee Relations Coordinator, 
MacMillan Blaedel Limited, Queen Charlotte 
Division, P.O. Box 10,Juskatlat BC V0T l J0; 
fax 250.557.4221; tel 250.557.4212. 
MISS66 
"Making the Most  o f  a Renewab le  Resource"  
TWO BEDROOM in quiet Ioca- 
lion 5 minutes from downtown. 
Pets welcome. $400 month, 
12th month free. 635-9102. 
1 BDR basement suite. Close 
to downtown, schools & hospi- 
tal. All utilities incl. N/S, N/D, 
Preferred no pets. Ref reqd. 
635-7470. 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent to a 
working person. No pets 
please. 635-5893. 
BEAUTIFULLY RENOVATED 
2 bdrm, bsmt. suite. F/s, w/d 
and gas fireplace. N/S, NIP 
$600/mo, gas heat included. 
Avail Sept 1. Evenings 638- 
8323. 
LARGE, BRIGHT and clean 2 
bdrm bsmt suite on quiet street. 
Newflooring, separate entrance 
$600/mo utilities included. 
Evenings 638-0369, 
TWO BDRM bsmt suite, quiet, 
non-smoker, f/s, close to 
"schools & hospital. Call 635- 
3832. 
1 BDRM fully furnished cabin. 
$395/mo. Avail Sept 1. 250- 
635-2319. 
1 BDRM fully furnished cabins 
available. All utilities included. 
No pets. References required. 
$575/mo. 635-2362. 
FOR RENT one bedroom cabin. 
Avail Aug 1 and Sept 1. 
$415/no. 635-2319 eveninfls. 
FOR RENT in professional 
bldg. Two suites: 1105 sq ft, 
800 sq ft. 4623 Lakelse Ave. 
Call Dr. Zucchiatti 635-2552. 
OFFICE SPACE 
rswmnnist wilh well- 
eslon,sneo town m 4-office 
complex seeks individucl in 
(.o.mpalible business fo shore 
office spree. 1 office available 
immediately. 
S30O/mo il inclusive 
[250) 615-6863 
 636=HOUSESFO   
'...: :.:!::•RENT::'•:":::. 
3 BEDROOM main floor of 
home. Newly renovated in ex- 
cellent condition. No smoking 
and no pets. Coming available 
on Sept.1. 5035 Medeek. DD 
reqd. Please contact 635-8885 
or 624-6275. 
4 BDR, 2 bath house in horse- 
shoe. Refs reqd. Avail immed. 
$750/mo. Lisa 638-8639. 
5 BDRM house located in the 
horseshoe, $800/mo, 4 bdrm 
house on 1/2 acre $550/mo. 
Both natural gas. Prefer work- 
inq couple. 635-2159. 
EXECUTIVE CONDO in quiet 
cul de sac with 180 degree pan- 
oramic view. 2 bedrooms with 
studio, 1.5 baths, 2 skylights, 5 
appliances, all window cover- 
ings, garage with automatic 
door opener, 3 decks, hot tub. 
All yard maintenance and snow 
removal included. No pets. Call 
635-4840. 
FOR RENT 2 bdrm house, 
large lot, f/s, Avail Sept 1. 
$650/mo. Ref reqd. No pets. 
Call 250-635-9415. 
FOR RENT in downtown Ter- 
race, 2 bdrm house with w/d, f/s 
incl. Avail Aug 30. Call 632- 
5873. 
LARGE 3 bdrm duplex. Private 
back deck. Upper Thornhill. 
$750/mo plus utilities. Avail 
Sept 1. 635-9157. 
LARGE 3 bdrm rancher 
w/workshop in serene country 
setting. Non-smokers please. 
Ref reqd. $950/m0. 635-2124. 
SMALL ONE and a half bed- 
room house, completely reno- 
vated, in the horseshoe. 
$600/mo. 638-1880. 
TWO BDRM house in town 
$550/mo. Non-smoker. NG 
heat, hot water and wood heat. 
DD and ref reqd. 635-2963. 
TWO BEDROOM house situat- 
ed on a very large lot. Quiet 
neighborhood. $700/mo. Phone 
635-7602. 
UNIQUE BACHELOR "A"- 
frame house with loft bedroom. 
Non-smoking. $450/mo. Avail 
Sept 1. Call 638-8656. 
UPPER HOUSE, 2 1/2 bed- 
rooms, no smoking, close to 
town, nice garden. Avail Sept. 
1. Phone 638-7608. 
2 BDRM apt newly renovated, 
very clean, basketball & raquet 
ball courts, No pets. References 
required. Rent $500/mo. Also, 
sale or rental purchase avail. 
635-0662 or 615-6762. 
4659 LAZELLE. GREAT loc- 
ation for home-based business. 
Character home (1/2 duplex) 
with fresh decor. Large living 
room with fireplace. Large kitch- 
en plus dining area. 2 1/2 
bdrms. NG. Lease available. 
NS. $700/mo. 635-2697. 
4 BEDROOM, upperpart of 
house. 2 bdrm bsmt suite, $900 
per month including utilities. 
Close to schools. 638-7290. 
TWO BEDROOM townhouse 
on Haugland & Pear. Also a two 
bedroom unit in fourplex on 
Soucie. Both with f/s, wash- 
er/dryer hookup. No pets. 635- 
5213. 
TWO BEDROOM unit in town. 
F/S $450/m0. DD + Ref reqd. 
Avail Aug 1. 635-2932 or 638- 
1053. 
1 AND 2 bdrm suites on 
Queensway with view. Clean. 
$500 & $525/mo. Call 635-2837 
or 635-7844. 
2 BDRM 6 plex, Hardwood 
floors throughout. $450/mo. No 
pets. Thornhill. Avail immed. 
F/S, DD $225. 635-1322. 
2 BDRM house f/s, w/d. Family 
neighborhood, fenced yard. 
Non-smokers $720. 2 bdrm 3- 
plex unit f/s, w/d, immaculate. 
2-1 bdrm units. Immaculate. 5 
appliances, shed, ng fireplace, 
638-8753, 
2 BDRM .house with garage. F/s 
incl, 4700 block McConnell 
$550/mo. Avail immed. 635- 
9590. 
2 BDRM townhouse & 2 bdrm 
duplex suite. Townhouse: f/s 
Duplex: f/s, w/d. No pets. Ret 
Reqd, 635-3796. 
3 BDRM house, Ige yard, f/s, 
w/d, pets welcome. $800/mo, 
635-9168. 
3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath, condo, 
Newly painted and carpeted, 
Near schools and downtown, 
Paved parking. Fenced yard on 
quiet street, Gas fireplace. 4 ap. 
pliances. No pets. Damage de. 
posit and references required, 
635-3766, 
3 BEDROOM home for rant, 
Fenced yard, Great for kids. In. 
cludes f/s, w/d, ng, Close to 
school, Avail Sept 1. $850/mo, 
635-0115. 
3 BEDROOM house, 5 ap- 
pliances, dog kennel, quiet 
street, 635-0854. 
2 BDRM home in quiet park. 
W/d, f/s, some furnishings in- 
cluded $19,500 or $500/mo in- 
cludinq lOad rental. 635-2013. 
2 BDRM trailer, fully furnished. 
All utilities included. No pets. 
Non-smoking. $595/mo. 635- 
2362. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
ers $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
CLEAN 2 bdrm mobile home in 
Pine Park, 4 appl. New wind- 
owe, fenced yard, $575/mo. 
Call 635-2126, 
CLEAN TWO bedroom trailer, 
f/s, large back yard. $500/mo. 
Avail now. References and se- 
curity deposit required. New 
Rent. 635-6904. 
DOUBLE WIDE trailer on large 
lot in Copperside Estates, Avail 
Oct 1. Ref reqd. No dogs. 
$600/mo. 638-8639. 
FOR RENT 2 bdrm. trailer. 
$500/mo. Avail Sept 1. 
IN TOWN . Avail ironed. 2 
bdrm trailer w/addition. Ref + 
DD, $550/mo. 635-7519 to 
view, 
RENT TO own optional. Clean 
well maintained 2 bdrm, 5 ap- 
pliance mobile home, NG, Sun- 
ny Hill Trailer Park, $550/mo, 
dd& ref reqd., non-smoker, no 
pets, avail ironed. 638-0730. 
, , . ,  .o. ss,v  w.,u, s L,o 
IIIIII Phone: 635.7459 
FOR LEASE 
4818 Hi#way 16 West Grelg Avenue-Central Location 
warehouse spac1881 sq.ft. 2 relaiVoffire s~ce 
. wore~m w/of ice ',450 sq. [I. 1,700 and 900 r,q. ft. • 
2709 Kalum Street 5002 Pohle Avenue 
5,200sq. ft. tommrdalbuilding 2 acltoining spaces • 
(/w slorefront, wmhom & compound office/warehoen/0H door 
~51.~ sq. ft. ~ch 
CALL US ABOUT OTHER LOCATIONS 
ROOM & Board for senior. 
Shared laundry & rec room with 
fireplace, Separate entrance 
$850/mo. Extra care available 
638-0334. 
HOUSE TO share 5 rain. drive 
from College. Mature responsi- 
ble female wanted. Prefer non- 
smoker, all utilities and cable 
incl. Dogs welcome $375/mo. 
Call 638-7745. 
MATURE RESPONSIBLE, n/s, 
natural resources student seeks 
Lakelse cabin or partly fur- 
nished house/apt from Sept 7- 
Dec 19. Excellent references, 
will also house sit. Call Harvie 
in PC. 250-962-2756. 
OWNERS MOVED Must Sell: 
10 acres and house. Was 
$181,000 now $159,000. 
$40,000 worth of renovations, 
Sockeye creek in back, good 
soil, subdivision possibilities. 
Make us an offer. Phone collect 
after 6pro at 250-542-0656. 
TEN ACRE lots north of Ter- 
race. Park setting, rural. 
$48,500. Leave message at 
798-2472. 
3 BDRM, 2 1/2 bath homewith 
f/s, sliding glass door to sun- 
deck, separate laundry room, 
large family room and attached 
garage. Underground wiring, 
NG heat. Nicely landscaped Iol 
in quiet cul-de-sac with attrac- 
tive ornamental and fruit trees, 
Includes a lovely 1 bdrm rental 
suite with private entrance, f/s, 
w/d. $189,000. To view call 
638-0436. 
FRANCOIS LAKE Frontage 3 
bedrooms full finished base- 
ment, 2 bathrooms, large kitch- 
en with 7 appliances, satellite 
system, landscaped. Close to 
school. 5 acre. Fenced for ani- 
mals, $185,000. Phone 250. 
695-6448 Burns Lake. 
IIII 
REDUCED TO SELL! 
s154,900 
/4  Bdr., 2 1/2 balh. 
v'Close to schools and 
downtown. 
v'Nicely landscaped, 
fenced yard, 
v'On bus route 
2410 Kalum Street 
638-1995 
ESTABLISHED FAMILY Retail 
Business, downtown Prince Ru- 
pert, BC. Serious enquiries only 
to file #37, c/o Daily News, 801 - 
2nd Ave. West, Prince Rupert, 
BC VSJ 1H6 or email pubnews 
@citytel.net. 
FIFTEEN UNIT apt. bldg, in 
Masset, no down payment, as- 
sume mortgage only. Phone 
604-214-2957. 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT 
for sale. Table hot food (pot 
,lights & wood grain finish). Gas 
broiler char. Deep fry table. 
Wok (CRSI 30) Call 635-3735. 
STAirl'F,R HOME 
IN GREAT 
CONDITION 
3 Bedrooms & Den, 
1100 sq. ft. 
Large southside lot, 
$113,000 
635-3873 
1400 SQ ft 3 bdrm, unfinished 
basement, horseshoe area. Re- 
duced to $110,000. 638-0736. 
LARGE OLDER home in Nodh 
Usk. New foundations, upstairs, 
roof, drilled well, septic and ma- 
sonary chimneys, wood heat. 
Large lot with fruit trees, ber- 
ries,and workshop. Needs fin- 
ishing. Suit carpenter. $65,000; 
638-8526. 
PROPERTY NASa Valley. 58 
acres, 2 homes, outbuildings, 
good water and power. Contact 
Si Davis 3667 Krumm Ave., 
Terrace BC, V8G 4Y2. 638- 
7899. 
REDUCED: THREE bedroom 
house, to view 4632 Weber 
Ave. Close to hospital, schools 
and downtown. NG heat/hot 
water. Asking $107,000 obo. 
638-0050 or 635-4270. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . :.: ~?~ z~ I
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1215 sq. Ft., 3 bdrm, i 1/2 
bass. Open split level design 
wilh vaulted ceilings & island 
kilchen. Qualily finish 
throughout. 
$164,900 (incl GST) 
635-0646 
i ¢ 1 - 10 ACRE LOT 
! 1 ONLY- 35 ACRE LOT 
1 ONLY-41 ACRE LOT 
10 km north of town and serviced with natural gas 
635-5868 
LAKELSE LAKE PROPERTY 
Only  | 5 minutes f rom Terrace. 
Includes guest.co.age. 115 ft. lake frontage, 1300 fee! long. 2 floors 
approximately 2800 sq fl. NG heal & water (new). 2 baths, 2 fire- 
places. Sauna, game room & laundry roam. Recently complefely 
remodeled. New metal roof. Raised out o1 Hood water zone. Two car 
garage & workshop. 800 sq ft cottage. 44 fl lake fronfuge. Clean creak 
runs belwaen properties. ~11 sell combined or separate. 
Appraised at S480,000. 
View by_ appointment  only. 
g 798-2528 {leave message) 
2315 First Avenue• 
NWw'rnbitd.c0m 
I 
EAGLE PLACE 
New subdivision on the Bench. Some view lots still 
available, 
ALL PRICES REDUCED/ 
Choose the site for your dream home. Starting at 
$32,900MLS 
John Evans, Sheila Love, Gordie Olson 
RF/A I  of Terrace 
_ _  638-14OO 
4 BDR, 1 1/2 bath house on full 
basement. Near Uplands 
School, Drive by 4024 Munroe. 
$149,000. To view call 638- 
8639. 810 CARS FOR-  
• SALE:  i:i: : ATTRACTIVE 6 1/2 yr old side by side duplex, well maintained, 
3 bdrm one side, 2 large bed- 
rooms other side. F/s and star- 
age both sides, dishwasher and 
carport 1 side. Situated on 1.3 
acres in Thornhill. Ample park- 
ing; nice yards. Good income; 
potential for further develop- 
ment. $215,000. To view call 
638-0436. 
735 HOUSES 
3 BDRM house in horseshoe, 
qe yard, fruit trees. 635-5368. 
3 BDnM rancher, 1196 sq ft, 
hardwood floors, fireplace, ng 
heat, carport, detached heated 
workshop/garage. Fenced yard, 
excellent horseshoe location. 
$122,900. Call 635-1851. 
3 BDRM up, 2 bdrm down, 1 
1/2 baths, Ige two car attached 
garage, room for shop, 2 drive- 
ways. Asking $152,500. Call 
635-5757. 
4 BDRM home close to schools 
in Thornhill. Includes: NG 
heat/hotwater, oak cupboards, 
central vacuum, 2 full baths, 
double garage, large lot. 
$137,900. Call 635-9530. 
NEWLY RENOVATED, 3 bdrm 
home with 2 bdrm basement 
suite, across from schools in 
Thornhill. Large yard and work- 
shop $134,900. Call 250-635- 
9530. 
REDUCED, RELOCATING: ten 
acre hobby farm. Panabode 
house for sale, 4 bedrooms, 2 
1/2 baths, large family room, 
vaulted ceilings, natural gas 
and wood heat, corral, barn and 
2 sheds. Also 14x60 sundeck 
and 8 minutes form town on 
Dover Road. Asking $235,000. 
635-7683. 
755 OPEN HOUSE 
RENOVATED 3 bdrm non- 
basement home in Thornhill. 
Perfect for retirement or young 
family. Oak cupboards, ng fire- 
place/ha,water/heat, large Iol 
Reduced $102,000. Call 635- 
9530. 
"UNIQUEI" ESTABLISHED 
world class B&B/Art Gallery or 
private home. 370' of Prime 
Laker, ant w/ultimate view of 
mountain/glacier/valley pane- 
rama. Very priv, priv beach, ca- 
bin, waterplane dock, 3,350 sq 
ft tastefully decorated, fully 
equipped throughout. World 
class fishing, skiing, golfing, 
hunting, 4 km to town airport, 
on highway 16. Serious inqui- 
ries only. $375,000. Ph 250- 
847-2858. 
UP/DOWN DUPLEX on large 
lot in Thornhill. 2 bdrms each 
unit. Newly renovated. Priced 
for quick sale at only $105,000. 
Call 250-635-9530. 
1 Bedroom Condo 
Close to town, fireplace, 
dishwasher, security 
system & covered 
parking. 
Available.Sept 1 
685-8042 
8 Bedroom Condo 
CenLrally located, 
fenced yard 
Available Sept 1 
635-3042 
JACKPINE FLATS 
BEAUTY 
Heartwarming & Affordable 
Log Home 
Private Country Setting 
On 2 acres 
2 yrs. new 
Drive by 
315 LODGEPOLE 
then phone 
635-5487 
Cozy nmu,al gas fi,epioce indining/livingremm 
and patio do~ In a covered eck ~kh allows 
o view of the mountains. [xt,as induce cenhol 
voc, nhrm,(ustom blinds double p~ecl 
dcivewy, nnd o new viny fence. 2080 sq.ft. 
Call Sheila Love at 
I~ ,H~ of Terrace 
. . . .  6318-14OO ........ '~ 
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE for sale 
on 31 quiet acres in Two Mile, 
Hazelton, Spectacular view of 
the mountains and bridge, Trail 
to canyon, Landscaped, 3 bed- 
rooms, 3 baths, sauna, oak 
floors, vaulted ceiling, built in of. 
fice, sunroom, garage & much, 
much more. Asking $325,000. 
Serious buyers call 842-6052. 
12X68 3 bdrm trailer, 1 1/2 
bath, new linoleum, located on 
corner lot in Timberland Trailer 
Park, Asking $19,000. 635- 
1892. 
14X60 MOBILE home in Sunny 
Hill trailer park, Asking $19,900. 
Great starter. Newly painted in- ~Sherry Anderson ~' side, Call 635-2628. 
Notary Public ~ ~ ' ~  Trrai~ 
12x60 with 10x26 addition, 2 
Real Estote, bdrm, all appliances, plus air 
Conveyanc ing 
Wills, 
Mobi le  Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Marl'doge 
Documentation, 
Notarizations Member 
4921 C-air Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 ,, 
~.= Fax: (250) 635-5926 ,,# 
MOVING. MUST sell. 12x48 
mobile with 12x48 addition, 
Totally renovated, sheds, play- 
house. Asking $28,000. No rea- 
sonable offer refused. 635- 
1740. 
NEWLY RENOVATED, 3 bdrm 
12x68 mobile on 80x200 ft. lot, 
close to schools in Thornhill. 
Priced for quick sale at 
$65,000. Call 635-9530. 
PADS AVAILABLE @ Boulder- 
wood MHP, singles and double 
wides, drive by #82, #84, #98, 
#108, #114-3616 Larch Ave. To 
view, call Gordon for details 
@ 638-1182. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile in 
Thornhill on private fenced lot, 
ng heat, ng stove, ng fireplace, 
built in dw, whirlpool bathtub in 
large bathroom, large addition, 
interior is 100% renovated, 
20x30 wired shop. $92,000. 
Call for apt 635-0797. 
1992 GIBRALTER Trailer De- 
luxe. 14x66, 2 bedroom, full 
size luxury bathroom, sunken 
living room, built in china cabi- 
net. Sky lights in kitchen and 
bathroom. Full 8x28 covered 
deck. Fully landscaped with 
storage shed and fenced in 
yard. Including 5 appliances. 
Immaculate condition, must be 
see to be appreciated. Located 
at #27 Pine Park. Please phone 
to make an appointment to view 
at 635-6926. Askinq $72,000. 
1996 MODULINE 3 bdrm 14x68 
@ #65 Boulderwood MHP, 
Larch Ave, Terrace, Bank re- 
possession, no reasonable offer 
refused and financing OAC, 
ready for occupancy now. Ph: 
1-(250)764-4840 to arrange 
viewincl. 
3- 14x70 mobile homes, 3 bdr. 
with appliances. Great condi- 
tion. $15,500 to $25,000. 1-780- 
984-0784 or 1-780-458-6398 af- 
ter 5pm. 
conditioner in horseshoe area, 
Close to schools. $33,000 abe. 
635-4309. 
DRIVE BY #6 Marsh Crescent. 
Then call for appointment o 
view. 3 bdrm. plus the 2 addi- 
tions make this a very attractive 
modular home, front kitchen, all 
appliances consider short term 
financing on purchase price of 
$79,900. Ph 635-7425. 
MOBILE HOME for Sale: #12- 
Gerry's Trailer Park. Houston. 
Make an offer. Call 1-250-697- 
2587 or 1-604-662-0743. 
WNew 14 x 70 Mobil]' 
$39,900 
YES[ O 
Includes: freight to 
Prince George, block & 
level, fridge, stove & 
drapes, 2x6 exterior 
walls, 1 piece tub & 
shower, and cathedral 
ceilings. 
fi, MES'J 
1956 Hart Highway 
PRINCE GEORGE, lIC 
563-5412 
~,nail valridge@l)gonline,com 
web page 
vvw .valley ridge ht,nles.l,e.¢a ,1-888-301-2288j 
OPEM HOUSE BY OWNER. 
3502 Eby 1:00-4:00 pm. Sat, 
Aug 21 and Sun, Aug 22. 
Completely renovated through- 
out. Call Diane at 798-9541. 
CARS FROM $500. Gover- 
nemnt seized & eurplus.,,S01d 
locally. Call for listings. 1-888- 
342-3500. EXt. 8860. 
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4 Door with air conditioning 
was $20,765 
.ow*l 7,77 300 
Dl~ 59~8 
TER c" E 
www,  ter raceautomMl ,com 
4916 llw~ 16, Terrace • 635-7187 • 1-800-313-7187 
1988 PYLMOUTH ~Grand 
Voyager SE. Seats seven. 
In good condition. $3,700. 
638-0633. 
1991 MAZDA Protege 5 speed, 
4 door Sedan. Excellent mile- 
aqe $5,600 abe. 638-0144. 
1997 JEEP; 4x4; one owners; 
58,000 kin. No off highway. 
Two sets of tires. $24,000 abe, 
Call 1-250-843-5263. 
1997 MAZDA PROTEGE SE. 4 
door, auto, a]c, low km 17,300, 
red in colour. $13,600 abe. 638- 
0109 after 6pm. 
1987 PLYMOUTH Horizon as is 
where is. $300, Call 635-1233. 
MUST SELL: 1981 Subaru GL 
.~vvd, wagon, new clutch, battery 
and headlights. Good running 
condition, ne~ds some body 
work. $500. 635-4379. 
OLDSMOBILE CUTLAS Su- 
prerne. Alum mags, winter rims. 
$11,000 abe. Call 635-6376 or 
635-4190. 
'81 CHRYSLER Cordora. 
Looks and runs well for a vim 
taqe car. $1,000. 635-3625. 
1984 JEEP Grand Wagoneer 
4x4 propane, good running con- 
dition, p/steering, new radiator, 
$3,600 abe. Phone 635-8280 
eveninqs or leave messaqe. 
1988 FULL Size 4x4 Bronco. 
Fuel by propane. GRC. $3,000. 
Phone 635-7519. 
1988 WHITE Ford econoline 
extended van. Has raised roof 
and trailer package. On natural 
gas and gasoline. Engine and 
transmission rebuilt 1995. 
Many recent repairs and in 
good condition. Very economi- 
cal and versatile. $4,800 abe. 
635-6429. 
1992 F250 Ford; 4x4; 351; 5- 
speed; am/fro; cruise, tilt; air; 
good condition; 94,000 kin, will 
trade for older model mid-size 
truck plus cash. $10,900. Also 
has box liner. 1-250-645.25o3. 
1992 FORD Aerostar, all bells 
and whistles, 2nd owner, a/c 
exc. 98.5 kilo, $8,500 reduced. 
635-3772. 
1992 FORD Ranger XLT ext. 
cab 4x4, air, cruise, tilt, match- 
ing box cover, 164,000 km. 
Askinq $9,000.638-2047. 
1996 CHEV 4x4 diesel extend- 
ed cab. Excellent condition. 
A/C. Low kilometers. Phone 1- 
250-B45-3672 or 1-250-845- 
3672. 
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I~arlne & RV'e / 
t t  * On time and on budget 
Homo renovations. New home coAstruction 
Services Lid, D j -  
1998 DODGE 3/4 PU, four 
wheel drive, extended cab, long 
box with extended warranty, 
bright white in color, EC. Asking 
$35,000. Call evenings after 
6pro, 635-2395. 
SUZUKI 9000 cc 4 cyl shaft 
drive street motorcycle. $1,600. 
635-5338. 
House Plans Available Throug i
Commercial construction • Roofing ~t  
Certified Blue MaW rigld loam/concrete inslallation • % 
BC-certified builder 
BARTON CONSTRUCTION LTD,  
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
Building aReputalion for Qua/fly 
Tel/fax 635-6244 
L 
.2 
Furnace, Duct and Chimney 
Cleaning 
Septic and Drain Cleaning 
& Much More,.. 
 .tka 
terrace.builders@ osg.net i111  
1-800.470 Do iT xIM  . 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
,rE Free Esllmdes 24 Hour Service 
Ph: 635.1132 F~:635..93 
Toll free: i-877.635.1132 
SPIN FOR 
BIG nOLLAR$ 
Purchase Any New Honda 
or Pre- wned Vehicle and be 
entered to win up to $3000 ca$hlll 
Contest Period August 16 - Septl 18/99 
m 
1993 Honda Accord EX 
4 cyl Auto, loaded. Remaining 
extended warranty. 
Was $13,995 
Now $12,___995 
1991 Chev Camaro 
Beautiful Ride 
$9,995 
1987 Honda Civic Wagon 
4 cyl, 5 spd 
$2,995 
1995 Honda Civic LX 
One owner, dealer serviced 
$10,995 
1995 GMC 3/4 Ton 4x4 
Long Box 
low kms, sharp truck 
$21,995 
1992 Dodge Spirit 
4dr sedan, air, 4 cyl, auto. 
$6,995 
JUST tN!  
m 
1093 Chew Lumina 
Eurospon 
6 cyl Auto, low kms, fully loaded 
Was $13,995 
NOW $11,995 
1992 Dodge 314 Ton 
Long Box 4x4 
Cummins Turbo Diesel LE, Auto, Fully 
Loaded 
Was $14,995 
Now $13,495 
1998 Je~herokee 
5spd, 6 e/I, NC, 4x4, factory warranty 
$24,995 
1991 Dodge Shadow 
Convertible, 4 cyl. auto. 
Was $4,995 
Now $2,995 
1995 GMC Yukon SLE 
4dr, Auto 350, loaded, towing package, 
running boards, roof rack 
$27,995 
1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
fully loaded including running boards & 
Towing package 
$29,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyl, 5 spd, NC, fully loaded, spoiler 
$20,995 
1989 Pontiac Sunbird 
4 cyl, 5 spd 
$3,995 
1989 Ford F-150 4x4 
5 spd, 6cyl. 
$6,995 
1993 Pontiac Grand Am 
Auto, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
$12,495 
1992 Sub aru~.~ 4x4 
4 c ~ ~ n e r  
$9,995 
1988 Ford F150 XLT 
Lariat 
Auto, Ext, cab, fully loaded, Ionobox 
$7,995 
1992 Honda EX-V 
Top of the line features,, 125hp, ower 
moon roof, P/L, PAN, rear spoiler, cruise, 
tilt and more, one owner, low kms. 
$12,995 
1994 Ford Tempo 
Auto, 4 cyl, one owner, low km's 
$9,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
V6 Auto 
leather, power seat and moonroof, power 
group, alloy wheels, rear spoiler, CD & 
cas8 
$21,995 
• 1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
5 spd,6 cyl, fully loaded 
$12,9P(i 
FEATURING... 
Auto  
IB  Deta i l ing  
*Get it clean for summer 
*Detail adds to resale 
*Free Estimates 
*Located at Terrace Honda 
*Call 24 Hours 
615-6844 
t ) 
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'98 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl, hard top, only 6000kin 
$23,995 
'98 Dodge Stratus 
Auto, Air, windows, locke, 
Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$1s,s@ 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
6wh, Auto, Air, windows, locks 
& more 
$25,995 
'95 Dodge Neon 
4 cyl, auto, a/c, CD player 
$7,995 
'93 Chrysler Concorde 
6 cyl Auto, A/C, cruise, tilt, 
windows, locks, only 28,000 
kin, winter stored 
$14,995 
'93 Jeep Cherokee Country 
4dr, 4x4 
$13,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 
6 cyI, Auto, hardtop 
$10,995 
'92 Chrysler Dynasty 
V6 Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$10,995 Now $8,995 
'88 Jeep 4Dr Cherokee 
4x4, 6 cyl, auto, air 
$5,495 
'91 Jeep YJ 
5 speed 
$7,995 
.... 9441 : 1 : 
:- . : . . , 
MISCELLANEOUS" 
. . . .  =: • - ~. , . . ~ • 
FORD ~ 
'95 Ford 4Whdr Xcab 
4x4 
V8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$15,995 
195 Ford 4WHDR XCab 
ve, Auto, air, Cruise/Tilt 
$12,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 Now $15,995 
'92 Ford F150 
4x4, 5 speed 
$8,995 
'89 Ford 4WHDR XCab 
V815speed, Air, Cruise/Tilt 
$7,995 NOW $5,995 
'87 Ford Thunderbird 
$5,555 
GM 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, Only 11,339 krns 
Was $15,995 Now $13,995 
'97 Chev Camaro SS 
ve, 6 speed 
$26,850 
'96 GMC Jimmy 
All wheel drive, fully loaded 
• $28,995 
'96 Pontiac Firebird 
V8, 6 speed, T Roof, Loaded 
$22,495 
'96 Gee Metro 
5 speed, cassette, 
only 29,000 kms 
Was $10,995 Now $9,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$18,995 
IMPORTS 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
$18,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
V6,Auto, AIr, TIIt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Whs $17,995 Now $15,995 
'92 Subaru Loyale 
station wagon, all wheel drive 
$6,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed, 
Waa $9,998 Now $7,998 
1997 ANTIC Cat Bearcat 454 
2x4 $4,500. 1994 Kawaski 4x4 
400 $4,200. 1996 Harley David- 
son 1200 Sporster Sport model, 
like new $12,500. 1997 Harley 
Davidson Sporster Sport, like 
new $11,750, 1988 Harley Da- 
vidson FLHS $14,500. 1975 
FXE Shovelhead Harley 
$9,700. 1999 Yamaha V Star 
650 3000 kms, $7,500. Call 
Harley Davidson of Smithers 
847-3784 or 1-800-410-5473. 
1991 NORTHERN Light Camp- 
c 
er, 8 1/2", view at Aqua Plumb- 
ing 31 t5 River Dr. or call 635- 
7601. Askinq $9,200. 
21 FOOT travel trailer, 4 burner 
stove and oven. 3 way fridge 
and kitchen sink. Furnace, elec- 
tric brakes, bathroom with toilet 
and sink. Asking $2,500 abe. 
635-4842. 
MIKE ROSMAN R.V. "Help" we 
need campers, trailers, 5th, mo- 
torhomes. Buy/consign, fenced 
compound, seperate used sales 
staff, Interiors largest dealer. 
Call Peter 1-800-811-8733 or 1- 
250-558-8635. 
VANGUARD CAMPER 8' 8" 
long, with toilet, 3 burner stove, 
furnace, & 3 way fridge. Hy- 
draulic jacks, queen size bed. 
Phone 635-0534. $1,500. 
32' 5TH wheel travel trailer, old- 
er but good condition, nev~ 
fridge, ready to go. Asking 
$5,950• Phone 635-3981. 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph" 635-2909 
'81 Yamaha 
Seca 750cc, street bike 
$1099.00 
70hp pover trim & c0ntr01s 
: $1600.00 
'98 Yamaha 
30-hp sh0rtshaft 
$ 89s.oo 
:w/imihr& ~tB sounder 
::i $1.599.00 
'86 Yamaha 
Motorcycle FZISO 
come wi~ Kerker pipe 
$ aso.oo 
'93 Waveblaster 
.:;; 700zwi~l~ er  
oo O 
Mariner 6/IlL 
Outboard 
$1430.00 
'96 Yamaha 
i: Virggo 1100cc 
:: $ss99.oo 
Mariner 25 ML 
Outboard 
4 Stroke 
Ss3so.oo 
Balloons* Hamburgers*Pop ~:~ ] 
: [  
" 
DON'T PLANT grass, have an 
instant lawn• Put sod down and 
turn on the sprinkler. Call 847- 
4083 for delivered Iorice. 
CHILD CARE AVAILABLE part 
time. experienced, ref available. 
Day or niqht. 635-2192. 
CUDDLY Krl-rEN FAMILY 
DAYCARE has spaces avail- 
able Aug 30th. Located on the 
bench. Close to park. Large 
1973 25' Class A Cabana Mo- 
torhome. Fully equipped• Air 
conditioning, microwave, etc. 
On propane, excellent condi- 
tion. $15,000. Ph 635-6350. 
1991/1992 SPRINTER 21 ft. 
motorhome. $24,500 abe. Very 
low mileage.Sleeps 6/has a 
shower. Call: Houston 1-250- 
845-7316. 
OVER 200 new & Used R.V.'s 17 ] 
new brands, 0 dawn financing, ]
Irades or we PaY cash, For best I 
price in B,C, Callus Free 1-800- i 
668-1447 or www, voyager, v, com I 
8.C. Interiors largest dealer | 
Vayager R.V. Centre Hwy, 97 | 
TERRACE 
[e l  l l ti'&,'l l I Ig 
4916 lh~. 16 West 6~5.7t87 
1-800-313-7187 out s9~8 
www.terraceautomall.©om 
FOR RENT 1996 24' motor- 
home. Dual air, microwave, Iv, 
vcr. For more Into. Call 635- 
9451. 
RECLAIMED 6" Channel Ce- 
dar Siding - 30¢ FT. 2x4's, 8 & 
better 9¢ FT. (604) 299-2967. 
Burneby. BC. 
yard and playroom. Lots of fun 
activities. Please call 250-635- CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
1273 for more into. ments. One easy payment• No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
MOTHER OF active toddler Good or bad credit. Immediate 
welcomes 2 children for approval. Immediate relief• Na- 
babysitting. P/T, casual basis, tional Credit Counselors of Ca- 
spacious yard w! playground, !g nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
indoor activity room, minutes 777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
from park. $25/day includes ed .  
meals. Background nursing, DEBT PROBLEMS? We can 
CPR. ref 615-O274. _ heip. Stop Collection Calls. 
NANNY SEEKING full time po, Consolidate Your Payments. AI- 
sition, 20 yrs experience and ternatives to Bankruptcy• Free 
references. 635-5816 ask  for. Consultation. Credit Counseling 
Elizabeth. Society of BC. A Non-Profit Or- 
TWO MOMS .avai abe to baby, ~anization. 1-888-527-8999• 
sit for working parents. Snacks DO YOU need a Itcenced Bar 
and lunch provided. Close to Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
school. Fenced backyard. Lots We do Weddings, and parties of 
of games and "TLC• Reasonable all kinds, Reasonable rates, full 
rates. Laurie 638-1051 or Su- table service available upon re- 
san 638-7700. quest, black tie or casual events 
r ~"  Call us for pricing and reserva- 
• r Looking for "~ tioninformation. 638-7830. 
Child Care ?. FURNITURE RESTORATION, 
q~ . . . .  rh ~ P~,~ a~o,,,,-~ ~.~ refinishing and reupholster ng; 
,*,., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  CUrtain - Re~erralhas informati0n on.-- . s, o.r,~l]~,s~,~:~£1,~h=ng 
• ; "* i [o your aes~gn. Heasonable 
child care ophons and on rates, Phone Peter and Christi- 
. choos!ug child care. na at 638-1219. 
Drop by The Family Place SMITHERS BASED trucking 
at 4553 Park ~,ve, company looking for full or par- 
" or ea11638-1113. , tial backhauls from anywhere in 
Skeena CCRR is a progiam of the " Alberta or Saskatchewan to de- 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre I liver anywhere from Prince 
and is funded by the Ministry f0r I George to Prince Rupert. 847- 
Children and Families.' J 4083. 
WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 
PARTS & SERVICE D~ALER 
ram- - -  i 
g 
NADINA 
TRUCK 
SERVICE , LTD. 
~.  Indepe~de~l con,uhanl 
~"~. :~. .  4818 Agor Avenue 
,#~ ' . ~  Terrace, S C. 
~ '~1 lO '~ J~ .Rood Restoration i ~ Canada V8G I H7 
p iie t   m" ,: ,,,0,,,a e,,, 
Homo p~e~ * 8d~, ~ n  ' P~*  C~ert • Fu~:l~iws 
[ MO IIIGt 
Tired, bus~, s t ,  ck at home, ' rru ~e-  .-- at Z[;w28Tr llerYourSerdce ~ Letmcbringthepamperingt°y°ut" ~:  
• Manicures ,P~dicures ,SculpturedNails ,Waxing r p Across town or the country I:ii: 
~, ,  , Will ass/st or load for you 
"MY HOME ORYOURS"~ ' [ ]  ~ • Reasonable Rates [i;i 
Appointments not always necessary ~'~.  ........... " , ...B°ndab!e ................................... i:::i:~ 
Tel/FAX 638-2092 
Terrace SupporUvo Housing Society's 
Terrace Mountain Manor 
4011 Sparks St., between Terracavlew Lodge and Heritage Park~,~ 
Ior seniors (55 & up) ~ 
r:.xcellent Family Home II 
Offering Privacy Plus City II 
& Mountain Views. II 
3 levels totailin~ 3840 sq. ft., 6 
bedrooms, 4 ~11 baths, wood 
stove in basement, aas t i r~lnr~ 
l
~as f eplace 
on main floor, solarium ~ith 
southern exposure & s~. 3 car 
garage which accommbdates 26' 
RV and also has an office 
with/bathroom. Lot s;ze is 
165'x540'. View frontage is 175' 
For an appointment o view 
call c~ler 5:00 p.m., 
635-3736 or 638-2819 
and leave message, s 
one & two.bedroom suites for sale, c88h or !lli811c6 up 10 75% 
Call Betty J. Barton at 635-0036 for an 
inlormaUon PaCkage or personal presentation. 
.~ .~ It you see a wildfire this semmer call 1"800"663"5555 
Or maybe you couldn't speak clearly. 
Or your vision was blurred. "~at's what 
it's like to live with multiple sclerosis, 
an unpredictable disease of the central 
nervous system. Thlngs you take for 
granted can become impossible end 
you don't know when or where or if it 
will strike again, But the research and 
sewices programs of the Multiple 
Sclerosis Society of Canada are 
providing some answers. With your 
help, we ~ connect with a cure, 
1-800-268-7582 ' 
(,RIMI.  
,%lt)l)l l:lll  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your assis- 
tance in solving a theft that occurred on Highway 16, 
near Chimdemash River, just east of Terrace, B.C. 
Sometime between 12:00 noon and 11:00 pm on 
August 1st, 1999, unknown culprit(s) attended to where 
a boat had been left on its trailer at the Chimdemash 
River bridge pull-off, and  removed the boat from the 
~trailer,~stealing~same.;,~.,.~,.~  :: 
The boat is described as a 14 ft Mirewood aluminum 
boat, equipped with a bracket and sounder for a fish 
finder. An extra wooden bench had been installed in the 
boat aside from the three aluminum benches. 
Anyone with any information about this or any other 
similar incidents, or if you know the identity of the per- 
son or  persons responsible for this, (or any other), 
crime, Crime Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1.000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid 
against an individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you 
have any Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-Tips that's 
635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal their Identity 
nor testify In court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call 
Hulf ip le dlap,.. 
Sc, rosJ  Ca l l  63S-T IPS  
ili! . . . . . . . . . .  
:;$7(4: 
Specializing In: ~ 
Facials, Waxing, Manicures, Pedicures. Lash Tinting, Fiberglass Best  BLly OptiorIs... 
and Silk Wrap Nails 
Per Insertion 
IN A RELAXED AND PERSONAL SETI'ING ~ ea. add'l 
BC's Interior $85. $1.80 4546 Park  Ave .  Su i te  208 ,  Terrace,  B.C.  j Vancouver Island $85. $1.80 
638-8664 The Lower Mainland s0o. $1.80 
Rissy welcomes you to call for an Appolntnnent ili I 
Gift Certificates and Pampering Packages Available ;iit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~;::, All of the Above $215. $5.40 
r ~ ~i i  48 Newspapers with a combined 
SEAPORT L IMOUSINE LTD.  : :~:~i:':i~:!:i,:i~i::~ .... i  clrculatlon of 814,466,, 
~ N D  EXPRESS SERVICE " ~ i  "~'"  
D  vice Stewa, to I ii: 
Terrace and r ~ ,  points in  between, P ick- i  .... ~i~: / 
up a ~ n  Terrace, C.O.D. end I ~'!I 
courier serwlce. :::! 
i ~i 
P.O' Box 217, Stewart, B.C. I :r~;!!~ 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
• Ter.ce , o . 3S- 67  . . k BC's 
1 Interior 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY Vancouver 
since 'II ' 13  Island The " i t9ne*spaperswlth a Lower combined circulation 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 16 newspapers with a combined of 144,311, 
circulation of 223,350. Mainland 
13 newspapers with a combined j
circulation of 446505. /~ 
, w w MetroValley 
'i ~ ~,~1New~pa 
....... !::~!2~ii!~r$! :~ ~ 3901 Dobbie St., Terrace, B .C .  ~ 
~ili;' :ii ...... ( 1 .. C laudet te  Sandeck i  635-9434 ~ TERRACE STANDARD 638-7283 or Fax 638-8432 
.. , ( 
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STANDARD 
OFFICE HOURS & DEADLINES 
The office is open 
Monday to Friday for 
receipt of 
advertisements, 
letters to the editor and 
contributed articles. 
MONDAY - 
FRIDAY 
8:30 A.M.- 
5:00 P.M. 
3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
638-7 83 Fax 638-8432 
iii 
~ COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
A S S O C I A T I O N  
British Columbia nd Yukon 
i 
AUTO 
CARS FROM $500. 
Government seized and sur- 
plus. All makes and models. 
Sold locally. Call for listings. 1- 
800-734-6588 Ext. BC40. 
BUSINESS FOR SALE 
ISP/COMPUTER SHOP For 
Sale In Houston B,C. Great 
Investment, growing business. 
Selling price $75,000. Serious 
Inquiries only please, Contact 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These  ads appear  in approx imate ly  100 J(~ 
communi ty  newspapers  in B,C.and Yukon ~UP 2 7 5 
and reach more than 3 mil l ion readers. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Banks and Financial 
Institutions Earn 60% of Their 
Profits Trading Foreign 
Currency. For Your Free 
Report Call 1-600-392.0843, 
$5~000 Minimum Required. 
A Perfect Part-Time Home 
Buslnessl "1997 & 1998 
People's Choice Award 
Winner", 2 hours a day earns 
you financial freedom, OPEN- 
ING HONG KONG NOV 1ST. 
Eleanor at (250) 845.3296 or 24-hr meg. 1-877.853-O754, 
~: ,.::~..~E.,rnaJL~at~wlndsor@gla~-iePNeb . . . . . .  ~lm@ldlrect;com: . . . . .  
bo.com., http://www,glacler- 
web-bc.com. 
GROCERY STORE 8000 sqJt. 
Sale or lease. Vendor financing 
GAD offered at $699,000. 
Kenan MacKenzie, Prudential 
Sussex Realty, Gibsons 
Landing (604) 685-7810 keen- 
mackenzie,corn 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
CASH IN/CASH OUT. Coke, 
Pepsi, Hostess, M&M. Re- 
stock establishment unique 
vendors in your ares. No sell- 
Ing. Full-time, part-time. 
Minimum Investment $13,980. 
1-888.503-8884, 24 hours. 
6TH ANNUAL Horse Sale. 
Limited Edition "99", 147 hors- 
es, coggins tested, 48 hour 
soundness/blood guarantee. 
August 28, Lacombe, AB, 12 
p.m. Catalogues 403-843-6629 
Brian/Hazel Street. 
NEW CONCEPTI Manufacturer 
will be opening a dealer In your 
area. Make up to 
$20,O00/month, Can work from 
home or combtne with existing 
business. Total Investment 
$30,000 including stock. Toll 
free 1.888-526-3388 ext 205. 
ZESTO'S. Oven Baked Subs 
and Classic Wraps, Franchise 
Oppodunity, Require owner op. 
erators. Bank financing avail. 
able. Turn Key stores and com. 
plete training, Be In business 
for yourself, Minimum Invest- 
merit $17,800, For franchise 
package call 1-888.922-2294. 
"SAFETY WITH STYLE", 
Opportunity to make excellent 
income. Retail the WESTERN 
COWBOY HARDHAT In your 
area. Recruiting distributors for 
retail sales. Call Toll Free: 1. 
888-925-5558 or (604) 667. 
9594. 
WORK AT HOME 10-30 
hrs/wk, part-time or full-time. 
Income based on time commit- 
ment and effort, but averages 
$2000-$6000+/month. Not 
MLM. No start-up fee. This Is a 
legitimate home based busi- 
ness, Contact (Your email ad- 
dress) w/subject line= Show 
me onmg@bvl.net or call 250- 
847.1384. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
A PROGRESSIVE GM DEAL- 
ERSHIP In Kimberley, B.C. is 
seeking a qualified experience 
Service Manager. Contact 
Chalet GM, Box 1000, 
Kimberley~ B.C, VOB 1ZO, 
INVESTMENT REPRESENTA- 
TIVE - Tired of having others 
determine your future? Edward 
Jones, a leader In the financial 
Industry, is looking for 
Investment Representatives in 
numerous locations throughout 
Canada. This position will allow 
you to help Individual investors 
reach their financial dreams, 
We will provide you with a 
neighborhood office, an assls. 
tent & the Industry's finest train- 
ing & support. Throughout 
North America, Edward Jones 
Investment Representatives 
can average over $100,000 a 
year. For details, call toll free, 
1-800-380.4517, Or visit our 
Web Site, www.Jonesopportuni- 
ty.com. 
MID/NORTH VANCOUVER IS- 
LAND'S only business newspa- 
per. Business Examiner seeks 
sales representative, Must be 
experienced in selling advertis- 
ing. Fax resume to: (250) 753- 
0788 Attention Mark McDonald. 
CAREER TRAINING 
Exciting well paid careers in 
computer programming, We 
will prepare suitable applicants. 
Ministry of Education 
Registered Home Study 
Diploma Program, Financial as- 
sistance, loaner computer sys- 
tems and Job placement ools 
available, No experience nec- 
essary. CMS 1-800-477-9578, 
COMING EVENTS 
Improve Quality of Your Life 
through PAST LIVES, 
DREAMS, SOUL TRAVEL. 
Begin the adventure today, For 
FREE BOOK, ECKANKAR, 1- 
800-LOVE-GOO Ask for book 
#F18, www,eokankar, org. 
COMPUTERS FOR SALE 
FREE COLOR PRINTER with 
the purchase of an Intel P.II 
400 Computer, Fully equipped 
with 17" MONITOR $79/Month, 
Instant Credit. Call 1-888.722- 
9009 EXT ~14 www,avenUedl. 
reel.corn 
CHRISTMAS AROUND The 
World needs: Demonstrators 
for their home parties, I earned 
$14,263. In 2 1/2 months plus 2 
free trips to Hawaii, No invest. 
ment, U.S, commissions, 
ground floor opportunity, Call 
403-646-5669. Previous callers 
please call back, 
FREE INCOME tax franchise 
territories, Selected areas 
throughout Canada. Low start. 
up costs. Limited time offer, 
Existing locations also avail. 
able, Call 1-800.665.5144 for 
more Information or visit our 
website www,libertytax,com, 
GREAT CANADIAN Dollar 
Store franchise opportunity, 
$65,000, - $75,000. Investment 
(Including stock). Member of 
Canadian Franchise 
Association, #302-31 Bastion 
Square, Victoria, BC, V8W 1J 1, 
Fax 250-388.9763, Websltm 
www,dollaretoree.com, 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train to be 
an Apartment/Condo Manager, 
Many Jobs-All areasl Free job 
placement assistance. 18 years 
of successl For info/brochure 
681-5456/1.800-665.8339, 
RMTI, 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Canada offers on. 
campus and correspondence 
courses toward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice to begin 
this month. Free catalogue, call 
24hrs 1-800-665-7044. 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER,,,.write for money and 
pleasure with our unique home- 
study course, You get Indivld. 
usl tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of writing 
- romances, short stories, 
radio, and TV scripts, articles 
and children's stories. Send 
today for our FREE BOOK, 
TOLL FREE 1-800-267-1829, 
FAX 1-613-749-9551. The 
Writing School 3240-38 
McArthur Ave. Ottawa, ON, 
K1L 6R2. 
WORK FOR THE LARGEST 
EMPLOYER IN THE WORLDII 
The travel, tourism & 
Hospitality induetryl Diploma 
programs available; Adventure 
Tourism, Travel & Tourism, 
Pre.employment Flight 
Attendant, Hospitality & 
Resort/Distance learning, 
CANADIAN TOURISM COL- 
LEGE, Vanc/Surrey 1-800.668. 
9301. 
ELECTRONICS 
A REAL HOME THEATRE, 32" 
Flat TV, HIFI VCR, Dolby 6 
speaker Surround Sound 
System, 240 Watts Equalizer • 
Only $99 month from Aventls 
Direct, Call Now 1-888-722. 
9009 Ext. 53. 
NEW LARGE 32" Flat Screen 
Color TV, Crisp Stereo 
Sound...$47/Month Instant 
Credit- Call Now 1-888-722- 
9009 Ext 13, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WHISTLER QUESTION 
NEWSPAPER seeking regional 
advertising manager with mini. 
mum 3 years experience. Great 
opportunity In exciting market, 
Also openings for advertising 
sales representatives. Contact 
publisher Penny Graham #238- 
4370 Lorlmer Road, Whistler, 
B.C., V0N 1B4, Fax 1-604-932- 
2882. 
AWARD WINNING Squamlsh 
Chief newspaper seeking ad 
design/production person. 
Contact Operations Manager 
Cathy Burwood, Box 3600, 
Squamish, B,C. V0N 3GO, Fax 
1.604-892-8484, 
REPORTER WANTED for 
community newspaper in 
Valemount, B.C. Strong writing 
and photography skills needed. 
Print journalism training pre- 
ferred, Fax resume to (260) 
586.4528 
INTERNATIONAL AGRICUL- 
TURAL Exchange - Ages 18.30 
with agricultural experience to 
live/work with family n 
Australia, New Zealand, 
Europe, Japan, Costs/details -
1-800-263-1827, Calgary, 
Alberta. 
for 25 words 
$ 6.00 each 
additional word 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
ALBERTA GM DEALER will 
pay bonus up front for the right 
technician with GM courses, 
Must have transmission, elec- 
trical and drivablltty experience. 
Good pay, good benefits and 
modern facility. Will be 4 line in 
September, need your SM 
training. Send resume to 
Rempel Chevrolet Oldsmobile 
Ltd., Box 140, Hardisty, AB 
T0B 1V0 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SALESPERSON needed for 
fast.growing Alberta weekly 
tabloid newspaper, Make 
money and have a life, Send 
resume by small, to: 
hworld@telusplanet.net or fax 
to 780-888-3850. 7 
JOCUS TOYS EXPANDING, 
needs consultants. 300+ edu. 
cational products, majority 
under $20. Home parties, cats- 
Iogue sales, Introductory kit 
only $99. lnfo, free 
fall/Christmas catalogue. 1. 
800-361-4587, ext 9335. 
CAREER MINDED, An oppor- 
tunity has arisen for a local 
public relatlons/marketlng indi- 
vidual In your area, No selling 
is involved. Just outside visits 
to existing customers and the 
development of new accounts. 
We provide full training field 
support, and a guaranteed first 
year income. You provide hard 
work, people skills and a suit- 
able vehicle. The successful In- 
dividual will build a long term 
future within a corporation with 
proven stability over the past 
19 years, For more information, 
phone Mr. Jacoba @ (604) 
431-4162 ext 662. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW LOGS 
INTO BOARDS, planks, 
beams, Large capacity. Best 
sawmill value anywhere. Free 
information 1-800-566-6899. 
Norwood Sawmills, R.R. 2, 
_KUworthy, Ontario POE 1G0, 
BLACK/SMELLY pondsl 
PondAId® keeps ponds 
sparkling clean and algae free, 
helping nature do its job by 
speeding up natural bacterial 
action. The lg90's way of pre- 
venting algae and black smelly 
ponds organically. Call Nature 
Aid Products at 1-800.661- 
8467. 
WOODSHOWS WOODWORK- 
ING, tools, woodcrafts, custom 
furniture, cabinetry, hardware, 
role, intaraia, sawmilllng, chain- 
saw carving, 150 exhibits. 
FREE SEMINARS. Kamloops 
KXA Fairgrounds October 15- 
17, Cloverdale Fairgrounds, 
October 22-24, Surrey. bc- 
woodshows.com (51 g) 351- 
8344 Frl 1.8 Sat 10.6 Sun 10- 
5, 
MANUFAOTuREDHOMES 
OWN YOUR own manufac- 
tured home lot In Sundre, 
Alberta. 25 lots still available. 
6,900 eq,ft. ($18,700) to 13,400 
sq.ft, ($25,000). Please call the 
Sundre Town Office, 403.638- 
3551, or fax 403.838.2100, 
629 - WEEK OF AU- 
GUST 16, 1999 
To place an ad call 
Jthis paper or the BCY- 
JCNA at (604) 669-9222 
PAY TELEPHONE SERV. 
CANADA'S//1 PSYCHICS .... 
Call us for the answers to all 
your questions. Relationships, 
money, health and much more, 
Accurate end Affordable 1-900- 
451.7070 $2.89/mlnute 18+. 
PERSONALS 
ADULT EROTICA on.line 
shopping, Lingerie, regular, 
plus sizes, sexy dresses, foot- 
ware, leather, fetish, massage 
oils, games, novelties, !oys, 
videos, Catalogues. 
Wildklngdom Kelowna, 
www.wildkingdom.net. 1.888- 
634-9911 24 hrs, 
PERSONALS 
DIVORCE RIP OFFI Tactics & 
strategies to protect your chil. 
dren & assets. We are men 
helping men fight an unjust 
system. Free call: 1-877- 
BREAKUP, Ext 98, 
REAL ESTATE 
ENTREPRENEURS: Hotels, 
pubs, motels in Alberta and 
Saskatchewan for sale in and 
within one hour of Medicine 
Hat, $76,000, to $570,000. Dan 
Genn Century 21, 403-504- 
7499, 
RECREATIONAL PROPERTY 
PARK MODELS 
Manufactured Homes s/w's, 
d/w's, 12 wides, 8 wldes.with 
slides, New & Used. Ideal for 
Rec, Property, Private Prop,, 
Parks, Resods. Homes: 1-800. 
339-5133, RV's 1-800.667. 
1533. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
NEW STEEL BUILDINGS..,,Go 
Direct and Save, 4:12 roof 
pitch. 25x30 $3,900.00. 25x40 
$4,900.00, 30x40 $8,500,00, 
35x50 $7,600.00, 4Ox60 
$10,800.00. 45x60 $13,400,00, 
Others. Alpine 1-800-565-9800, 
FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS. 
Pre-engineered Steel 
Structures. Custom.made to 
suit your specifications, 
Factory-Direct Summer 
Clearance Sale, Call 1-800. 
688-5111 ext,132 for free 
brochure. 
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES. TO 
buy, sell or rent worldwide, 
World's Largest Reseller. ERA 
STROMAN SINCE 1979, 
Buyers call 1-800.913-7987, 
Sellers call 1-800.201-0864, 
internet • tw,~w,atroman,com, 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O,A,C," Guaranteed 
credit approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport utlll. 
ties. Repo'a, broken leases, 
heavy duty equipment, Take 
over payments. Free delivery, 
Call The Untouchables now, 1. 
800-993-3(]73. Vancouver 327. 
7752, 
SAVE ON TRUCKS & CARS, 
New & Used Guaranteed In. 
stunt credit approval, Free 
home delivery with 0 down, 
Call today 24hrs 1-877-212. 
3232, Ford, Dodge, GM, 
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Tennis Fair was a 
smashing good time 
THE WILSON Temtis Fair 
at ~e Halliwell Tennis 
Courts August 4 was a suc- 
cess despite poor turnout, 
say local orgauizers, 
'ell got some people out 
again, and that's what you 
wattt," said organizer Grant 
Holkes~d, 
The camp, which was can- 
celled in Prince Rupert be- 
cause of a low turn out, 
drew 18 participants here. 
Camp instructor, Jeff 
Player, a level three tourhtg 
coach, kept his advice to lo- 
cal enthusiasts uncompli- 
cated. 
"The more simple you keep 
it, the better results you 
get," said the South African 
coach. 
Player had participants run 
sh~glcs and doubles drills, 
concentratiltg on communi- 
cation between partners and 
that lucrative third shot. 
"The server's econd shot 
(in doubles) is the thinking 
shot," Player said. "And, 
that's where the errors are 
Inade." 
Fair participant Marilyn 
Earl, who classes herself as 
an intcnncdiatc player, said 
Player's advice on techni- 
que, practichzg and skill- 
building drills will belp her  
improve hcr game. 
But, she said, the fair also 
scrvcd a more social pur- 
posc, by allowing her to 
mcct other players in the 
community. 
']'bat's important, she said, 
because finding four people 
to play a good doubles game 
here can be difficult. 
"You end up doing a lot of 
phoning around," she said. 
• Sheila, Pretto, Earl's te~mis 
partner for the night, said 
the camp allowed her to 
co,centrate on a higher 
level of play. 
" I f  you don't play with 
someone better than you, 
you don't get better your- 
self," Pretto said. 
Sports 
Scope 
Women's 
soccer 
HAVE FUN and play soc- 
cer Labour Day weekend 
at the First Annual Artistic 
Hair Studio Cash Soccer 
ToumamenL 
The tournament will be 
held in a round robin or 
pool format, depending on 
the number of women's 
teams entered by Labour 
Day weekend, September 
3-6. Teams compete for 
trophies and cash prizes. 
Organizer, Mui Luc, 
hopes the tournament will 
become an annual 
favourite ~ fun for com- 
petitors and fans alike. 
Register before Aug. 30 
and save $50 on early 
registration ($300). 
Interested teams, 
players, volunteers, or 
sponsors willing to lend a 
helping hand are greatly 
appreciated. Call Mui at 
638-8928 during the day ] 
or 638-1526 evenings for j 
more information. I 
Youth soccer 
TERRACE YOUTH are 
invited to attend the B.C, 
Soccer Association 
regional development 
camp Aug. 21-22 at 
Christy Park. 
The camps teach soccer 
knowledge and technique 
to youth from across the 
northwest who want to be 
evaluated on thcb current 
skills. 
The camps will also help 
scouts pick players t'or the 
regional under 14 Summer 
Games teams and provin- 
cial all star teams. 
The camps are open to 
all youth born between 
1980 and 1988. The cost 
to register is $25. Call 
George Bujtas at 635- 
3719 for more tnforma. 
tion. 
®MedicAlert 
¢~ PE~AK 5 FQI~ YOU 
i: a a-o: g6E~-:ig-O-'~ 
wwW,medlca le r t . ca  
NICE SHOT: Darrin Yonin was one of 18 participants 
at the Wilson Tennis Fair August 4. Players worked 
on doubles and singles basics, and got tips from 
South African Coach Jeff Player. 
C H R Y S L E R 
Engineered to be great cars. 
LEASE FOR s288, . . . . th rot "~S months P/us S],SS6 downpayrnent 
or equivalent I,ade and 
S3S0 se(utity deposit. 
Sae0 freight induded 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Chiropractor 
463~rrace  
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic Gait Analysis and 
Prescription Orthotics Now 
Available. 
For  Appo in tment  638-8165 
Location: 
Date: 
Cost: 
Eligible: 
Coaching StafF." 
For More Inb: 
Northwest B.C. Soccer 
Association Player 
Development Program 
BCSA Regional Development Camps are geared 
toward players who want to improve their soccer 
technique and knowledge and want to be evaluated 
on their current skills, During this camp, players from 
the northwest will be provided with high level 
instruction to improve their skills. In addition these 
camps will be used for the identification oF players 
interested in participating on regional teams (U-I~ 
Summer Games) and/or provincial all-star teams. 
TERRACE, CHRISTY PARK 
August 21 st and 22nd 
$25.00 
Boys & Girls 
U'I 1 to U-18 
(Birth Year 1980-1988) 
To be appointed by BCSA 
' George Buitas 
Phone/Fax: 250-635-3719 
OR CHOOSE 
1 8 %*`  up Io [] ~8 months 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
1999 Chrysler Intrepid 22C 
• 2.7L V6 24.valve engine 200hp .4-speed automatic transmission ,Next Generation dual air bags 
,Air conditioning *AM/FM stereo cassette =Speed control ,Tilt steering ,Power windows, locks & mirrors 
• Side door impact beams, 3 year or 60.000 km warranty 
CHRYSLER 
Engineered to be groat cars. 
LEASE FOR OR CHOOSE 
s238 .... . . . . . . . .  t PIu~ S3.268 downpaymenz :l::~ or equivalent trade and S27S security deposit $71S height included, 48 months 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
1999 Chrysler Cirrus LX 24B 
.2AL 16.valve engine ,4.speed automatic transmission .Next Generation dual air bags 
=Air conditioning *AM/rIM stereo cassette ,Speed control .Tilt steering ,Power windows, rocks & mirrors 
*Pr0tective side door beams ,3 year or 60,000 km warranty 
(~ C H R 'h 'S  L E R minivans 
EDUC 691 -Interdisciplinary Seminar 
Alternating Weekends - TBA 
Instructor: Judith Lapadat 
ENVS 306 - Human Ecology 
Instructor: Norma Kerby 
FNST 137/237 - Coast Tsimshian Language 
Instructor: M. Anderson/M. Roberts 
FNS'IF 216 - Issues in Internal Relations for Indigenous 
Peoples - Instructor: M. Anderson / E. Derrick 
FNST 302-  First Nations Health and Healing 
Instructor: Lee Oates 
PSYC 320 -The Psychology of Learning 
Instructor: Ted Altar 
By Te le¢onferen .o .e .  
COMM 342-  Services Marketing . . . . . . . . .  i 
Instructor: M. Conyette 
ENGL 440-  Postcoloniat Literature 
Instructor: David Heinniman 
FNST 171 - Metis Studies Level I 
Instructor: Sharon Coffin 
FNST 250 / POLS 220 - Law and Aboriginal People 
Instructor: Rene Gadazc 
HIST 200 - Historical Methodology 
Instructor: Jon Swainger 
HIST 458 - Themes in Law, Order, and Society: Crime 
History in Canada-Instructor: Jon Swainger 
HIST 45g - Topics in History of Resource Development 
Instructor: Jon Swainger 
, ,Courses  Via  Wor ldwide  Web 
FNST 215 - External Relations for Indigenous Peoples 
Instructor: M. Anderson / E. Derrick 
GEOG 402 - Geography of the Circumpolar North 
Instructor: Gall Fondahl 
To Reg is ter -  P lease  Contact 
The UNBC office 
(250)  624-2862 
Toll  Free: 1 -888-554-6554 
Course  De l ivery  is Sub ject  to Earo lntent  
You could 
LEASE FOR OR CHOOSE 
 238 ...... 
t Plus $4.27S downpayment $¢ 
ot equivalent trade 
$855 Neight included. 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
1999 Chrysler Regular ~/heelbase Minivan 26]" 
,3.0L V6 engine *4-speed automatic transmission 
,Tilt steering .Speed control ,Dual sliding doors ,Power windows, locks & mirrors 
• Air conditioning ,Power rear window quarter vents *7 passenger seating 
• Easy Out Roller Seats" ,AM/FM stereo ,Next Generation dual air bags 
,Child-protection rear door locks ,Side-door impact beams .3 ~.ear or 60.000 km warranty 
Dodge Trucks 
LEASE FOR OR CHOOSE 
s388 .... p, t Plus $3,702 downpayment or equivalent ffade and $450 security deposit. $920 freight Induded ~ml  i i  V ~P tin°oath ' 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
1999 Dodge Ram Quad Cab Laramie SLT 4x4 24G 
'5.2L Magnum 230hu V8 engine *4-speed automatic transmission ,Air conditioning 
,Next Generation dual air bags .Rear wheel .ABS ,Tinted windows ,AM/FM cassette 
,40/20/40 split bench seat ,Chrome wheels ,8.0001b. towing capacity ,Bodyside molding 
*Sliding rear window ,Removable tailgate ,Intermittent wipers =Heavy duty shocks 
WIN"this 1999 Prowler Hot Rod, 
No purchase necessary. Details at your 0.C Chrysler retailer. 
d the line print: tt: These are hmded t me offers ~ ~ l / l ~ a o e  for 
rm. rn~thi'l pay,eat ~1 Sal6 e~/~lO 84 COsI 0f ~ r I ~ "  ~i%'~i[ [ 
~rn f01 ~s  k~l~q~otr~s fl Contest cl0t,ng date m s A ~ ~ a i "  e I 
~eoffwaPltestofn~vfrsdyantc~le~elraduates~etweenOdober 996 ndSe~ern~.e3~999~ao~ie~hr~e~Canzda~n~isaw~d~y~wndsuh~dta~fDa~m~rCh~¢~a~[sdu~a~a~eem~r¢~rI~ler~ 
